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Oanada 
Week - - -  . ,  
talent 
teams 
VANCOUVER-- Talent 
teams from across Canada .. 
will visit the four Western .. ,th.. / 
Provinces as port of Canada ' ~ , , - ~ ' "  
Weekjuly 1.celebrati°ns June 25 - ~ "  ~,m~l i ~ ! " 
part of this year's tepped up 
program to celebrate 
Canada's l l l th birthday ~.t~¢~ 
which involves 'more than 
10,000 volunteers hard at ~ "' ~ J ~ 
work i~i more than 1,000 ~' ~m : ~ ~ ' " "  "~ "'~' 
communities, mr ' i: 
Organizers of the blrthday i ~ i 
celebrations are the Canada 
Week Committees, the ~:, 
Council for Canadian Unity 
and the Canadian Folk Art 
Council. In addition to the ~S 
talmt tours, a substantially t~ 
increased sport and pa r- , .... " 
ticlpatiun program is being ~: 
organized through each 
provincial sport federatiun. 
In Manitoba, Quebec i ' 
chunteuase, Julie Arel, and . 
the song and dance team of 
Edward, Harding and u _m,  Glider contest 
seven clues the week of June 
25, ending with festivities at 
the Legislative Buildings in expected at Record crowds Folk singers, Bruce Cock- bum and GUles Valiquette 
wi l l tour  seven Saskat- 
the~eWanweekc°mmunitiesclimaxingduringwith Gliding pilots are prepa~g for this weekend's Gliders will descend from Copper Mountain 
July 1st celebrations in Fourth Annu al British Columbia Open Fl ight Saturday from 11 a.m. until dark. Sunday the 
Regina. Competitions where  the 'fly in the sky times should be the same. Landing areas are 
Popular Quebec singer, accumulates points over Saturday and Sunday adjacent to the Skeena Golf Course in Thornhfll 
Patsy Gallant, anda support in order that they contest thetitie of B. C.'s best for both days. 
R~ecreation director PhilStewart attempts he high Jump at the Terrace arena wmcn us - mtourage of 13 mte~s  hal/g glider pilot. , Las t  year  there were an estimated 1000 
set-up specially for the skateboarders. Pictures like this will be the content of the First and musicians are scheduled 
Annual Terrace Skateboarding Photography Competitions starting Monday. in six "Alberta communities :Vice-president of the B.C. Hang Gliding spectators. The Skeena Gliders are hoping for 
ine|udingrertChepewyan, a Association, Them Brash, says, "It looks like a even more this year. 
' ~ a_  . I[~glgL q~Jk J  ~ i .  | z '  trt'~" ~r~kO a r A  remote commuslty un the good weekend for flying providing there are no Due to the terrain of the Copper Mountain road 
• ' ~ ' ' : " t~ id2k~I t , ,  ~ ' S .. . Albarte-Y~m. border, clouds at the ~t~e-off site.'~- .~ ' . ~ . . ~ . oul~, pilots, and their crews should, traverse., the 
"i - . . . .  ,. . i . J~ J , ,  ~, .  : . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  : . ~- .  • . . . ' ,  ..~ , . ,  , , .  a~:SU~m:~Mary~,~!~L°u~;~C°llinSwUl ~..~ . , "   . . . . . .  ~,~ . , . , .  ~. ' .......... ~ #;'" . . . . .  " ~. . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ~ ,., . . . . . .  ,.. ~"  . . . . .   ~ . . . . . . .  . . . .  . cst of . .  action~, ,. . . . . . . . . .  can  .-: . 
• • - "  . I J J Lq~l l ,  IULIL- q :~"  q~q.~JLe ,1 - 'O  ~, ~ : C.ol.um~lu commuter_Ire ccm~t~uo.n.. ~'~ye ~oc9. p-ore wu also De m- , ~ar .e  we~eom~a~ ~.nm,yne~_~ea,s~ 
JL- / . • , ~ me. w~x S~_..r~ m voivea m me pemt seesang, events tor tiang t~naers m mm provm . 
Lf fand Forg9 ,  dune  Y,~m 
:TI~ FIRST ANNUAL TERRACE SKATEBOARDING PHOTOGRAPHY'COMPETITION '. . . " . . . .  
Starting Monday, June 19 the Firot Annusl Terrace Ska~b.°a... rdin.g.. Phetegraphy. c°..m" ' H e a l t h y  s t u d : y  v a ~ i d ?  petition begins. This contest is open to all amnmur camera DunS nnu is.spunsoren oy me 
] Terrace recreation department and Sight & Sound. ' ' - 
, ,Piesfromstandardprintsisetoamaximamof11X14inebes, either bisck and white or Ye. ! (¢ASAW)No!(Alean) ' colour eproductions, make-up the unity criteria with a 50 cent registration fee compl ting .~. 
' necessary procedures for joining in on the competitions. 
t All monies received from the photo contest will be donated to a charity" ' ~ 
Locally the skateboarders have the arenn 7:30 to9:30 p.m. Mo.nda.ys, 4.to 6 p.m..Thur~ i 
sdays and 2 to.5 p.m. Saturdays. This allows ror taverns to De rmmea on me rour-wnoeJ~a 
tricksters preparing for the skatebsa .rding ~ampionshipa o.ss.ibly,to I~. i~ld this Aug,!. , 
The photo contest will run from June 19 to August 8, The crimes may De mgen to azgm i Sound or brought into the HERALD office with necessary egistration goodies. Limits of An internal • analysis of result of exposure to fluoride exposure. There wasn't any Compensation Board of B.C. The union .is willing to 
two photos per photographer have beun .i.mpe~ledEgJ~i~gasJohnDand0ofCFTK, Graham employee records and.an, in theworkplsce. Thestndy relationship," hesaid. , Following the release of meet with the company at  
ScottofSight&SoundundScottBroweac~me . vironmentai data by Alcan ,also claimed some lung "As one might expect he the Curnow study last year any" time through th~ joint 
Baiting the contestants i a first prize Polaroid 0ne-Step Camera, donated by Sight & Smelters.• nnd Chemicals • function changes hnd-heun only relationship that could eight independent North company-union Oc- t: Canada Ltd. has shown that found, be found was with age. American medical ~ eupational Health Com- 
i . Sound. Secondprizeistobeagiflcertifieate, againdountedbySight&S°und' " Arrivingatawinnerthejudgeswillthea plck second pflze from the opposing category, the main~ conchmiun of &" Alcan Works manngd" W. Length of service, in terms speclsliaisreviewndit. They mittee to discuss the health 
!~ i.e.: If the Winner has a black and white print the second choice will be in the colour . healtl/ study conducted J. Rich said the union will of exposure to plant at-. found that its coneluslqun and safety of CASAW among smelter workers in not allow the company to mosphere, was not shown to were not supported by the mmnbers and Alcan era. 
category. ' . ' " ' Kitimat by the ' Canadian examine the raw data upm have a statistically data in the study. Carnow ploy¢¢s," said ex-uniou 
Entries may be retrieved and new prints entered but registration must be repaid. All printswulbedispleyed~ntheSight&Sotmdphot.ography .department.. . . . . .  Association of Smelter,and which the company study is significant relatiofiship with" would not allow access to president and current union 
Allied Wbrkers (CASAW) .based. "Nonetheless ome neck and lower-back additional data hut indicated " chairman of half. th~ Oc- 
Deadline for entries is August 8at 5 p.m. Judging will take pmce We~Onesnny. Au.g~I~t ~ that p.m~ with ~esentstiun of prizes the next daY, ThurssaY, Augusczo, at~p.m, mmebgn union cannot he  sub- informatiunwascuntalnedin surgery~" he said. anethermorescieetiflc cupational Health ¢om- 
stanttsted, the material that was The Carnow study claims versionof the studywould be mittee 
Sound stcre~ CASAW released the study released that  could be It has found 84 cases of such produced. ' 
• H entrants cannot make it in.to either the HERALD or .S!ght.&. So.un d, pie.tures, p .r!nts or ,, 
",reproductionsTerrace•KitinmtDai••VHe•a•ci•B•x399•33•2Ka•umSt••Terroce•V8G4B4•should be s nt with registration f e ann tnenmtceuon o, pnetograpner to carri d' out las t  November,by Dr. B.w.It,was checked,,,,Weexaminedo.recorcls, ha said. employees that amodg the 1242 Take a" .mu,"u-L-r 
Carnow and Associates Ltd. foremployeee thathave had Aleanrocordsprodueedme- d d[ Y~, 
of Chicago. The study neck ~and lower-back third fewer cases amont he en .m 
ill . . . .  Took its toll! ~'~: ~!:~= ~ i lower-back surgery., as • a was a relationship to nunride analysis to the worger s 
: ' " " ' WESTVANCOUVER (CP) water proofing, and food '-' • i Say  "" wal l  - West Vancouver Secondary ready to camp out overnight 
/ s energy  c r i s i s  re turn  School's f i r s t -come,  first- to be first in line. 
;~ " . ~i CALGARY (CP). ~ The CIM (Canadian Institute .of energy demand, coup.!ed sounded like a goou.m~ at Arnot?gave ach of them a 
internationalenergy erisisof Mining and Metallurgy). with lower alternauve the time but after a recopy.ass numberandsentthem ho e. 
~ii;~;i/i/'! ~ .~v l~ ' ;~~r  i the early1970s w, ulrotdrn, Even thongh Predue.tlve . .n. er.gysuppH..es,.c.oul.drbtari~nge~ e night Tuesday, principal Hewnnsmqam~edagain' 
'~~:'.~.:~ :| ~--  ~ • ..... Richard F. Kilgore, a U,S. capaeltymaybead.equa~eto anouc a.worm ou s.nortai~ Mike Arnott says thesyptem nt lnm and had to hsnd out 
. , ~:~:i',; : =;: . . an add ti . won t be repeated next year t onai 20 numbers i ~;; ~:!~i ~ :~ ~ . research economist, said meet current requirements ~er  man expectea, ' ' - . . . .  7" "'-- 
Wednesday. in the mid-1980s," the World • ' The sebogl was nawng its , ~ .%~% .~ ~ . . . .  . At 4:30 a,m., Arnott 
~, ,i~'~ g . . . . . . . . . . .  Kilgore predicted that ~ ~ ~ . ~ : ~ . ~  :~,~........ Kil ore, vice.president oil supplies would probably Wednesdnyannum regtscraUOnand studentsUay ~.t~meUtStumbled o of bed for the 
~ ~  ~,.~ and director ot resear~ tin" stir., be getting ugnter, ne energy consumption growth to hand out more 
, ~ .~ W.J. Levy t;onsultants said., In the Western countries will were told they could pick numbers 
~ ~:~ "In F ~ ~ : ~ , ~ .  Corp., said theworld must., this environment, slow to nbout 3½ per cmt their favorite teacher His biggest' problem came 
+" ,~:~ M ~ ~ ] : ~ ,  look for a tightening crude there, is likely to be in-  annually from 1977-1985, starting at7a.m. Students 
~ ! ~  oil situation beginning in the ercasing appreciation of the compared with,½ per cent were to be iastled numbers, from " irate parents of 
• _ ~""~ ' ~ ; ~ ~  ~ . ~ L ~  t~,~:..~::.~'~...~ 1980s.,,it. ' •' ' scarcity value of remalnlng annually from 1965-1973, based on their position in studentSwere lastWh°in l e.Stayed home 
-Terrace Portuguese t;ommunity donated more than 800 to the Child Development could work out reserves. This could lead to line, and the lowest numbers until'7 a.m. then found they 
' Centre recently for the purchase of musical equipment for the youngsters. With the otherwise, but it would take competition among com- "However, e(,en relatively got first choice, i 
• i t~aipment, left to right are Loaie Praticante, Joe Practlcanto, Laudo Botelho, John ,t~a ..tmiqee combination of punies and countries to low rates 'of growth still , Arnott said Wednesday he "They've'calmed down 
.Madertros, and Jess Botelho, of the Portuguese C0mmunity, andLunraY0kim, director ' unmte~y events to turn the secure aecess to available oil mean 'continued large ab- was called nt 11 p.m. now," said Arnett. "I think 
'o~ the centre; Seated 0n the floor is Frank Luis, oftheCommunilygr°up, andManueida . picture completely around," supplies for the longer solute increases of energy ,Tuesday and was told there practically everybody got 
Silva, chairman of the centre, Missing from picttlre are Joe Botelho, Max Botelho and he told a seminar sponfored term." ~ required-- about 27 million were 83 students-complete the teacher and the class 
• / ' . • ~ by the Petrflleum Soci~y of Increased .growth in barrels per day." with sleeping hags, pillows, they wanted." 
'Jaclnto Madeiros. " 
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.... " l~c / 'ue les t  thing a .  
pet owner can do is not to 
prowde.the household pet 
with a proper collar and dog 
- -  tagging 
more stray pets would be 
returned to their ownecs, and 
animal shelters Would serve 
their intruded purpose as a 
temporary 'haven for 
the lost family pet." 
Bennett defends plan to 
sign for Medioal Servioe 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
Premier Bill Bennett 
defended Wenesday the 
recent cabinet order making 
it mandatory for patients to 
sign the bill their doctor 
sends to Victoria for medical 
plan relmbusement. 
Bennett said he signs 
charg@ card in department 
sto~s and at gas stations "so 
why shouldn't I sign when I 
gore a doctor?" 
He said the new fegniation 
Was not unreasonable and 
provides "a form of ac- 
countability." 
The British Columbia 
Medica l  Assoc ia t ion  
disagrees, however, and 
plans to seek an injunction 
Friday in B.C. Supr~ne 
Court to stop the medical 
serv ices  commiss ion  
carrying out the. amend- 
ment. The doctors claim the 
chairman of the quality of 
care committee of the B.C. 
Chapter, College' of 
Physicians and Surgeons of 
Canada, and section of 
general practice, BCMA, has 
written Health Minister Bob 
McClelland to protest the 
change. 
Van Wart says in the letter 
• that the new regulation is a 
"giantstep backward" and 
will be "a strong blow to 
communi tymedic ine , "  
conning at a time home visits 
are being encouraged 
"rather than having patients 
brought, with great difficulty 
, and expnse, to doctors' of. 
rices and hospital 
efne~rgeney departments 
where secretarial scrvices 
are available." 
He says it will be time 
consuming to get signatures 
from those patients confined 
signatures for doctors. 
"The solution will 
l~robably be for me to hire 
someone with a car to go out 
and get signatures after I 
visit thesep&tients... All this 
difficulty to collect, bills 
valued at only $6.30 each will 
probably result in doctors 
such as myself giving up this 
aspect of family practice and 
sucking to more streamlined 
office practice." 
The doctor said he prac- 
tised previously in New 
Brunswick, where patient 
signatures were 
required,and found the 
system very awkward for 
bomb visits when ,patients 
, were acutely ill. 
"It was time consuming- 
and it d~verted attention in 
often a ~sllous way from the 
medical needs of the visit," 
he said. 
to homes who are old and 
Published by request 
Prinoe oomes home 
IAC LA HACHE, B,C. "He began to get his , 
(CJP) -- Four years after the strength back and, suddonly, . 
Wright family lost their deslitoall the mud and dirt I 
favorite dog, a muddy, realized it was Prince," 
shivering animal wearily Four years earlier, Prince, 
crawled up the peth'to their then seven, had disappeared 
ranch home., from the Wright's 500-acre 
"He was absolutely ex- ranch in British Columbia's 
haosted," Dianne Wright CariheO region. 
said Sunday. "I don't think SEARCH EXTENSIVE 
he could have walked "Highway 97 runs right 
another inch - -  he was through our ranch and we 
shivering and shaking, and feared he'd been hit by n 
just lay down to rest." car," said Mrs. Wright. "We 
• Mrs. Wright eat;rind the searched everywhere and 
dog inside, fed him some askedeveryone'weknew for 
milk and petted him. miles around." 
All the 
HONDAS 
arehere. 
procedure is unnecessary ;:;~:L.'~.~.~i;i:-:i:i~.: 
and will he inconvenient to slow. Nursing home staffs ~..':.'::::::z~: 
both patients and physicians, are already overworked and ::~:~:ii~i~:':..'~i~i~i~ii!~i~i~i~'!i!!ii~i~ii 
Dr. Arthur Van Wart, won't he willing to collect' :................v.........v.......v.., 
Milfoil eradioation 
"t 
maohines get better 
VANCOUVER " Both types of machines are Okanagan primarily to c l~r 
Environment ministry being wed throughout the beach area. 
spokesman Peter Scales 
says that up to 24 workers 
and divers gradually are 
'working the bugn out of two 
' types of harvesting devices 
yo  which "logically shou]d be ur pet  the answer to the ~nilfoil 
problem in the Okanngan." 
precautions, the family pet Scales aid in an interview 
can he lost or stray. In this that when the program 
regard, Mr. Frank points out began it was ineffective in 
the importance ofkeeping a cost -benef i t~ because 
tag," according to Phyllis collarandtsgunthepeteven 
Wright of The Humane after it is inside "the house. 
Society of the United States. By doing so, the pet owner 
"Untagged pets make up The solution ultimately .guarantees identification if
more than seventy-five~ lies with the individual pet the dog or cat should slip out 
percent of the nearly 12' owner. A pet identification of the howe .without the 
million pets which stray atld tag and collar, coupled with owner's knowledge. 
become lost each year.  proper licensing of the It is important to note that 
Untagged ogs and cats are family pet in accordance animal protection agencies 
strays, period, animals with with community regulations, throughout the United States 
no known home, and in Nest provides an added guarantee and Canada strongly urge 
cases end up in the local that the lost pet will he pet owners NOT to put their 
animal shelter." returned home safely, pet's name on the iden- 
The resnlt? Animal Robert Frank, Director of tification~g. Most pets are 
shelters are drastically the Society of St. Francis, a quick to respond when called 
overCrowded. Often, in- non-prelit animal protection by. name. Publicizing the 
so~t  fundi~, alack of:.. agency in theiCbicago.are~a,, fant~pet 's  name on a dog 
pe~,~'l~l to~ staff the has this tQ ~ay  abou(:.the, tag 0]~serves as an added 
s~aake  i t~ss lb le  imL~risnse 'o~'-identifl~a'tion' incentive tOpetnal)pers.. ' 
for stray peis to rocelve foed, tags: . .  
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
ItMII 4842 HWy. 16 West 
I| "~ II Terrace, B.C. VaG IL8 
635-6571 or 635-4325 
[~II%TD.t~k Oealer Licence Humber 02066A 
• 4 
• t Carpet & Drapery rvice, 
b 
I 
i ...... T_ Indoor -Outdoor  Ready-made rapes ,) 
care and protection over 
.long periods of time. Worse 
still, if the pets are not 
claimed by their owners, or 
,adopted by other families 
within the shelter's grace 
period, shelters have no 
other ecourse but to put the 
animals to sleep in erdec to 
care for newly arrived stray 
pets. 
lVlJS Wright points out 
that, "If more pet owners 
would provide proper 
identification fer their pets, 
"Stray pets can't alk, and 
if a pet has no identification, 
there is now way of knowing 
where the pet owner can be 
contacted. Pet identification 
tags with the owner's ad- 
dress and telephone number 
do the tall(ing. The owner 
can be contacted as soon as 
the pet is found, and in ninety 
percent of the cases, the pet 
is quickly returned." 
Even the most responsible 
pet owner can make a 
mistake; an d in spite of all 
Whereas thcre may be 
competent identification tag 
suppliers closer to home, one 
inexpensive and well known 
source is: Alpe Dog Tag 
Offer, P.O. Box 4416, 
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S'A. 
'5311 that offers such tags for 
"one dollar. Any of our 
readers who are aware of a 
domestic source, com- 
paratively priced, is asked to 
contact he HERALD so it 
can be passed on to local pet 
owners. 
several changes were 
needed in the equipment and 
became of the crew mem- 
bers' inexperience. 
"Over-all we now have 
upwards of 90-percent ef. 
fectivenees compared with 
80 to 90 percent with the 
herbiside 2,4-D," he said 
Wednesday. 
Six machines are being 
tssted-two rotovators and 
four suction dredges.. The 
rotevator dips about 4.5 
metres into the water and 
digs the weed out by the 
roots, allowing it ~ float to 
the surface, ' , 
• Scales aid :that although 
the $S00.an-acre mechanical 
cost is $200 more than 2, 4-D, 
the costs of monitoringthe 
effects of the herbicide must 
be taken into consideration. 
The suction dredge, unlike 
the .rotovator, is. not 
restricted to areas of loose 
sand and gravel where rocks 
are no larger than a person's 
fist. It requires the aid of 
divers, however, and costs 
more than $2,000 an acre to 
operate. 
1,200 samples 
to choose from 
• Sheers - Lined Drapes 
- Insulated rapes- Drape rods 
iii M Shags, Loops, Twist, in all popular sizes 
A Sculptured 
I T ~ we have ' ' 
• ' Scotch Guarded FR~E 
.S ~ C, ar~,tiii.g .~ !. DELI~V.ERY,"" 
 Fu i'shings 
Wl~en quality matters. 
Box 70. Smithers 
1073 Main St. Ph. 847-4485 
IN 
TERRACE 
& 
KITIMAT 
AREA 
I 
t 
I 
L 
t 
Notioe of Intention to Proceed with a 
Looal improvement Programme 
Notice is hereby given p~rsuant o Section 589 of the Municipal Act 
that Council of the District of Terrace intends to proceed with the 
construction of certain works hereinafter described as a local ira, 
provement under the Initiatives Plan. ' 
t 
~A. General Description of the Work 
Extension of the. Municipal waterline along the 5200 Block of 
Halliwell Avenue. 
B. The Programme is estimated to cost $17,750, including provision 
for interim finance charges, advertising costs, engineering costs, 
expenses relating to security issuing by-laws and contingencies. 
e 
C. The share or proportion of the estimafed cost of the Programme 
to be borne by the taxable land abutting on said works is $11,067. 
D. The total frontage deemed taxable for the purposes of this 
Programme is 2673 feet. 
E. Debt retirement including interest will be ten (10) annual in. 
stallments, calculated on thb taxable front footage at $6.64 per foot. 
F. Commuted cost, if paid in one lump sum prior to October 31, 1978, 
will be calculated at S4.14 per foot. 
Further notice is hereby given that a copy of this notice lias been 
mailed to the owner(s) of the parcels of land liable to be specially 
charged for the cost of said works, and unless within one (1) month 
of the date of the publication of this notice, a ma iority of the owners 
representing at leastone half of the value of the parcels which are 
liable to be specially charged, petition'the Council of the District of 
Terrace not to proceed with it, the work may be undertaken as a 
local improvement. 
Petiti.ons hall be lodged with the Clerk.Administrator, and shall be 
deemed to be presented to the Council when so lodged, of which 
every owner of a parcelof land liable to be specially charged under 
this Programme is to take notice and be g0verne.d accordingly. 
. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
District of Terrace 
, t 
ii 
.! 
nurses campaign 
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Job opportunities Pr .  George brewery No t g?tofO £ revolt 
SURREY,. B.C. (CP) - week  " " =-" were not ..Further detalls on the Clerk '1~pist-$7.  m. th .  to open in six , , . , , . , , , .  surreyresldeats. 
Terrace. Shorthand , ready for a tax revolt, but Purpose of the meeting, 
preferred. TYl)ing45w.p.m., they couldn't agree on a ss idor~Ar tThornh i l l ,  
Switchboard, filing ex- " was to launch a grassroot~ 
.f~llowing lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrkce office of the Canada 
Employment Centre st 635- 
7134. 
Typist - $4.00 per hour 
D.O.E. Terrace• Pmnanent 
part-time, Fast accurate 
typing. 55 w.p,m. 
General Office Clerk - ~3,26 
per hour. Terrace. Part 
time. Some typing. (40 
w.p.m.) 
Dlnlag ROom Waitress - ~3.75 
per hour, Terrace. Per- 
manent full time, Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Janitor - ~.S0 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Clean office 
hulldingo, varying hours and 
i t s ,  must be reliable, valid 
drivers lieence, some heavy 
work, lung term em- 
ployment, 
Secretery-gemkkeeper - ~800 
man. Terrace. Permanent 
full-time. Involves typing, 
be~i~,  control funds 
and stock, reception, mail 
Booldleeper-G~eral ~f l~  
Clerk. D.O.E. Permanent 
full-time. Prefer ex- 
perienced but. will aocept 
graduate from vocat i l  
training. 
pertonco required. VANCOUVER (CP) - -  the lockouts until June 23. "I can't understa~ tl~ 
"" News that a brewery at 
Project Manager - $180 Pr ince  George will be 
weekly, Terrace. Tom- producing beer in six weeks 
porary fMl-time. Grade 10 brought a area. ray of hope 
and exp. with related work. for beer'drlnkers Wednesday 
Expaqenca in work~g with as the etrlke-lockout ~n 
the, .public. Ability to Brit~h Columbia's brewqng 
supehdso employees. ~dnstry continued, 
Bakes'- g/'-~00 per hour to 
start. Tin, race. Permanent 
full time, Must" have e~- 
perimles. 
Labourer & Bookkeeper -
Combination. $155 per week, 
Temporary full tim~ Must 
Final papers were signed 
Wednesday turning over 
ownership of - Tartan 
Breweries, formerly owned 
by hanin'upt industrallst Ben 
Ginter, to Prince George 
Breweries LkL, a company 
formed by three investors 
have some bookkeeping for theiakeover. 
exveflonce.. The three are Robert 
H.D. Mechanic,. IWA rates. NaismithandJames Mueiler 
queenClutrlottes. Empl.oyer of Prince George, snd 
will accept non ticaetea Nelson Skalbanla, n real 
tradesman if fully ex- estate trader in Vancouver 
perienced with heavy and owner of Indinuspo~s 
logging equipment. Racers of the World Hockey 
• Association. 
Dishwasher .~30 per hour Purchase price of the 
to start. Terrace. Must be brewery wblch will have n 
The union had bee= position of the board," he 
seckiag a esase-and-de/t said. "Whether or not they 
oederagainsttheeempanies, call it a coo l~f f  period-- 
claiming the lockouts were that's the whole question." 
illqlal because no contract 
negotiations had taken A board spokesman said 
place. The labor board the deferralis not a cooling- 
deferred a decislun once the off period but "time for the 
parties began face-to.face parties involved to seek, to 
talks, resolve their dMerasom." 
Wise said the deferral of a "Meanwhile, our people 
ruling was giving the are out on ,he streets," said 
lockouts a delp'ee of l~ality. Wise. 
Grocers .could 
stock hquor 
VANC()UVER (CP) - -  provide its own liquor- 
Grocery store owners in noutlets in many ar~,  but 
small British Columbia established grocery stores 
communities ay they'll have proven to be successful 
Jump at the chance offered replacements, 
Wednesday by the provincial There are 21 agency stores 
goversme~ to~ ~,  selling liquor in rem~ B.C. 
neat. Opportunity for ad- 
vancenent. Weekends off. 
H°asekeeper'~3'50perhona~ i spokesman for the Meup~ Cove General Stere on 
Terrace .  Do ~ ~  duUes - no said the ~wery  should turn Bowon kkn~ une of 26 
coMdag - some beaw wor~ out its first hatch of. beer in areas to be made eligible by 
about six weeks, the government for liquor 
4-6 hours per week. prefer ROLL OUT THE BARREl.9 llemees, 
Fridays- must be reliable- S .phH,pa said the hrewory Consumer Affairs Minister 
o f~eaca '  ~ be capable of producing Rare Msir ~d W ~ y  
two million harrels aday and ' that the Liquor Dlstrllmt[on 
13,000 bottles in an dgM- Branchsoon will be ac- Inland asks for 
The brewery has bern idle 
for two years and was in 
rece iversh ip  until Wed- 
nssday. 
Meanwhile. beer drinkers 
workfome of 35 to 40 was $1.S 'Til gotan appllcatian in locations under a two-year 
milHon, right away," said Kelth contract o sell a minimum 
Allan Phillips, a Stansflcid, owner of Sm~ of 30 liquor products at the 
same prices a8 in regular 
stop in increases 
VANCOUVER (CP) "-- MORE MONEY SOUGHT 
Inland Natural Gas Co. Kadlee-said Westeoast 
recommends a moraturium, seeks an additional 15 cents. 
ca further field pries in- an M~ in ~na l  two 
ereassa for gas and told the phases of its application, 
British Columbia Energy .iwldch should be condnded 
Commission Wednesday that rids year. 
otberv~e it may be paying Inland 'has r expressed 
SO per cent more for its gas concern that gas price, in- 
hile, 
here were on the prowl for 
whatever beer supplies coul~d. 
be snapped up after spotty 
deliveries to.liquor stores. 
An unexpected shipment of. 
1,-700 eases of domestic beer 
arrived at one store and staff 
there said it was  gone in two 
hours. 
go~eet  Uquor stores. 
In addition to Bowen 
Island, other designated 
areas are: ~Boresfly, Yah~ 
Bostca Bor, Boase Lake, 
Landing, McLeod Lake, 
Sandspit, Port Clements, 
copflng applications from Helberg, Winter Harbor, 
private businemas--main~y Bamfleld, Port Bestrew, 
small grocery or general Gallano Island, Celista, 
stores--for the right to Eagle Bay, Falkland, 
operate an agency ~qnor Savona, Spances Bridge, 
atom. Field, Duncan Dam,n- 
Muir Said it would be Fauqu ier ,  Ja f f r sy ,  
imwactical for the branch to BogverdelL and Rock Creek. 
o 
.,Store customer 
shot by. robber 
by March 1979. creases which have to be Most area liquor storm 
- Robert E:. Kadlee;.com- premed ~ to its ~das~dal havebeen without damesUc, VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A TWo ambtdance workers 
pany prestnent, COla me ~stmnera--inc]umna ha,.. o.a~o~, h , , ,  oh-~ ,m ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ' , . ,^..- .  , .  ,, dn~t~ con. attmnlAed to ksop abe badly 
commlplon su_cb__a_n_,~.~ Comineo . L~. ,  Cs.na.da imported beers, •since• ~ i 'e~s~was-~t -dead  wounded man alive but he 
crease m a me-ye~, per~ Cement ,.as'argo ,.m., compames iee~ea ou~ era- urad.....d,,, n~eht after died later in hm0ital. 
was "an enurmous,, mcrease Consumers Glass LtdL, and -nloyees at four B.C. ovw,,---a'~"~"~'~l~ -------oa'~'~'f~flina ...--with 
by._any.sten .d~d. . . . .  soveml forss t f~ndOt  breweries ]ant Thursday, eneottwo enwhoheld 0theguanzenfledthesoene leaving behind two _ -y .~o,~,~: t  on .=..=. ,~ .=,= to swi=~ to ....~ =ean,= ~:~_,_ ~, =,- ,~=]=t  ~=,  mpa=- , .=  .=m~v=~. 
• . an idternate eneri[Y source uu'enweex S~'IK~ ng ang~B~" mlAnlnlkf 
(MCF) wholesale pace such as oil ornh~ fad plant. "----._"~'.~.~ . . . .  , .  k,. and a .~ ~ IMt01, 
I on  " " . L~V VA~;MJu~ m mmm~m ~m* inereaseofMarehl, eoup - -  . . . . . . . .  The  strike at Cariing ...,,L~'o ~,h,vmidmtifled Pd~ain,0g), • " 
• substantial "me company s ones ainu • , . . . .  , ~ -~ with a prepaid ,.~ . . . . . . .  , .  ,h= n n O Keefe and lockouts at 1 - -~. , - , . , , . t~ .  name,was reesw~dl a straw hat, 
b l l d ' s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , • ' "7 iN . . . . .  rate increase y . . . . . . . . . . .  ., ,. . . . . . . . .  Molson s, Labatt s and ~.  ~. . . . . ,  . glovesundabip-leagth navy , 
' JL '~uI" m~rloa"  wumu uav~ uw lm.y  uu~ ~ .  sup.pli.er, Westeo...nst . . . . .  , . .  ,,,m o ",,,.~. #n~. Columbia plants have idled ,rm~ two manmmnmtored Jacket nearby.n 
n~ve n"  ~ ,mM. ,m v- ' - ' ,  - -  # ~  . v .  , . . . . . . .  . _ _ _ _ _  ~msslon He,, ...... :._ . . . . .  ,_. ,~ 1,200preductionworkersa~a ~m..Uo~,.o.~.~m~im~St~e One of the mon is bolinved 
. . . .  i nmturB l '  ~al~ n ~ t ~  n ., ~ - • . • ~,m, ,M, , , .m~ . . . .  . ,,,serious.. impact •on,. eatm~.~.. , ~  .,,.k I :  "v,~.z=~ ' ~00d~ivery personnd. Mine o, .km,~.~,_q~m  =,d~l i~  to be in~hk late 40's and the '~ . . . .  " . " . .  '~ ;;. m~M ~ ~1.~. -~ ' u~Imwsm.~6.wV.~*  ~ M  "v - -~ ~iasreta l l ratesacal~lev~. .~,  .'%".'~..,'.~. ,~ . . . , _  ~.: thsn 2J}OO hotel workers are h . . . - .  , i.,, .~,~,,a four ether in his med-26's. 
mid Kadie~ tm a,,ua.. ~ .  um p.,a~ ~ ...,,---., 4^h,. oo ham. ~*.l~ma ~w~v~, -~,~ , , -~  
. . . .  WtmUut  j vm ~ ~ I r  , ,~-~-  e " t creases they are seeking. .customers and th  He saidnthe reeea. ~ . . . . . . .  k ,~,~=, . .  In dose or cut back hours. ,.o,,o=.. tn ~ hne_k ~ the ARE WITNE~EB 
d,~,=in, hv the Nat/man ..,- , , . - - s  . . . . . . . .  - .,~za as~r-r~n~ ' "8"  . . . . . . .  Police said there are nine 
Energy Board to allow Vancouver would pay an Westcoast o increase its additional $100 a year. A key issue i. the ~ store but the victim ap- pareatly grappled with one witn~saas to the murder. • A pa.ceman o,i the .m~.. • .is Brewery Workers' Lomu of.the gunmen befor9 being caldoftheshooting:'"It'sme depreclaUon allowances and , The energy conmlsien is. ~00's objection to bargaining 
make changes in income tax collecting data . from with the Brewery Empleyors abaLones. .old story. He (the ,vi, cthn) Police said ha must have accounting would result in a producers and consumers as Labor Reiatlons AsaociaUon, fallen through the front wanted tO. be a hero. 
further wholesale ,price part of its fourth annual formed last month and sam pfataghum window with ~ A poHesman who Was not' 
increaseofabeutl2cmtsan reviewefthaB.C.Mlandgas withoutlabor ndni~ry an- robbar, staggere~ac~omme ondutywasamoagtbeflm, t 
MCF. indtm~ry, ore~iaUon. ' ' Doag Wise, chi~, union sidewaik and fallen on the an the  soase because ee 
FoLher gham " * " " - ' "  " ' " ' " ' "  • ' 'e • ' ha~ainer at Moison s, mMd i n  w~.~y that he couldn't with broken glass and blood, bar. • understand why the B.C. ' column Labor Relations Board Women injured sued for a decision on the legality of 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  reputation because the F0re by sniper Mary Fo l ,  treasurer of defendants "falRely and 
the British Columbia Law molicinunly" peblkbed cor- es  
nesday against the Sun pro~eesion a d office, t r  B.C. (CP) - -  Franklin, a block north of 
Publishing Co. Ltd., 1"as column dealt with . . . . . . . . .  ' Two womas were shot and Hastings an the Vancouver- 
elsimcng damages for Sonfldn's defeace of Judge . • four bullets were fired into Bonmby boundary. 
comments made by Allan Les Bewlcy at a B.C. m r iver  ~ hack of a parked car AspahssmancaidMs.Ed- 
Feth~h~gham in a column Judicfalcauncilbeariaginto Wednesday in separate warde was struck in the Hght 
Jane 10. the Judge's remarks about SPENCES BRIDGE, B,C. asipiag incidents here. ' templeby a single shot shout 
B.C. Supreme Court the intell~enoe of women. (~)  --  Two men were Police were searching onehonria~,wh||eshewan 
action also named as During the mm~molngof mksing and presumed today for two teen-age stand~g on the ,soulh~t 
dufendants Pacific Press Anthony Tourangcau, 21, .~.r drowned Thursday ~ a youths who were seen corner of the Boundary ann 
Ltd.,,,qun publ~hsrS.teart seizing and unlawfuuy. Canadian Armed Forces carrying paper hagoinntbe .Hast~goin~.rNetlon. • 
Kcato and Fother~m,  confining Ms former buck left Highway 1 and area about he time of the REPORTED LATER 
~ i  claimed she has ~Urimcl, Bewley referred tmnbledinto the Thompson shooflags.n Wline~muidthatatf l rst  
bem sorloasly injured In has d 'to "silly women" and "silly River, about 10 ktiometrco Holly Edwards,. 18, of Ms. Edwards thought she 
character, credit an duck~ females." south of this south,s In- nearby New Westmczster, had been hit by some flying 
• . terior British Columbia was taken to hospital with s object from a nearby con- 
BC Med support • • ) . An RC~ s ~  ~d She was in' f~  condition .report he Incident o ~llce • me truck, the lesd vehicle m today, for three ham's, when 
an~edf~convoy ,  fell Gwon C ~  65, of bud been, examined by 
about ~0 metres into the 'Burunby, was under heavy 
river, sedation at home with n 
VANCOUVER (cP) - A. ~h~cuss nursing care with 
cam~ bY the ~m.  doctors." 
Nurses Association of British The nurses want asto i -  
Divers and equipment 
were beaded to the Sc~ne to 
search for the bodies and 
buck in the fast-Bowls8 
river, the spokesman said. 
bullet in bw left shoulder. 
Police said the first 
shooting ocokeed abant 1 
p.m. when ~h's. Clandiuln 
was eromdng Boundary at 
de~om who realized she had 
been shot. 
Mrs. C~ni  said in an 
h~rview st her home that 
she was wa~dng acres ~e 
street whea she felt a sharp 
pain, ~ 
~b~* RNABC to ira. 'mcotofa ~pres ldon~of  '._. 
prove nuraiag standards at mrsing, establishment of an :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::.:::::~ ;:.,, , ,,.:. 
Vancouver General Hospital interim monitoring com- :.:. ~ . , ~  . ~ . . ~ ~] 
l h~swantbesp l ) rova l 'B 'C '  r ~ , , o n  " m i t t "  the  . flringof ed-or ~! '~ew uustness S ~ 1  A.oo ,s t ion  . . 
:'A resoluUon passed by ~ dismissal of four'senior i~ ~ V Not  l i s ted  
%" r " in ou directors says i ~  directors of nursing 
association gives support' o ~k  year, and re ins ta tement  ~ L~/~  ~ '~ " ' L , " = ~ ~:~ 
, .  = .  n .  . ; .  B.O. Tel D:r otory, 8ehieve ', adequate nursing The l~lAl~ distributed 
care  at the Vancouver ,marethan~.,000iapalbuttc,~s 
Gen~'al Hospi'~t~'asd °abet Wedl~esday' caYing: "l'eare i ~ '  r ' R LILY BAY RESORT, 79'-2267 ;1 b Spitals in B. C. • ;' that VGH nurses care. :'::  " WATE- ' ':~ 
nurses' s kesman sam The hmpital already has ';" ':" A, po 
i Wedncaday that a l~flet initiated a review of prac- 
. . . _ ,o , . .o  We're campailPz will as~ mc~._ TERRACE'VETERII~IARY MEDICAL CeNTRe-  '3'-33" ' ' suppoH/ng me nurses m concern over the can- write to' Premier Bill-Ben- treve~y. ' ' 
'net'., or Health Mh~ter Bob, - -  ' • BOYDS BODY SHOP- 6~:9410 " iii:~ ' 
"VGH t~ustees' .chairman BAGHDAD (Boater) - -  
M l l~  e W~r all four. 
handouts say the Farmer Obeid Abu All died 
muses' math complaints are at the age of 136 last week 
Jack of sufficient RNs on when be fell off the roof of kis 
village home near Babylon, 
The Observers reports. 
Twice-murried, he left 170 
children, the eldest aged 86, 
the. newspaper, says, They 
were not all legitimate. 
Here! DAILyFree" for ONE month courtesy of * H H E R A L D .
If you wish your Business Phone ~ q g  ~ g T '  
fisiedfor your customers please cell' Vq lUmUq~q~| .  
~:~;~;~5~. !~:~;~:~%~~~%~:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 . . . . . . . .  ~.~. .~M 
duty, too few speelall.y- 
qualified nurses, hmdeqasm 
' '  .~-hcoldial education, poor 
asal~unent of the available 
nursing staff, and "some 
' numes being to!d not to 
target o~ a weapon. 
The angry taxpayers 
Jammed a hotel mcot.~g 
room for a ~m~ gape 
session that centred on 
municipal and school taxes, 
but covered all forms of 
government spending. A 
second' group of about 100 
parsons waited outside the 
room for their turn. 
They signed a telegram to 
Premier.  Bill Bennett 
protesting "the. mbugeons 
~m~e"  in proparty iax~ 
in this municipality 
southeast of Vancouver, and 
said they are nca]t~shly 
m "any prov~z. 
or municipal government 
that will inorease property 
fazes." 
They called for removal d
school taxes by next year 
and asked the governmmt to
review Surrey's tax picture. 
They took home copies of 
two letters--~e to Bennett 
payments be attached as a 
,demomtmtlun of their lack 
,of confidenca in Surrey 
;council; the second to the 
wov~al cabinet detamng. 
Surrey's spending and 
asking for a cemndnsioner to
be app~nted to run Surrey 
municipal'hail. 
propertyiaan money that 
wondd be willed from 
Surrey until some un- 
specified paints were met, 
but decided it would be too 
difficult an opersl/on. 
movement, against ex-. 
t ravagant  government Alderman Fred Basle, 
spending, and to let ~ofSur roycoune/ l ' s  
politicians know that BraHe,. finance committee, said 
Columbia taxpayers won c ontslda the meeting ~at "aU 
tolerate it any longer, that wan accomplishbd here 
Thornhill said he con- tonight was some slanderous 
sidered saggesti~ that a statements ind a few 
trust fund be set up with .libcilens letters to Victoria." 
Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~ 4842 Hwy. 16West Terrace, B.C. VSG 1UI 
63.5-6.571 or 6354325 
Dealer Llcence Number020~A 
,~[ONDA T I~ dr~ a ~ Io~toda~.  
Get into the ~ ~ Spidt __. 
% . . . .  ; . ;  . . . .  ; . ; *  ^~" ' )R  A e the. ( '~rnmnnwpq[ th  
le  
oml~te 
tions 
'$ 
kh 
mny I 
Buy one, get one 
at no extra charge: 
When you buy any one of our delicious salads 
in the!6 fluid ounce size, 
you get a second salad of your choice 
, at no extra charge. 
Thisoffer g0od only , ii. 
from Saturday June 17 
t l if!laY June 25" 
K °, tMcky Fried k,<ke.  
 lif laYJune 25" 
~ A CANADIAN COMPANY 
AT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD 
ERNIE'S TAKE HOME 
i 
{ 
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EDITORIAL 
The following is a press release received over 
the telephone fi'om Prince Rupert. The release 
is somewhat abbreviated from the original, but 
is unchanged, otherwise. 
"Maude Rawson, on August 13, 1977, was taken 
by ambulance from her home m Princ~ Rupert 
to the Prince Rupert Regional Hospital, in an 
unconscious tate. She was suffering massive 
face and head injuries, extensive burns to her 
chest; arms and face. The RCMP were observed 
at the scene by witnesses who called the am- 
bulance, but the RCMP have no record of this 
visit. 
"Later, that evening, Maude's sister and 
brother-in-law went to the police. They wanted 
to lay charges and issue a complaint on Maude's 
behalf. They claim the RCMP said it was a 
marital dispute, Maude would have to lay the 
charges herself. The police have no record of 
this (visit). 
"The same answers were received when the 
sister and brother-in-law approached Legal Aid 
and "doctors": Maud would have to lay the 
complaint herself; it was a "marital problem"., 
On the 17th of August, Maude's brother (in-law) 
went to the RCMP to ask what the police were 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Riohard Jaohon 
Ottawa,- There was the oldtiger, purring ilke a 
idtteD, warmed by the obviot!s affection of ad- 
mirers-friends and foes alike, but all ardent 
fans-thronging around. 
Diof the Chief was holding court, still the 
greatest entertainer iD' the entertaining 
profession of politics, 
That's one of the ath'ibutes tbat wins the 
ungrudging admiration even of those who: 
-Oppose his Prairie populist conservatism. 
-Object to his right-wing economicl. "~"  " • 
-Faidt'his political philosophy mat tier 
Majesty-s Loyal Opposition is in business for the 
of opposing and throwing out the rascals 
wbe are in. 
-Regard him, as he goes on 83, as an 
astonishing holdover from another who refuses 
to act his age. 
-~txe closet Liberals, New Democrats, Com- 
munists, and yes, separatists-sure, people "_m ~e 
business of news, print and electronic, ideally 
are supposed to be objectively non-portisan, but 
who hasn't their secret or not-se-secret 
loyalties? 
That much settled, now back to the business at 
hand with Diet front and centre at what essen- 
tially turned out to be a Sunday afternoon social 
! gathering of the Parliamentary Press Gallery. 
It was one ofthoee steaming-withthe mercury 
standing at a stifling 93 Fahrenheit-late Spring 
days when aflarning orange:colored sun blazing 
down from the cobalt blue sky turns the basin of 
the Ottawa Valley into an enormous sweltering 
sauna.  
Everyone was in sports togs, male and female 
alike in shorts or slacks and short-sleeved shirts, 
perspiring increasingly with every gin-and-tonic 
tossed. 
Everyone but Dief. 
He rolled up in a limo, dapper (and astoun- 
dingly cool) in a stylish new chocolate brown 
with tan pin:stripe single-breasted three-piece 
suit, the vest sporty with lapels. 
He had a couple of orange-on-ices, holding up 
his hands in mock horror at the mere thought of 
• anything more stimulating thanorange juice on 
It can't happen here? 
doing about the matter. This is the first reco{d~ i~ which she claimed not only was the woman 
the RCMP have of the incident, beaten by her husband in Prince Rupert, but that 
"Maude Rawson was flown to Vancouver 
General Hospital on August 16, where she 
remained until December; When she was tran- 
sferred to the George F. Strong Rehabilitation 
Centre. 
"She is presently confinEd to a wheelchair with 
quadraplegic paralysis. She is not expected to 
walk again. Her vision is impaired. Suffering 
from amnesia, she has no:memory Whatever of 
anything that happened from the end of July 1977 
to early January 1978. 
"During the end of May, 1978, Maude's ister 
and brother-in-law ere informed by the RCMP 
that the prosecuting attorney would be laying 
charges of assault causing bodily harm against 
her husband, Frederick Earl Rawsun, 34. 
Maude is suing for divorce and is seeking 
compensation u der the Workers Compensation 
Criminal Awards Act. 
A trust fund is being set up in Maude Beverly 
RaWson's name' in card of Braid Daniels and 
Kaim, Barristers and Solicitors, 605-207 West 
Hastings, Vancouver, in order to help pay legal 
fees and help her rehabilitation when she is 
discharged." 
Meanwhile, the Vancouver daily that first 
published the story which broke when Rosemary 
Brown, (NDP, Vancouver-Burrard) told a 
ahn~b~rl T.ooic=lnhw~, Mnndnv nhOllt the inc ident  
her husband later attacked her again, in Van- 
couver General Hospital, v~here she had been 
transferred because of the severity of her in- 
juries--on Wednesday carried a denial of the 
allegations by the RCMP. 
According to Wednesday's article, the Prince 
Rupert RCMP claimed the statement that their 
detachment had failed to act on the case was 
untrue. 
Sgt. S~n Winarski said police have a "thick 
file" on the case, and a charge of assault causing 
bodily harm was laid on June 2 against 
Frederick Earl Rawson, in connection with the 
August 13 beating of his wife, Maude Beverly. 
Sgt. Winarski said the long delay in laying the 
charge was caused by the condition of the victim. 
He said she was suffering among otherthings, 
from amnesia. 
When RCMP tried to interview' her (in 
hospital) in late September she ,was "incoherent 
and unable to remember anything". Winarski 
added a member of the Prince Rupert RCMP 
detachment went to Vancouver March 26 and 
May 16 to interview her and as a result of the 
second interview a charge was laid by police. 
Although; in the legislature, Monday, 
Rosemary Brown had said "police in Prince 
Rupert are not trained to deal with family 
violence", Winarski is quoted in the Vancouver 
Daner as savin~ members of the 27 men, one 
Aerial view of Vancouver, Stanley Park in the foreground. (Canadian Government Office of Tourism Photo.) 
¥iotoria Bureau , 
Police differ 
~ute  them under the 
Narcotics Control Act. 
That call for change shows 
two underlying concerns of 
the B.C. police. First, they 
want to solve the addiction 
problem, not just get addicts 
off the streets. Second, they 
want the addicts to turn to 
the police for help rather 
than run from them for fear 
of bring tossed into jail. 
The approach of the police 
federation shows a sen- 
sitivity to the addiction 
problem not shown by the 
B.C. Civi l  Liberties 
Association which has at- 
tacked the bill because of 
alleged violations of human 
rights, 
But that's to be expected. 
The police face the addiction 
problem every day, an ex- 
perience obviously not 
shared by must members of 
the B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association. 
Jim Dybikowski, presidel~t 
of the association, says that 
in all justice systems In 
western elvilizatlm]s, a 
person is granted the right to 
be represented bY legal 
counsel and to cross examine 
witnesses if he is to be 
deprived of his freedom, 
But Jamicoon paints out 
that medical problems are 
position of head of the new not handled in exactly the 
House program on ~ same way as criminal 
problems and that the police 
donot  have the right to 
apprehend the criminally 
insane and even impaired 
drivers because of the 
potential damage they may 
csuso. 
He also points out that the 
new legislation isattempting 
the recks. 
(There was the" time, to hear his formw on heroin aot 
household manager Don Longchamps, when Dief VICTORIA - ,The B.C. 
was Prime Minister, that he kept a case of suds Federation of Plice Officers 
in the cellar of 24 Sussex Drive, even while heseailed for changes inthe 
decreeing that his reception for the Queen when newly proposed Heroin Treatment Act so that ad- 
she opened the St. Lawrence Seaway, be bone- missions made by addicts o 
• dry.)  "police ueuld not he used to 
But Diet wasn't there to be the fashion-plate 
among the slobs. 
Or to be the one dry spot in the very wet scene. 
As the only politician present-Tory leader Joe 
Clark was in Montreal, Prime Minister Trudeau 
in New York-The Chief was there to entertain. 
And entertaining, to joke and turn the laughs 
like spears to shaft Transport Minister Otto Lang 
who likes to think he competes with Dief as the 
spokesman for Saskatchewan. 
Their constituencies, Prince Albert and 
Seskatoon-Humboldt, adjoin which serves only 
to heat up the friction. 
So Dief opens the show with a line frown Tip- 
perary: 
"It's a Lang, Lang way to fool the Prairie, It's 
a Lang way to go..." 
. Then he recalls the day recently in the House 
when Otto Lang, in self-righteousness, asks, 
"Who do you see in the wheat fields more often 
than me?" 
"Gophers," fires be, ck Dief, and Otto Lang 
turns pale and beet red in shock and rage, his 
chipmunk cheeks puffing out like a gopher's. 
Then "After the next election they'll ,be singing 
'Old Lang Syria.' " 
Finally, for snappers: "If there were three cow- 
flaps on a 360-acre farm, Otto would find a way to 
put his foot in every one of them." 
TODAY IN HIBTOR~ 
By THE CANADIAN PRE~ 
American president 
Richard Nixes declared that White 
drug abuse had "assumed drug abuse to the head of the 
the dimensions of a national IHinois drug abuse program. 
emergency" and asked. 1783--The flrdt Anierl-ea~ 
Congress for t155 million for" daffy newspaper, the Ponn- 
acampatgnofrchnbilllation, sylvania.Evening Pest and 
reoearoh, education, en: Daily Advertiser, began 
forcement and controls, publishing. 
seven years ago today--in 1917--DeanMartin, singer. 
1971. The president gave the actor, was born. 
by Tony Macgregor LETTERS 
to ensure a basic .right for well emulated by other in- Dear Editor 
addicts-the right to health, stitutions and organizations - I would like to thank 
"It is not a violation of civil whichhve little knowledge of " through you an organisaUon 
rights," be said. "It is. a and little day-to-da~ contact that has helped us greatly 
gaarantoe'of civil rights, the with heroin 'add ic ts . ,  during the post 5 menths. 
right to exist, not as a 
criminal, a victim of crime, Lea lashes at lawyers 
a hopeless physical and VICTORIA - Graham Lea, 
mental slave, but as a NDP MLA from Prince 
bealtbyperson, free from the Rupert, lashed out at 
abomination of heroin ad- fawyers in a speech to the 
'diction." legislature on Tuesday, last 
Jamlenon says the police week, accusing them of 
and.he courts have not and "ripping off" their 
cannot cure addiction. He Is,ere.aries and their clients. 
says the new program just He said the money lawyers 
might keep the estimated make out of conveyanelng 
10,000 heroin addicts in the property is "one of the 
• province out'of the revolving biggest rackets in British 
door environment which has Columbia." 
• kept them enslaved to He said when you buy a 
heroin, house in B.C. you don't pay a 
Jamlnson did not address lawyers uniform price for a 
himself to the argument that uniform amount of work. 
ffaddictoweresimplyfedall ",..they charge you ia 
the heroin they wanted, the ~liffent amount of money 
problem would go away by depending on the price of the 
itself, house you are conveying - 
However, Bert Hoskin, not more w.ork," he said. 
chairman'of the Alcohol and He said the secretaries of
Drug Commission, has. He the lawyers do the work 
says the British have tried anyway which isn't very 
that approach and it doesn't complicated. 
work. "They (the lawyers) are 
He quotes from a recent ripping off the women who 
study at the Uni#ersity are doing it. Th.ey're ridding 
College Hospital in London everyone off, all' the way 
which shows that addicts around, on conveyances," he
• ~ho are given heroin by the said. 
government continue to ,  Lea called for the attorney 
supplement their income general to'  bring in 
from illicit 'sources, to legislation so that the 
remain unemployed (62 secretaries who are doing 
percent) and to be convicted [he conveyancing ow could 
of criminal offenses (50 set up their offices and "do 
percent), The study also the job a darn sight cheaper 
shows that addicts receiving because they won't have to 
heroin by prescription have cut their boss in on it." 
a death rate 10 timcohigher , Lea said it's mortgage 
than the general populatbm, companies who specify that 
Jamioson doesn't say that the conveyancing work be 
the program will work. He done by a lawyer. 
says It might work and it's "The mortgage companies 
worth trying, and Central Mortgage and 
"Heroin is crippling the Housing are in cahoots with 
justice system in B.C,," he the lawyers," he said, "If  
said. "Let's cripple the .you go to a bank and try to 
heroin system by reducing get the money they'll send 
the demand for the drug." you to the right lawyer. If 
That kind of desire to solve you don't go there, you don't 
the heroin problem would he get the money." '
My son was diagnosed as 
having Muscular Dystrophy 
a couple of years, ago and 
accordingto the doctors 
nothing could he done for 
him. We were supposed to 
keep our chin up and watch 
him slowly det~lorate. 
Fortuantoly a ye~ ago we 
met a man who suggested 
putting him on vitamin 
therapy. 
woman detachment in Prince Rupert received 
training in dealing with domestic problems while 
taking basic training in Regina. 
Meanwhile, Frederick Rawson made his first 
court appearance in Prince Rupert on Tuesday. 
He pleaded not guilty to the assault charge, 
elected trial by judge alone and preliminary 
hearing was set for December 8, 1978. 
Options For Women, the Prince Rupert 
women's group that has taken up the case on 
Maude's behalf, told the HERALD, Wednesday, 
"We are still looking for certain definite answers 
to our questions: When was Mr. Rawson 
arrested,? Is he in custody or still a free man? 
Why was he not arrested last year, in September, 
when the incident occurred?" 
Rosemary Brown told the newspaper she is 
taking the matter up of having the Prince Rupert 
detachment of the i~CMP "beefed up" to assist 
it with the handling of family violence. 
Now that the case is "before the courts" news 
• media are not allowed to make any statements 
or offer opinions on the matter that might be 
considered "prejudice"-that is, pre-judging. 
The Terrace HERALD is scrupulously at- 
tempting to avoid making any statements or 
suggestions on the incident that would or could 
be considered prejudicial. The case comes 
before the courts on December 8, and will be 
heard in Prince Rupert, before the provincial 
court. 
• The response to the latter 
was astounding. In a couple 
of days we noticed a 
tremendous change. My son 
who was whiny, unhappy and 
not very bright changed into 
a happy, , active and smart 
little boy. The change was In 
every respect o the better 
emotionally, mentally and ° 
physically. 
" Unfortunately the 
vitamins cost an average of 
$62.00 a month and my 
husband being in school 
made it very difficult for ud 
Smithers oitizens 
against new Aot 
A citizens' advisory timber resource by In- 
committee tothe B.C. forest ,reducing demand factors in 
service in Smithers has the calculation of ,tmber 
expressed strong reser- supply. 
rations about he new Forest 
Act due to be debated in the 
legislature later this month. 
The group, which has been 
working for two years and 
includes both industry and 
community interests; states 
in a letter to forests minister, 
Tom Waterland, that the 
direction of forest 
management as shown by 
the act could seriously un- 
dermine their advisory 
process and objectives. 
They ask that passage of the 
legislation be delayed so 
commufiity groups have 
time to suggest am- 
meadments. 
Three aspects, Of the act 
particularly concern "the 
committee, 
-provisions that could 
easily permit an accelerated 
overeuttthg ofthe province's 
• using the promise of 
future increased gr.,wth 
from intensive sUviouiinre to 
up the annual cut instead of 
stabilising a declining 
harvest at present levels, 
-the absence of~-publi¢ 
accountability by industry 
for their performahce un 
Crown lands. The only 
provision for public hearings 
in the act is for new tree 
farm licences and pulp.wood 
agreements-a some what 
cynical move because there 
are unlikely to be any such 
licences as  most of the 
timber is already com- 
mitted, The minsters' 
threat o take away timber 
from companies that fall to 
honor agreements is seen as 
an empty gesture that could 
not be politically en- 
forceable. 
." ~.~;~;~1~:~L.;.;~;~;.;.;~;~;.;~;.;:~.~H.:.:.~.:.;~;.;.;~;..~.~.~:~.~..~;.;`;.;.......~..~.~.~.~.~:~.~ 
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to keep the treatment up. 
to Bill S~rby and the Moose ly h 
Lodge organization, I4e . da, erald 
he paid for '. by his . 
organization and never once General Office - 635.6357 Published by 
made me feel llke.I was a 
burden on the m. 
My husband is out of 
school and working now and 
we no longer need the 
Moose's help, but we would 
like to thank them ever so 
much for being of such ahelp 
when we needed it most. 
l 'u rge  the people, of 
Terrace to keep donating to 
them for without them my 
son along with other' people 
could not have received the 
help be needed, 
Thank you Bill and keep up 
the good work, 
Sincerely 
Mrs, Myriam Parsons. 
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Carew doesn't get  satisfactory offer 
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. Minnesota  Twins owner recelved from other teams," "And, of course, we million offer for five years 
(AP) --  Rod Carew showed ' Calvin Grifflth said be was said Griffith, who had many thought Rod could help us,'.' by Griffith last week, hinted 
up at Metropolitan Stadium terminating efforts to trade ,of the other league owners said Griflith, who is well that it might he better for all 
Wednesday night wearing a the32-year.oldflrstbazeman drooling this week at the aware of Carew's .388 bat- concerned if he was traded 
10-gallon hat and a western- because offers made by prospect of picking up the tlng average last season and before tonight's midnight 
Most Valuable his .335 lifetime mark . ,  deadline. style jacket, but the six-time other American League league's 
batting" champion won't he baseball clubs were not Player in 1977. . ,Carew, who spumed a $2- 
~esving the Twins and riding • sattsfactory. " | . , . -  " ba l l [  "We al 't |American - e. ue ~ff into the sunset-- at least 
~t this Season. satisfactory in me oners we / ' • i 
[By THE ASSOCIATED White Sox 4 Rangers I I 
[PRESS The White Sex moved to I 
/Streaking may not be within 2sh ggmes of the top in ' 
. . "~opular elsewhere these the West even though they 
. . ~ays but it is the going craze are two games under .500 at 
' 28-30. Ran Schueler and Jim 
Willoughby combined on a 
three-hitter and Chet Lemon 
and Alan Bannister drove in 
two runs apiece for the White 
Sex. 
Yankees 11 Mariners 9 
Paul Blair won it for the 
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"-,..Spectrum 
New York .Islanders ign 
right winger Hector Marini 
and left winger Bruce An- 
dres. 
WHA 
Winnipeg Jets sign coach 
Larry Millman for. the 1978- 
79 season. 
Quebec Nordiques sign 
Jacques Demers to a 'two- 
year contract as head coach. 
FOOTBALL 
NFL 
Cincinnati Bengali sign 
wide receiver Dennis Law. 
San- Diego Chargers 
BOunce resiguation of of- 
fens|v• line coach Forrest 
Gregg. 
Seattle Seshawks sign 
of fens ive  tack le  Lou is  
Bul.lard and tight end 
Marcus Harley. 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
sign runny .back  Johnny 
Davis, gnarcT.c~tre Brett 
Moritz, wide receiver Willie 
Taylor, linebacker Aaron 
Brown, EliJsa Marshall and 
John McGriff. 
SOCCER 
NASL 
Philadelphia. Fury an- 
ne,race resignation of head 
coach Richard Dinnk. 
Toronto M[etros'~Iroltla 
announce resignation of 
head coach DomagoJ 
Kepefanovte; replace him 
with assistant coach Ivan 
SanguUn. 
in American League 
baseball. 
Actually, the streaking by 
the Baltimore Orioles, 
Mi lwaukee Brewers ,  
Chicago White Sex and 
Boston Red Sox, along with 
several individual players, 
has been done fully clothed 
and with the approval of 
everybody i~ the' league 
except heir opponents. 
The Orioles re,Bathed an- 
beaten in Juneby  tak ing i  
Iheir 13th straight game and ] i2th th;~ month, a 5.~ lecision over California ~.ngels Wednesday with Jim ?abner winning his sixth in a 
,'ow. Palmer, 9.4, hasn't been 
;cored on by anyone except 
~heAngels since May 20 and I
~as an 0.30 earned run  
average since thee. 
"When you're going like 
this, you have got to be doing 
something right," said the 
three-time Cy Young Award 
winner, who saw his shutout 
bid end in the seventh inning 
when . Carlos Lopez 
ntsplayedna .ball in centre 
leld, loading to two runs, 
me earned. "But you also 
~d the breaks and support 
~om the other guys." . 
The Orioles have gained 
mt 3~ games on first-place 
nsten in the AL East. The 
ed Sex increased their 
st•st streak to six with a 9.0 
win over Oakland A's, while 
with a dokbleheader 
over Toronto Blue 
7-5 and 5-0, and the 
Sex won for the fourth 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
BASEBALL 
American League 
Cleveland Indians trade 
reliever Dennis Kinney to 
San Diego Padres for 
releiver Dan Spillner. 
• New York Yankees trade 
pitcher.Rawly Eastwtek to 
Philadelphia Phillies for out- 
fielders Jay Johnstone and 
Bobby Brown. 
National League 
Atlanta Braves sigu.third 
hasemannBob Homer. 
Montreal Expos algnn- 
shortstop Glenn Franklin~ 
HOCKEY 
• " NHL 
Philadelphia Flyers trade 
forwards Ross Lonsberry 
and Orest Kindraehuk and 
defencemun Tom Bladnn tO 
Pitta.burgh Penguins for a 
1978 firstround raft choice 
• and future considerations. 
Detroit Red Wings trade 
second.round choice in the 
1979 amateur draft to 
Toronto Maple Leafs for 
Toronto's secondround 
choice in 1978. 
Lea Angeles Kings sign 
right winger Mark Hoasllp. 
Minnesota North Stars 
trade goalie PaulHarrison to 
Toronto Maple Leafs for a 
fonrth.round choice in the 
1978 amateur draft and 
future considerations.. 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Third Round, ,~;~h~'~'~e~nd ~e ruth in l 
Roundby . round p icks  in  the  M innesota  to  L"" ' .~.  • . . . . . . . . .  I ,  
Nat iona l  Hockey  Leagne 's  Ph i lade lph ia - -  Gord  Sa l t ,  !."°_"t~_ w~.a~a.~ee'"°nl 
amateur draft: Michigan Tech ,v_tffi. ,v.~.o ~m s -.. . . .  I 
FIRST ROUND ..Washin~tm-'Glmo- . . . . .  Curri~ ,~isewnere,  ~eatueenth I 
' " MJHL ,~udnert lest their Minnesota-Bobby Smith, Loyal Nationals, Q - -  ~. .  i t  a ,n  H~w Yorkl 
n ,as ~ g~Jw,  ~. -a  ~ . . - - . .  , 
Ottawa 67s, OHA . St. Louis--Steve Harrtso , Yankees; Cleveland Indians I 
Washington--Ryan Toronto Marlhoron, OHA . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Walter, Seatt le Breakers, Vancouver~-Stan Smyl, .~ltcln:~eVm ~;e  ~ l  
" * " r Bru i l  tour-g WCHL New wes~te , . . . .  ~ ~., ., .w.. 5.2 I 
, St Louis--Wayne Bay  , WCIK, . I~ ,~ . . . . . .  l 
" ' " ~; " w s ' ut~aesas Ci~ neat IJetroi~ 
Port la~:~!qter¢ ,,H,a ~ t " Coloredo-Paui Messier, ~n~_,  ,  ~ Alas in fimt[ 
V a s ~ J M l l  , ,Ddd '~ ........ Pittsburgh to Men/ rea  ~" - '~  Sox 9 A's 0 I 
Brandon Wheat Kings, Richard David, Trois-.[ ~"~, - - ,  . . . . . .  I ,: uamam s w~meoa s~re[cn  
WCHL - Pdvleren Draveurs, QMJHL L~, , , , ,  . . . . . .  ,, the A's[ 
~ Colorado--Mike Grills, NY Rangers--Ray I~ . . .~  ,...-- . ,o ,,,, ; ,  thel 
"~ ' " ' ' HA"  n up l i~-~ s~v.~ ...,~ ~r  ~"  Kingston Canadians, O Markham, File FIe [~,'~s q,~ ~d so. m~ Lute[ 
; Pittsburgh to . LA to NY Rangers - -Dean ~'iant 's~'[ouJ~i ' t~r-  and l  
Philadelphia-- Belm Wilson, Turner, - University of L " ' °  ~ _ ~ ~ _,1 
~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  _ roomers oy Jim nice anu t,artl 
~; , i n  astrzemski tocapture thur : New Yorkto Detroit to Wash gt l - -  . 
Phitadelbhla-- Ken Lie- Jay Johnston, Hamilton ~nC~etU~e?~ 
~; seman, Birmingham Bulls, Chicago--Rick* Pat~son, " . . . .  
WHA ComwaU n
Los Angeles to Montreal-- Atlanta-Tim Bernhardt, 
• Dan Geoffrion, Cornwall Cornwall • 
Royats, QMJHL Toronto--Mark Kitten, 
Detroit--Willie Huber, Peterbomugh 
Hamilton Fineups, OHA Buffalo--Bob Me-' - 
' Chicago--Tim Hlggine, O.t- Clunahan, University of 
tawa 67s ' Minnesota " • 
Atlanta--Brad Marsh, Phlladelphla--Glm -' 
London Knights, •HA Cnehrane .  Victoria . 
Toronto to Detrolt--Brent NY Islanders--Dwayne 
Peterson, Portland n Loudermilk, Seattle 
Bulfalo--Larry Playfair, Boston--Brad Knelson, 
Portland . , Lethbridge " 
Philadelphia--Dan Lucas, Montreal to Detroit--Dong 
• Sault Ste. Marie Derkson, New Westminster I ;:;,:; ;b~,' ;  ~.=, .=.o~;  I 
Greyhounds, OHA - _ . . . .  ' I more: Bettor Selection, Better l 
r s - -Dan  ~ooran  t touna  Doe s Better Zed Service. Our I 
• NY ls lande ' ' rts 
Tambell]~.i, . .Lethbrzdg'. Minneseta---CurtGflee, U. I='=:.== 
, ur_oncos, vv? or~_ ^ .~  of  ' ' l ,ion i, Canada. ,li models and • 
' umston-eu  .~utu, . . . . . . .  , .._ I coloo,s available. (The bess' I 
U~esOT~ LP~Ut~ Hnmi l tnn  M - " I selection of used Datsun zeds in l 
-Monireal--Dave Hun~r, n I Ihe country, too). Tradec o.f oil I 
_ ' : - "  • . . . . .  ^, , -  Wash innton- -Bengt  • makes welcome, tow sown • 
b~unury wmve~, , . , r~  "- ' , : : 'o, ,s ° I payment financing" & ira- l 
Washin , J~m, Cleveland to gum-- - a; l mediate d livery. • 
Tim Coults, Hamilton. son, ~wenen • • 
-,\ ' i Ca l l  Co l lec t  Now • 
• ' -  d x -s t .  LOath to van- I 9 8 8 - 7 1 7 2  ' l  
Se~i°i~eRs°ta an-' ~teve Payee,,  ~l~;~e~Luekner, Sweden 
i! i Ottawa 
~ , Washington~-P.aul -" Vancouver--Brad Smith, I : l l f : l , ~  
~ , Mulvey, PorUanu n sud- - -  
:~ . St, Louis to Toronto Jeal Imrv " 
quenneville, •Windsor . . . .  I I PA Ik~UL I  
"!! Spitfires, OHA Colorado-Dave Watson, 
Vancouver-Curt Fraser, Sault 
I .Victoria cougars, WCHL Ste. Marie ' - - '  . . .  o , ,  . 
[ . Cleveland to Washington-- . 
n Peter Paul MacKinno , " 
"i. ' borough Petes, OHA . 
i Colorado to Minnesota-- . • 
~, ., . ', - ~ MoMadm Machinery Lids SteVe Christoff, U of Min 
neSO~ , r'~'-v~"~ " 
Pittsbkrgh--Miko Meek•r, v ~k . . . . . . . .  
• Poterborough " n ~ - .  ,UN rarK A VO::,~ . . . .  
ners  Do • NY Ra g - -  chener  Frlnoo UO01~09 ISsUe IZL  q l /  
• F loDnt~mt~he~Hic~,~  Flirt 19"/I Mode l  TD200 Anglo d.0zor and 
, Chi.go--Doug L Eeuyer, annoh. Has n0w undor0arrmgo and 
i .  i Vortland ' : " 
~,~,~ -At lanta  to Montreal--Dale motor  $1OlO~,  ' ' 
i~! Yakiwchuk, Portland ' . ' 
Toronto to Detroit AI ~i!i '* . . . - 1966 Nod01 7E Anglo dozer and ~!;~ .~ansen, ,amliton eK ne " " 
i;!{~ i Buf fa lo -Tony  Meg y, wmoh thoroughly oheoked •over  
~:~"~ . Kingston . " ' . 
",: emiladelphla--Mike $37,000. 
I simurda, Ki°gatons.der ~and NY Isle Y Johnston, P~terboro-ugh 'Also m stock, assortment 
' ;, Bosten~-Graeme Nicolson, of Clearing Blades and 
Winches 
Cornwall 
MontreaI--Ron Carter, 
Sherbrne.ke Beaverf, O.M- 
JI-IL 
National[ 
League | 
A oTy  
PADRES SWEEP EXPO~ 
In other National Leagm 
games, Cincinnati Reds de. 
feared Chicago Cubs 3-1, LO~ 
Angeles Dodgers beat Ne~ 
York Mets 5-3, Pittsburgl 
Pirates beat Houston Astros 
6-4, Atlanta Braves defeated 
Yankees when he hit a three- St. Louts Cardinals 7-I and 
runhomeroffEnriqueRomo San Diego Padres took a 
with his team down 8-8 and doubleheader from Montreal 
two out in the 10th. Expos 6-2 and 1-0. 
Padres 6-1 Expos 2-0 
' Gene Tenaee knocked in 
two runs and Dave Winfield 
hit a solo homer to pace San 
Diego's first:game victory 
over Montreal. Erie 
Basmussen pitched 61-3 
innings to gain the victory 
while John D'Acquisto 
finished up for his third 
Dan Ford hit a two-run 
homer off Clyde, 4-I, who 
was beaten for the first time 
this season after returning 
from the minor leagues. 
iii'i i !!i 
l - ' rov lnc la l  
The biggest Provincial yet! and still only $5! 
NOW ON SALE 
VISIT 
the 
I 
, /  l ; " "/~ " 
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UHE 17th JUNE18th 
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• . . . . . DRAW DATE JUNE 18th, 1978 - w 
O 1978 Fiesta 2 Door Haehbaek - From Terrace idiom roro , w 
• 1978 0mni 4 Door Haohbaek - From Torraoe 0hr/oler w 
19"/8 i)hevetle 4 Door Haehbaok -From MoEwan GM oe  nn  . .A ,L  
1978 6L0.Mazda 4 no or Haehba©k - From Skeena Auto Metal L ids  •O,UU Vt lU i l  @ 
• I 0NLV 2000 TICKETS SOLD • • 19"/8 Honda Civic 2 Door Haohbaek - From Terrace Honda Sa os • 
: . Tickets Available: at Fair, Bobs Shoes, Pump House, Ev"s Mens Wear 
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Mr. Mike's] CFL pre-s.eason 
play play spiced 
Terrace's Mr Mike's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,-- ~ Wlun/peg qu , " uy "l'lS~ ~k~M~m~ r~.m,o~ 
Women s Fstball team Rcoki,- quart~b~ka ira-" •- torbacks combined" 
played their first serious - tmdnm wadis" complete 19 of 34 _pass. . . . . . . . . . .  workout in W---~-. exmnmon same ot ..m.e. i;u vetenu pa.en eontroU~, tempts fur 288 yards, m 
season aetostlng ~Klma[I m,..,!,, ,  o, uo,n,, - -  , ,  Saskatchewan completed 
H0telAces ll-7atRiv~sJda I Caeacllanl F~I~I~ ef 36 for 196 yards. 
pa_rk Wedaes.day in T erra~ I pre-seas~on ~k~tlou W~d- At l~unilton, J¢ 
Terrace ~an opeaeu up a I m~sday night completed five of.six 
to 3 lead by the third .~ .  I At "~W'~pet, the Bke in the first quartor to h 
~t  Kittmat cam.e uncK m | Bombers rolled to a ~3:14 pat the Tieats in front 11-0 
narrow the margin at 10 - 7 ,,~,.,,,,, ,,~, ~,~nt,,hm,mn et.yard scorin~ drive led 
by the end of the fifth ~e~ Roughriders before a pro- Jones ended with amu 
Terrace added asln~ season record crowd oz down by fullback Bill H 
in the sixth and the game 22,527. 
ended 11- 7. 
Linda Juba wan the win- 
ning pt(cher with relief help 
from Penni Anderson. 
Jan Gartreau pitched for 
the Kitlmat Hotel. 
Action resumes for Mr 
Mike's this weekend in 
SmOthers where the team 
will compete in a tour- 
nament with teams from 
Kispiox, South Hazelton, 
Hazelton, Burns Luke, 
Smi ,there , and Houston. 
 prings 
travel 
MK Report b-y Don Pearson, 
Custom Sports, Kitimat 
Tide this morni~ is high 
at 10:15 a.m. with 11.7 feet. 
Low tide falls at 4:10 p.m. 
with 6.1 feet. 
Douglas Channel flshi~ is 
very good for small Spring 
Salmon with many boats 
limiting out. 
These are a reasonable 
amount of good sized Springs 
in the Jkitimat River which 
makes me'think that ocean 
is not only good for 
small Spring. Mtor all, tbe 
lar~er fish must first ~aM 
through our entire salt-water 
areas in order that they 
reach the rivers. 
The small SWinE osu~ht 
now are about one or two 
pounds larger than last 
month. This is caused by the 
Springs stayin.g in the 
feedia~ areas. 
Both tunms tank loug looks 
at their backup quar- 
terbacks, and the Bombes 
came out ahead with Harry 
Knight and University of 
Manitoba Maduato Bus 
Harden flu-owing touchdown- 
strikes to comvlemmt one in 
he fourth quarter by 
veteran Ralph Brock 
Saskatchewan also made 
use ef newcomers Ken 
Washington and Larry Dick 
to hack up Rea lzncaster. 
Their efforts were less 
spectacu lar ,  although 
Wasbin&ten completed a e~. 
yard drive with a tour:3~. 
touchdown plunge early m 
the fourth quarter. 
At Hamilton, veteran 
qunrtsrhoeks Tom Cl.an. onts 
and Condredge Houoway 
combined io lead Ottawa 
RoughridErs to a onme4rem- 
behind 24-16 win ove¢ the. 
Tiger-Cats who bad made an 
impressive start with 
veteran quarterback Jimmy 
Jonas, 
WASTED CHANCE8 
The Blue Bombers cm- 
z~)llud moot of the play in tize 
first half and bad numerona 
scoring opportunities but 
managed just two singles on 
wide field goal attempts by 
.Bernie Ruoff. Late in the 
half, however, Archie Gay 
caught a 39-yard touchdown 
from KniSht. 
Saskatchewan rallied in 
the second half wbm Harold 
Woods took a deep kicko~ 
straight up the middle fur a 
The wm lpeg Ua~o 
la 
Janes 
, help 
~'ont 11-0. A 
l  by 
touch- 
Her- 
rsion. 
A crowd of 21,414 saw the 
'rlcals fall behind in the 
second quart~ when wide 
recover Jeff Avery caught a 
ST-yard touchdown pass 
from Hail,way and Ottawa's 
Richard Holmes plunged 
four yards for another score. 
COMPLETEq .sCOmNG 
Wide recewer tar ry  
Neism oau~ht a ecven-~ard 
t~s from Closests in the 
fourth qanrter to cap the 
Ottawa victor~. 
Kicker John Hay provided 
three cenverts and a fourth- 
quarter field goal for the 
Riders. 
Hamilton kicker Nick 
Jambrefic kicked a convert, 
two field goals and two 
singles and punter Ken Clark 
chipped in with a sJnRle. 
Jones was replaced by 
Tom Shuman in the second 
half end the pair combined 
for a total of 250 yards in 
passing offence on 20 
complet,isas. 
Holloway, Ottawa's  
leading rusher in the game 
with 48 yards on eighl 
carries, and Clemeni~ 
combined for ]86 passing 
y~ on 18 completicm. 
Jimmy Edwards, 
Hamilton's all-star running 
beck,nwns used sparingly 
and then limped off the field 
with a twisted ankle late in 
the game. Edwards said 
stM the poe  that it was 
not a serious injury. 
The CFL eahil~tiou 
schedule continues Saturday 
with Toronto Argonaut~ 
visitls~ Edmonton Eskimos 
and Hamilton is at 
Saskatchewan on Sunday. 
Sting gets stung 
by Rowdies 
By M CANADIAN PREfW 
F~" meet eams, there's no 
place like home in the North 
American Soccer League. It 
doesn't mean a t l~  to 
SUNS. 
Tampa BAy Rowd/es kept 
the Sling winlees at hoh~ 
thee. season with a 5-4 
decision hofore 3,11S fans. 
ThE setback made it seven 
defeats in succession al 
Soldier Field fur Chicago, 
balding daws fourth and last 
I/aceinthe Wontem Dlvlelm 
of the American Cen~erenne. 
However, Wednesday 
wasn't a bannor night for 
otJ~ teams playing at borne 
as Washington Diplomats 
beat New EN0and Tea Men 
~-1, Houston Hurrieane 
edged.Oaldand Stompers S-S 
and Detroit Express blanked 
Meanwhile, Domagoj 
Kapetanovie resigned a~ 
head eoaeh of Toronto 
Motros-Cgoatia and Richard 
Dinn~ did the same ,with 
Philadelphia Fury. 
Kapetanovio led the 
Tor~to club to the NASL 
champl~ship two years 8GO, 
then returned to ~ native 
Yu~v in  for a }'ear before 
comin~ beck to resume his 
cM |oh this season. 
But under his &~ldance, 
the Metros.Croatia club 
didn't respond the w~, it did 
in 1970, and is last in the 
National Conferenne Ea~ 
Division with a 5-9 record. 
The tsamnaanounced that 
Ivan San~din, who was bead 
coach last year, will move 
beck into thot position for the 
remainder OF this season 
• • t I Luso-Canad ian  ho lds  om 
regional soccer l ead  . i  
scorers were not avalmb .: 
by Frank Verde Euroean blanked Fun Cmtre straight loss. Names of goal __ 
7.0 with G. Couto searing 2 tod~ 
Saturday Blsckpnel United goals, R. Morrison, T. Denl, From Seals 
defeated A. W. T. Kitlmat 3- L. Henderson, M, Fulljames Barons to Y 
20. A.W.T. fell behind 2 pts. and M. Couto scoring 
before they came back with Euroean singles. ' By GLENN COLE MM N~'th Stsre," 
two and tied the game. It Sunday at 0:00 p.m. LOSE- MONTREAL (CP) -- The said. 
looked as if they were going Canadian defeated Price struggle Cleveland Barons . Jack Evans, wbe eseched 
to get M first point of the Skee~a of Terrace by .the maintained to exist in the the Barmm this yM 
season until Lloyd Scott put score OF4-1. Scoring for National Hockey League is lived tls.angh e l l ~  
the game away fur Blsckpool LOSE were P. Costumellas over-- the franchise of- "mares with 
with a late goal in the game. with 2, J. de Mates "and D. flcially expired Wednesday would not Indicate whet l J  
Scoring for Blackpcol were Mazzari with one each, B. nigh t~l future held. 
Lloyd S~tt with 2, and P Derrington scored the only while the owners of "This came as a total sue- 
Tharoulms with one. T. Terrace goal. the Barons, George and prise," asld Evans, "We 
GibeldiandD. Grant scored . Aisout6:00p.m.Kitameat Gordon Guild, .will stay in thought with the GenEs 
for A. W.T. Village beat Areas by 4 ' I hockey as partners with the taking over in Cleveland we 
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. giving Allan its fourth management of the current were through all OF tl~se 
Minnesota. North Ftars, the worries. It spru~ out in tim 
Cleveland franchise, which paperFlsst week. It,,wutbe Secret . VV JLJL~I~ J. • JLJJL.a began as California Seals, in firft inkling we had.' 
1967 is dead. The Seals, once owned by 
merger meting e The Minnesota-Cleveland" CharlieFinley, the rmowned . merger was the only ira- proprietor of basehall'e 
MONTREAL (CP) -- La NHL's chairman of the portent matter to come out OahlnndA's, bed come clou 
Prease says secret meetings board Wednesday, has been of Wednesday's sessions, to folding before and so had 
bevebeengoi~onbotween carrying on the disenasiens The NIIL also honored its theBaronsinthelrsherttwo" 
individual award winners year stay in Cleveland. officials of the National with the WILA people, 
Hoc~e~ League and World LaPresnesaiditchouldbe and all.star teams. Gordon Gund said the 
Hockey Association with a known by Friday whether a But the annnoanoement by Barons had done a 
view to a merger OF the two merger is pcesthle and ff the NHL president John Zie~ler, marketing survey in the 
leagues. WI-IA is prepared to take the after a day-long mostly, Cleveland area and found 
The newspaper says the necessary legal steps to was what everyone was interest minimal in bockW. 
WHA offieiaia want the avoid anti.trust violations, w~ting for. "We made the approach to 
We are pleased to be able Minnesota," he said. "We 
sessions kept so neorot hat 
theyhaveaskudaduwntwon French rugby to announce that the took the first stoP." 
hotel to make sore that all - Cleveland Barons and the 
' cilfe to their rooms ale w in  Minnesota, North Stars have IN ADAMS DIVISION 
reached an agreement to ,Minnesota wlll play in the 
scrnenedoarefully. CALGARY (CE) -- combine thqir teams," Adams Division, replselng 
La'Preeae says the NHL Beziera of France defeated Zieeler said. Cleveland. 
invited Howard Baldwin, ~ 1  Selects 21-15 inea "The team will he located Gordon Ritz, president of 
president of the WHA, to fl~t-flllud exhibition rugby in Minneapolis. Under this the North Stars, said the 
come to Montreal and that game Wednesday night, combination, there is to be a North Stars were d~hM 
representatives of four WHA The win was Beziers' third special draft of players. This too join up with Cleveland. 
cluha-New Englund in a row on its Western will be conducted tomorrow "I think the combined 
Whalers, ~ehoc Nordiques, Canadian tour. morning prior to the operattonis going to 8ire the 
Winnipeg Jets and Ed- The match, played before amateur draft. HltLandtheAdamsl)ivielon 
menton Oilers were present, 2,~00 fans, was marred by PROTECTED PLAYERS a patent eombiostio~ I haow 
,three major brawls which "In this special draft, the the Minnesota fans are 
• Tbenewspapernsyaabout featured head butts,nklsks to new Minnesota North Stars exelted about he addition ol 
50 people are aware that the the groin and eye gouging, will be permitted to protect the Cleveland personm/. 
negodaflom are going on, "Rugby is rugby, there's I0 players plus two "We finished last and 
although NHL presidem no such thing as an goaltenders from the Cleveland was fifth to thl 
John  Ziegler has denied exhlbition match," eaic combined present reserved bottom. We think the cem- 
suem activity is taking Beziers manager Alain list of two teams." bination is excellenL" 
place. Until now, the Loubet. Amos~ the players It was not known be~ the 
negotiations have been "Both teams played available in~today's.spedal NHL schedule will be st. 
devoted to United States physical, Calgary more than draft were dofeneemen Bob footed by the merger or who 
anal-trust laws. us." Stewart and Jim Neilson 
"The WHA showed before BearErs took a 3-0 lead on from Cleveland and Tom or coach. 
100-yard tou~wn run. 
Kitimat minor 
Lacrosse  news  
League standings to June 8 
T~ke Division 
Johnston, Barcloy, Scaife 
Fire fishters 1~04 
Sharks 
Novice division 
Dee's  F lower Power  
Majestic Jewel lers  
Dairy Queen 
PEE  WEE DMSION 
Elks 
Tastee Freez 
PaPermakers 1127 
Culorndo Carthous ~o. 
In othe~ games, Seattle 
Sounders dofeated San Diego 
• Bantam Division 
Kitimat Landseaping 
Legion 250 
OKTire 
po t. 
1 
11 
5 
So,ken 3-2 and Memphis 
Rogues won 4-1 ovur San 
Jcee Hartimskns. 
Po in ta  TRmp8 BGy' I  three.~oG] 
attack in the second bale 
broke a 2-2 of  reach for ~212 ~ °ut t iea lMput ' tho  
Graham Padden OF Tampa 
Bay and Karl-Hclna 
Grunitza of Chicago ~ch 
scored twine. 
Goalkeeper Bill Irwin 
• withstood heavy preesuro in 
Um nual minutm of play to 
The bantam division has been divided into two 
teams, Legion and Kttimat Landscaping, as this 
division has been plagued by a player shortage. 
These two teams have now begun to play a seven 
game play-off series. The first" playact game 
played Monday evening saw Legion 250 defeat 
Kitimat Landscaping 4 - 2, game number two 
was played Wed. at 6:30 with a tie battle. 
Scores for games played June 13. 
Firefighters 1304 - 8 
Johnston Barclay Seaife - 7 
while Kapetonevic will stay a U.S. court that the MIL the,coned posy of the game 
on as a scout and work witi~ 
theclub's youth wogram. \ 
Dennis cited pereonal 
reasmm for his resignation. 
He said a major factor in hla 
deelsiou was a desire to be 
with his family in England.. 
No suneeuur wa~ najneo. 
The assistant coach is M~ 
~'e~b. 
could not prevent Bo~yH~ with ace ,rum halPAndre 
from Jumpin~ (to,,,,..,.~pol Boudon inndin~ a S0-yard 
Jets) without violatin~ the penalty. , 
anti-toot regulations," an Bexlsrs scored two tint- 
unnamed source told La half tries by Jean Astruc and 
Vreese. "The legal problems Claude Sara'el. The team's 
OF a merger.arE very enm-~ remalnlne.pe.~.eamefr.mn 
~t hu been nmim~d that goa~, n ~ard  drop kick, 
Bill Wirte, elected as the and two ceaverts. 
Reid from Minnesota. 
Some of the forwards up 
for grabs are Manesota's 
Steve Jensen as welles Jean- 
Paul Parise, Dave Gardner, 
Fred Ahem and Kris Manery 
w~ be the aeneral mmm w 
Hewers.it was felt that 
Lou Nanne, the ~en~rst 
manager end coach et 
Minnesota t the end of l i t  
season, would be the general 
manager of the Joint club 
o( the Bar, ms. next year . .  
+".After " the"  draft ,~ .the .,Zie~ltl~.>:~dd ...~.;.~HLP& 
the  :l;osponsibility' ' and matte' "but they ws~ ad- 
obligation of the new Man- vised." 
• Points ksd W ~  over New mOu~L 
11 Washington eo.troUed NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
pin}' in the f~t  half, with the (Reclucea the fdcli0nal wear-and-lear thMt causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
"* lgE INSIDE8 OF YOUB ENGIIE ° ; " " "  N[W T,M T HOT"PLATES" beotud it past Kevin Knells. s • POinl~ 5 pan from Saldb Vitnsldc and 
WITH A 50 000 Mile PROTECTiVE Du Pont 1~ in the second half when Ken MnkgoJos beat Kealan at | ?3:47. *Rc|. U S. I~0t. Office for 
BCO]B~..J] Ls . '~  0U Pont'~ Iluorca~on reales. Tng0n* COATING! Ga~ Murielll's goal after 77 minutes gave Houston its 
win ever Oakland. 
Forward Roman Rosul 
fired three goals In the 
l~es '  triumph overnthe 
both goals f~ Fan Di~o. 
The victory, before 8 
crowd ~ 10,~ in Seattle, 
improved the Sounders' 
record to 8-10. 
Majestie Jewellers - 6 ~. I~ ,  )~ '~J~," l  
Papermakers 1127 - 4 
scores for gameM played J ,ne  14, 
Dairy Queen- 4 Dee's  Flower. Power :4  . Some ddy findlne e 0plder 
• Legion 250 - 4 K i t imat  Landseapmg - 4 web on your clothing 
(playoff) mslnl money i l  @oming. 
• WHAT IS TAFT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated liquid for- 
mulation incorporating Ou Pont TEFLON'. 
the samo chemical co~pound that went to 
Ihe Moon in the lunar vehicle engines• When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the No. One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, high operating tem- 
peratures, ond mechanical break0own: tric. 
• tionaldrag, 
But unless you're a chem,cal engineer, 
right now you're more interested in what TMT 
does than how it does it. So •hers it is, in a 
• nutsbeil: 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothing complicllted 
shout using TMT--a 12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60 seconds•., end not even got 
his hsnds d.irty~ , 
TMT IS PERMANENT~ It's an engine treat- 
" ment, not an oil treatmenl. Just one single 
8pplicetion is oil it takes'to permanently pro- 
tact your engine, for 88 long 8s you own your 
cad 
FACT The cost of owning end operellng way vehlcle.-csr,'bue, truck, you 
~11 gO//~ Mmlghl thmugll the c~.llngl The cost of geso.line, end oil? UIq 
The payments demanded by sklbed ~lno not-so-~.k!llwd.) mecn~mce? UP! The 
pdcetsgl on new cars and trucks? UP1 It s positively IICKenlng--and ire goln0 to get 
worlo before it gets et~y heltert 
I 
EO ALMgUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE EN61HE[R RF.PORTS OM I',M.T.'TEFLON TOEATMENT. 
"The act vc Chemical Inaredlan.t In,"T,M.T,':_ho.c "And onto "T.M.T." hno lieln cdded to an an* 
I special affinity for metal wn cn causes It to s ine -  pus t ve results .can he seen thrg.ulh the 
"pelts" and adhere to Ill*exposed friction cur. expeY eoced Ind treineo eyes or even me must 
faces. Pc ymmo ottract more pc )emero to c micro sMI ed cf mechanics, They will notice n docldH 
thlchnexs which means I "controlled" build.up ncreosn Io compression readinis-which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts for cotos that piston and ring Sell hove Impr0vcd. 
the numerous uoer..reports of reduced "b.low-by".z An increase In idle r.p.m,s will also be dct~t. 
screened compression rcudinle, and reouced o. able due to the reduced frlctlo~ after c few 
coneumpt on** . hundred miles of "T,M.T." "plltlns". 
*And n order to effect o Olrmlncnt treatment. CONCLUSION, Hot only Is T.M,T. OIly tO USe *l *1 )u limply Idd T.M,T, to the ¢rln.~¢llS Oil ( t ~oufd take 30:oecondi It the molt for Id0 ni 
r0ulh the nil f l l l l r  hole t iC , l i l y - . i t  lyon I permanent I re l |monl) -but I l l  reluhl ¢1~ I)1 
'child C.ln do It)-prlforlbly.. I fter lh l  enEInl l ien tvnn .nadir the clreful icrutlny, of lay 
n taloned nolmll op l r l t ln |  t l~plrl luIc, 1111. mechanlcl The Clnlf lt l  thor sin be expected with 
t l ln l  SHOUld this Sl run for l minimum or "T.M,T." In the COl ln l -  I r l  I I  follnwll In. 
Ilrli mlnuUil n order to mlkl lUrl thlt II I orchid GII Mi l l l l l . - Incr l lUd HOrl lpowlr-Llu 
'lctton eu~teces ire "plated", 0sly ellhl ounces 011 Coneumpt.lon. - Lelc Weir On IotamlLFIHi -
l rlqUlrld,t0~, thl  iV l r lp  p lusn i l r  ¢lr or Reduced Emissions-I.owlr oplr l t in l  Tlmplrl .  
~111 truce cnilnl, . , turn - [u lnr  Cold Wclthlr $1irtll - 
TMT IS SAFB We've put our money where NeW ties tel're kear4 ~sm the ,,pert... listen to Ike fly's, el erdieer/~lVm, 
our mouth is on this, ,, with e $1,000,000 THE RIIOLTI H0PL,| HAW 197rH ARE dO ISNIATIOHAL, WE 0AN'T PRINT THIM, TI~T'0 ' 
Product,Liability Policy issued by a nltlonelly • WHY WE'VE IILEEPEO THEM OUT OF THEE| ACTUAL CUSTOMER LILTTLqE... 
, ,famous ,sentence combenyt , tOMe you've put T,M T In your vehicle, you II be 11111111 in the fliurus yourself), 
TMT IS EFFEDTIVEI Effective for any car, 
truck, or other vehic le-whether it's this Mot0reNlo Rigor '*01d gi l l "  ble0mll wrone, Of course he probably 
Sl.m. oks ' . . . .  
ye|r' l  model or one that's t5 yoere oldl Pro. pro •ore powarl Ioo¢ Doll with T,M.T, won*t admit It until he um the 
Sahnon-be l l ies -up  to  , .0t, and p re0arve, new engines,,, 'tightens' "As an' onllnHrln, student and "i've tried ps ,,verse pills, new TMT In hie ¢sr that I'm ,hln, him 
• , up" and reluvenateo ld onw ricer, I was Interested in what f. !tea enlist treo~ml.pre, ell, My ss I lille,M," -I.W, 
YlCTOItL~ (CP) %- ~le- Dhillon, Jerry Kml~iki, New WuUniBt41r  pinyli  TMT IS GUARANTEED! Every TMT Treat- T.M.T would do In e tenth mild eel*no toad me scout a proouct  lutoMaohlmlo •ment sold carries with tt the strongest, most speed tilt, that his father had Just tested for f I |0mM0|i ,~'.M.T*'I 
tof inS~l lmrockl lSCOrednine ~ Hell ,  ~ 8 ~  '~us~toNs l lm0T in  lber l~  iron.cledGuarenteaweoouldthinkofl-- " hie fleet of truche end I'm sure "1 am In Auto Mcnhsolo end I 
unanswered goals Wed. --d Jcevan DJlkn u (nd  tonight at Queens Park • GUARANTEE D:Bot le rgHmi l I |ge  Acarlesolrunofromaetlndlns youluoeetdltwseT,M,T, drlveo.'.eT.Oaddytin¢ twleUl. 
Time) wit reduced by XX I second in unosllevsbly seloundln$ XX, My on the hlJnWlYl woo 8sttinl la Desdily ~t  on the way  to ~ each loft Vi.otot~l, ~ led  abe w~. t l ldm more miles from every tankful , , ', ° i  start showod thlt our [,T, (Elapsed My,mllesp his lone from XX to In|.~ iol or en in iill city 10d 
moneybeck In full~ after T,M,T woe added IC ths fuel father who It o oar mcchsnic miles te rue.lilies,but nowjqlnn 
I VO SCOff Uelfl E T,M.T IDleS UP mix in my 136 o,,, I(Iwcelkl M0. , . ~l t01d me t's ImPolnlble but I've d0w~ New WesUl l~t l r  LEADS 'B]~]L,LIlI~O t1~ I berth M ~l l  COUl. • GUARANTEED Leeeodburnm0 Ionog; 
8elmonbe]]les 18-11 in It We)me (~s8 l id  ~ mo~woalth G&mlMJ, ~lotoFJn er poriodl before "topping LO tr ' ' ' tO~O~  racial molorcycs, kept exlct rlcordl onmy last four XX llllOnl in 1.111. clty-lndX)~lel, 
Welitern Lsoroese .~iso~. ~ ~ ~ouF ~ for  I~LDn]~NI~ ~.~]w)~[]~ldlllleo~, moneybeokl~fulP " AoletudsntofenoInusrln|thls tenkfulc end hnvoprovon the old ions on th| nllnWSy, e¢~ lenow 
• GUARANTEED: Smoother engine pertor, proved that T.M.T reduced friction cnylno that even fathers can be you people nave s sofa prod~ --, ,no / will rocommln~ It," 
a t im~l lmebef~l l l ,00Mans ,  New Wel tmin l te r t  Bl~iOl  mince,. , lel l lt l lhngendroUghldhng , end increllld powlr,~11~_leolr , Mr, O,T,11. 
The salmonbelliel got Tun'is ~ Brtsn ~ NASIdV]LL1B, TaPs, (9 )  or moneybeckln full t 
solid Iceltend~S from T~ m)nxl twice each and Bob --Wedd~l bells are rlnl~g 
(~rAaeya lX INm~Kl to I .v -7  ~LDkl~,NermLeuff ides,  K l l  n~l  In lot" ~ T I~ • GUARANTEED', Increlled horsepower and higher co.preen,on more zip end 
,lead but the firs~-pmoo Brown end Bill Moedeil W~metto, eountw music g acceleration , or money back in ful# 
811n~ks scored the lset ~coml anus euch. chrm~,r  d d e ~  and • OUARANTEED: Longer enaine llfe , ,  ~ ~  tFgSTCOM[,__ FIRET SERVE), 
fOUl' goats O~ the second Gerneay stopped 34 ~ d~verce, ,. ~, rawer repair btlll (elpecillTy for costly 
befor l  J~V~ awe}' to J~l l  "We ' re  I lo In l  to .be ~., rmgendplltonlobl) , ,ormonaybacktn ' 
~t l~ l~ ~lw~: l~T l~ Orel l lWS" EnidWlW In th l  I 1 ~  . Jul}' 6 cn tiM) ',:~ • ~ARANTEED':  All these'lmp0rtant, I ~ ~  or E] .on W order 
ludinto~Pnna]eli~tmin, thl,d period. GreenweH beach bchind ~ how,, In money.eavln,ben,fltlnometternow '1 • I"1 onsetS14.95 r'l two at $26,95 
Utes, made seven i iY l l  and ~ul~ter Be lch ,  ~ in , r "  ~ longyou own your vehicle, or money 
Danny Green led the alkwedtwop£1, W~mltto,~,mddsatuNaym baekrntu#! " I N lme:  
and three e~listl ,  Nero  wayfKYk) t (x ' in lndn~deM imsG£oF~OknownR~:ffllwholn ' 1111 In view Of the many po0alble l ivings and benefits cited above, what do you suppose 
]Baker had three goats and urns ,  years . any vehicle owner or oplr l tor would gladly . p.o..p,c, 
tWO aesktJI, l en in ,  I~Ori l) l  ' NInV WesUPilM~tM ' took 17 ~ W~l~At~ named toP. PaY for I one.time, permanent reatment of 
leader Rm MeNefli ~ored ndmtea In imldfles, In. vocalist by the Counn'}' TMT? $S0.00' $100.00? MORE? II ~ - L - "  - _ ~ B I J T O R g / _ .  Will, llllen to thai: The eetlblllhlld retail 
thtlle times and Gcrd Lyons oludlnl I orolJ~h11~inJ Musk) A~tk)a  fou~ times price of TMT iS only $14 gS~ That'S right, only 
~&l~tt~l'ee gOli~l and O~M IWiJor to Mar ia  (]O1/~'ch In, Ilince1968r hAl recorde( i lW:h g14,gS-ltinylnveotmenlthltcouldponlbly , P,O, Box  550, Stat ion  J, Calgary, Alberta, T2A 4X8 
• Vll~Ol'in r t~ved 10 n~nutlM Ii]11 i l l  8 t ied  B}' YOU~ )~an pay lisle back dozens of limes over. in laV- ' 
BlnJlt Dillon, Chl rn  In IM I~Ui .  ~ D.l.y.O.]~.CllW, lags on gal, OII, and repair b l l l l  Fantastic, , • '~ 
': z 
,.)'t ," 
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Quebec picketters block buildings Campaign against sexist advertising 
to protest proposed bill 
By ALAN FREEMAN UNHAPPY 
QUEBEC (CP) --  Hun- ABOUT PACE 
dr~ of ~lshee civil set- They also are unhappy 
van~s et up pickets outside about the paee of 
~ government buildings 
today to step up their 
protest against propoded 
civil service legislation, n 
The civil servants, 
d~m~nt o a numb~ of 
professional and 
~ther unions, blocked car- 
I ~  facilities and gath- 
erad outside entrances to 
government buLIdmp, n 
About ~0 people stood three 
abr~st okteide th~ main on. 
uegetintinnf for contracts to 
replace current agrcomen~ 
due to expire within the next 
two months. 
Today's demonstration 
follows a half-day study 
eeesion Wednesday by civil 
.servants in quebec City and 
Montreal. About 65 per cent 
of the quebec City workers 
in the 45,000-mem- 
hernQuebec Government' 
Employees Union took part, 
while about 50 per cont of the 
Montreal members walked 
ont. . 
Hull civil servants did not 
partieipate, but stagedna 
short demonstration outside 
government buildings and 
then returned to work. 
The uniom say  the 
legislation, introduced by 
elvcl service minister Denis 
de Belleval, will give the 
minister discretionary 
powers in areas which 
should be negotiable. 
De Belleval withdrew 
similar civil service 
l~tsiation early this year 
after protests from the 
unions, but the changed ,bill 
appears to be up against as 
much opposition as its 
predecessor, 
zqc0m'Im:fr - 
RABAT (AP) - -  A bus 
travelling along M~o~o's 
Medeterranean coast  
plunged into a deep ravine, 
killing ~ persons and in- 
juring ~, the Morecona news 
a~enoy MAP reports. The 
accident ocourred Saturday 
night between Tetev,~n and 
Melilla. 
trance to the national 
anmmbly building and few 
workers appeared to be 
TheCr~lzedng tbo picket line. 
unions are lXOtcstin~ 
Bill 50, which they say would 
give the gove~amont ar- 
hitrary ;powers ever civil 
aer.v!ee management,  
ePlarticuiariy in areas of 
ssaification and ad- 
vancement. 
CNR debt 
into profit 
OTTAWA (CP) - A 
qmlmsmna for the depart- 
ment of insurance told a 
~eMte committee Wed- 
nmday that Canadian 
National Railways is 
Inenting all federal 
requirements : in the 
Star stopped from streets 
nmnsgemont of employee 
pensbn funds. 
O .  W. Pomauski, a 
~ ent director, also suggestions that the 
CNR made money on the 
fund because of inflation. 
Pomanski said inflation 
meant higher salaries and 
thus higher payouts to future 
I ~ .  He added that 
[aflatiou could bring down 
bml  suets ouch as beads. 
The seaators are holding 
bearings on a gevemment 
hil l  that will transform M08 
milli~ in CNR- debt into 
common stock. This would 
r~Inoe the raiway's debt and" 
enable it to borrow on 
foreign markets, company 
offleiak say. 
CN officials also say such a 
niove will allow it to show 
b i~ profits .in the future, 
d ~  q~etr  ~:mn- 
~ndm~  ~t~ a~ -tu~ 
over its money-losing 
iamenger services to the 
, MONTREAL (CP) - -  expresaed.opt~ncsm before Plumber said the ,parties 
Production workers at the the talks slatted that the havm't even started nngo- 
Montreal Star walked out paper would pub l~h today, ttating monetary issues, In. 
today after a breakdown of Members the ciuding wages, n 
contract talks, preventing graphicncommuncintions Job security is a key issue 
the city's largest English- union--r'~prusonting press for both production groups. 
language daily from room employees--set up The pressmm say they are 
publishing for the second picket lines which the ITU concerned with the size of. 
straight day. workers were respecting, crews mshnlngnthe presses. 
The "220 employees, Plumber described the ITU while the ITU is wary about 
members of the In- gesture as "a supportive job losses when the 
ternationai ' Typographical action" for the pressmen, newpapernchanges over to 
Union (ITU) and the In- EDITIONS CANCELLED computm'ized 
ternational Printing ant Star publisher W.A. later this year. 
Graphic Communications Gondann said the newspaper 
Union, didn't wurk Wed- had cancelled .today's Gondson says the paper 
needay, but instead attended editions even though 500 has not made a decision on. 
a union meeting where they other unionized omplexees, any layoffs. 
gave their leadom a strike members ot the Newppaper " The Guild's contract--coy- 
mandate. Guild, had reported for ering Journalists, ad- 
The parties returned to the werk. culation w0raers • and bargaining table, but t  The 220 prndueti~ vertising empl.oyqes, cir. 
taik~brobedowna~ainearly werkers have been without a delivery staff--expires to- 
today, ITU spokesman contract for mere than a day,rebut Guild negotiators 
George Plumber said. year, their last contract say their talks are still in a 
Newspaper officials had havtngexph-edJune14,19'JT, i ~  stage. 
Ford workers vote strike 
TORONTO (C'P) -- About 
2,-000 members" of the 
Canadian Fond and Allied 
Workers at five• Swift 
Canadian Co. plants have 
voted 81 per cent in favor of a 
strike, a union spokesman 
said today. _ . 
Romeo Mathieu, ~anam n
union director, said the 
strike will begin no Monday, 
unless a satisfactory 
proposal, is made to 
union's bargaining com- 
mittee. The workers bald 
their strike vote Wednesday. 
,, ~ sno!~ma~, for ~da 
csmpany.wmgeabend with 
a lockout of about 4,000 
packinS house mployee? 
five cities where oom 
Canada Packers and Swift 
have plants. 
Mm'ray Stewart, Canada 
Packers public relations 
manager, said employees 
would be locked out in 
Toronto, Winnipeg, Ed- 
monton, Lethbridge, Alta., 
and Richmond, B.C., ou 
Monday if the Swift workers 
go on strike. , , 
. During Swift negotiations, 
C. A. Camilla, industrial 
relations manager for 
Canada Packers, said the 
a~reement with Swift was 
dnslgned;:to' ensure that a . rejected ~a company .offer 
scttlement.-with:.o~e'com-~ which would have given" 
pany'wonld appl..y to al l .  Swift workers a wage in- 
Stewart sam Canada crease of about 63 per cent 
Pnckers packing houses in inthe first year of a twoyear 
Charlottetown, Montreal, : contract. 
Moose Jaw, Sask., andRed 
Deer, Alto., will not be af- 
focted by the lockout. 
Mathieu charged that 
Swift tried to upset the or- 
darly taking" of the strike 
vote by presenting a revised 
contract proposal directly to 
employees during Wed- 
• nesday's vote. 
The company's action 
makes the possibility of 
satt l~ the dispato without 
strike even more remote, he 
said. 
The union last wbek 
lernment.owned VIA 
' Throughout he hearings 
the CNR has been criticized 
for handling of the pension 
fund. The company owes the 
fund more than St billion, 
money it says it intends to 
i~ck  overs  ~0-year 
Legio n needs y o Ung 
members 
By PmLIP'MAIL , of old and: new members. 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  The Most of the Legion's 420,000 
inteknst rate of 7.5 perc~t on 
the money and. pensioners 
argue that a higher return 
simuld be made and those 
already on pensims hould 
get higher payments. 
Poznonsid said the CNR 
fund is not making 7.5 per- 
eat  but that the railway 
must pay it just the same. 
He also said that earnings 
~ the fund must stgy in it. 
'The federal official,, an- 
swa'ing Senator Jack Riley 
PC.New Brunswick, said 
both CNR end CP Rail 
meanwhile, it pays 'an. future of the Royal Canadian 
Legion will depmd largdy 
on the efforts of its younger 
m'embers, its new president 
said Wednesday. 
Ed Coley of Calgary said in 
an interview following his 
election that the aging 
or l~t ion  needs abalance 
members are Second World 
War veteraus, 
Delegates at' the Legion's 
national convention passed a
resolution Tacsday granting 
branchlevel voting r',~hts to 
veterans' childrm who are 
associate members. But they 
rejected a motion to give the 
Bell Canada tries 
for Israeli deal 
OTTAWA" (CV) - -  Bell A trade department of. 
manage their own funds Canada, under fcre for a. tidal also would not say 
became they believe they csntrov~sial contract'with more. He.said the goverm- 
am save any paymeats to Saudi Arabia, is locking at a merit knows Bell is "active 
poseibledealinlsrael, Trade innother places innthe outside trustees. "I am satisfied that the Minister Jack Homer said Middle East" besidco Saudi 
'sons and daughters full 
voting and offlceholding 
rights at all levels. 
The average age of the 
veterans in the or~.ninatien 
has been.ustimated at 61 and 
some Legion officials are 
concerned that partidpation 
of these members will fall off 
dramatically within 10 
years. 
Coley, 65, said he would 
like to see future conventiens ' 
grant moreprivileges to sons 
and daughters. The next 
national convention is to be 
held in 1960., 
In a close vote, delegates 
agreed Wednesday to allow 
certain conscripted war 
veterans into the 
organization. 
WELCOME ZOMBIES . 
Consorlpted veterans who 
• served ouly in  Canada-- 
known to some as "zom- 
bies"--were made eligible 
for-  membership after 
delegations from ~uebec, 
Saskatchewan and Alberta 
voted heavily in favor of the 
move. Manitoba and British 
Columbia opposed it, and the 
large Ontario delegation 
split on the issue. 
Consoripts who had served 
overseas already were 
allowed membership. 
• ' In ether business, the 3,500 
delegates urged inber and 
management groups and the 
federal government to ob- 
s~ve Remembrance Day on 
Nov. 11, rather than using 
the occasion as a floating 
holiday. 
The convention ends 
today. 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,, • ~,~:,:,,,,,,,,,.,.,, 
':':;:':':':-;:':'-:':~:':i~:~,::::,':~:-;:-':-;:':-;:':':':':':': :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
asaets of the fund are being today. Home=' said as he was 
i~rc lY  totalled to it andnct going into a cabinet meeting 
as a rauroa~ that there is nothing in the comM,v ,, po'dlanski said. 
J. Earl White, president of SLt-billion contract with 
the Canadian Railways Sandi Arabia prohibiting 
business with Israel. Critics 
Employees Pension..__ have said Bell is complying 
Amoeintion, repsatedthat.ne with the-Arab boycott of 
believed the CNR was m- 
caimble of managing the Israel but the company and 
fund and should turn it over the government have dmied 
to an outside truktco, this. 
"There is a conflict of "Thee is nothing in their 
interest," he told the contract against doing 
business in Israel s~laters. He also repeated his belief tomorrow," Homer said. "In 
~ut r~tired pensioners could fact, Bell is looking at a deal 
t increases in their pro- in Israel right now." 
David Orr, a Bell ,dons if interest rates on 
fund Were higher as he said Canadndspokesman, would 
not comment on the Israeli 
should be. - issue. 
MONMOUTH, Me. (AP)- . "We wouldn't customarily 
The wandering island of talk about any deal right 
Monmouth was tngge~, ana ~ now," he said. "I'm not even 
shoved hack to its nome saying that there Is one. I 
Arabia. 
The Bell contract with 
Saudi Arabia has been crc- 
. tieized in the Commons'and 
at a Bell rate hearing before 
the Canadian Radin- 
televeaien and Tele- 
communications ' Com- 
mission. " ' . 
The Canadian human 
.rights commission Is loeidng 
at the Bell ease to see if it 
contravenes any federal 
human rights provisions. 
The company has in- 
formed Saudi Arabia that it 
has not done any business 
with Israel. But Homer says 
does not stop it from 
future business with, Israel. 
The government has said 
Bell's contract with Saudi 
Arabia complies with federal 
pol!ey against accepting 
contract clauses upporting 
the Arab economic boycott of 
among the marshes on can't confirm thut."n Israel. 
Wmesday as a s~w~.ned . . . . .  
rm=uer dung to Its bac~ '" ~°Er"~'~i~ '~ ' " "  'Cat¢h  ' ~ - -~~ 
• Four motorboats ana a o ~ : f  : , " _ . . . .~r -~O"  
stray 75-ton mass of reeas. 
t i~  choppy waters an u 
stiff head.winds to the norm- 
western side o f  wind- ~ - ~ ~  Joininl0fun-filleddaysofO,oldRushfestivlties'AtKl°nd'k 
nsl~ssaw~" ppedcock. Lake An- " ~ [ ~ )  . Days in Edmonton. Don a G~iy Nineties costume, Pan fur gold, 
~ Cheer a hero or boo a villain at an old.fashioned melodrama. 
Richard Baker, wearing Thrill to the midway, thoroughbred racing, street dances, para& s
& casinos, And that's 0nly part of the fun you'll have at K-Days, iuewshoco so he would not 
sink into 'the floating raft of 
manhiand, steadied himself 
us the' island was towed 
away from Charles Phillips' 
beach, about 25 Idlometrea, 
from Augusta, where it was 
found earlier this month. 
eor[,r=~ iafomatton, ~=e.' .July 19th to 29th. 
Vldton Bursa •. 506S. 103 Street Klondike Days-- Just one of many ihings to see and do in 
F, dmonton, Alberta Tell SC, ~ l td~OF ~ 
',, ' ' .~ i~ ~[ i~ l l i~mTHE i~UN AND OAI~ CITY 
OTTAWA (CP) - The 
Advisory Council on the 
Status of Women was urged 
Wednesday to launch a 
campaign against ad- 
verlsing which portrays 
women as witless fools, 
mentrapping sex objects or 
dsanlinesa f natics. 
Tom Whipple, co.authour 
of. a council-commissioned | 
report called Canach. | 
Pers~*'". ' 5e~ 
StereoL~ . . . . .  ~;;'sing, 
called for a car.~palgn;'in 
schools, advertislng, agen- 
cisa, the manufae~ring 
industry and government to., 
eliminate sexism in ad-., 
ver t i s ing .  :., 
The report by Whipple and/ 
Alice Courtney, University 
of Toronto professors, 
recommends government 
sm'eculng ofadvertisements 
to eliminate sexism only as a 
last resort. They said self- 
regulation by advertisers 
would be better. 
They said it .is often the 
long-term impact of com~ 
mereials, showinghousehold 
products for example, 
"which we believe ~many 
men and women in the 
viewing audience find in- 
credible, hilarious or in- 
uniting. _ ,J *'eanlmes "Honsanolo ~ " S 
has obvious merits in terms 
of sanitation, appearance 
and health. When 
cleanliness becomes an' 
obsession, however, it 
rellents a strange set of 
priorities or a condition 
bordering on emotional fll 
hsal~' 
In their assessment ofthe 
.immediate impact of ad- 
vertiaing, the authors said 
the widespread portrayal of 
women as passive "may 
influence doctors to 
misdiagnose and over- 
prescribe for women 
patients." ' 
Whipple said ads ,for the 
tranquilizer Valiu~u, for 
READING, England 
(Ronter) - Women teachers 
at a school in this town 84 
kilomctres west of London 
have claimed victory over 
thdr headmaster who wants 
to keep them in skirts. 
Last week headmaster 
James Donkley suspended 
nine women teachers for a 
day for breaking his two-' 
ynsr-old "no pants" rule. 
The National Union of 
Teachers threatened a -  
strike.-Tbe school governors 
supported the headmaster 
but four teachers again 
turned up for work clad in 
the offending arments. 
examp[e r, showed it was 
needed for women with 
anxiety and problems at  
home but for men was 
needed as a muscle relaxer 
for more serious problems• 
They said advertising 
stereotypes influence adult 
perceptions, of male and 
female oceupati0na] roles fluence women, to devote too 
and influence adults to much time to personal up- 
believe housewives "are  pearance and men to regard 
unintelligent, dependent on women as sex objects. 
men, subservient, have Women are seen as being 
personality problems." incapable of exercising 
Commercials influence authority, and liberated 
children's perceptions of women are seen as funny or 
their capabilities, may in- insignificant. 
JUNE 14 
SERIES NO. I TICKET NUMBER 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticl<et are identical to and in 
the same order as these winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize• 
I 
" last 5 digits WIN $1,000 
last 4 digits WIN $100 
last 3 digits WIN $25 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar ($25) winners may claim their winnings by 
presenting their ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce only in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba 
and the Yukon• 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official winning 
numbers list as certified by the auditors.of the Foundation. the latter 
shall prevail• . 
DON'T THROW YOUR 
NON.WINNIMG TICKETS AWAY! 
They now have a chance to win in the Express Encore 
SEND ONE SET OF THREE TICKETS SPELLING W,I,N 
TO:  EXPRESS ENCORE DRAW 
' P.O. BOX 300, STAT ION T 
~:~,.;.. ' i : . '  /,...,:'~. CALGARY, A L B E R T A ~ T 2 H  2K"9 . . . . . . . . . .  ..,:.,. 
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U.S. backs up charge of Taxpayers War Industry, protesters plR 
NEW YORK(AP) -U .S .  in anef fo r t toget thetax -  O H  Disarmament Cuban troops in Zaire 
The summary contends 
that Cubans helped 
reorganize Katangan troops 
in Angola as early as 1975 
and provided equipment and 
planning for an unsuccessful 
invasion of Zaire in March 
1977. 
After that invasion failed, 
the summary says, Cubans 
trained Kataugan troops at 
five buses in northeastern 
Angola and accompanied 
them to the launching point 
that Cuba has rejected more 
recent requests from the 
rebels for support. 
CAstro also is reported to 
have told a U.S. diplomat in 
Havana several days after 
the invasion that .he tried 
unsuccessfully to head off 
the attack by making contact 
with Angolian leader 
Agoatino Neto. 
At his news conference, 
Carter disputed that claim, 
contending that since Cuba 
taxpayers are turning anger 
into action, spreading the 
tax-cutting gospel of 
Proposition 13 with petition 
drives and legislative 
proposals. 
Private gripes now. are 
public demands. Politicians, 
from President Carter down, 
say theyare listening. "It is 
time for a full-scale holjwar 
on taxes," said a candidate 
for governor in Texas. 
An Associated Press 
sui'vey showed that new 
limitation issue 9n the 1980 
ballot. 
Some of the tax proposals 
are well on their way to a 
vote. Others are in the 
planningstagea. All seem to 
have exposed a raw nerve. 
, "The time is ripe now," 
said Pennsylvania 
Representative Lee Tad- 
douio, a Republican, as he 
reintroduced a previously 
unsuccessful plan to limit 
state spending and freeze 
levelsa. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
White House, facing Fidei 
Castro's repeated enials that 
he abetted the Katangan 
invasion of Zaire, is outlining 
secret intelligence r ports to 
back up its charge that 
Cuban troops accompanied 
the rebels almost to the 
moment of the attack. 
The release of the sum- 
mary of the highly-classified 
reports came as President 
Carter eiterated his cherge 
for last month's attacks. 
However, the summary 
does not contond--and 
neither has the ad- 
ministration-that Cubans 
actually took part in the 
incursion into Shaba, for- 
morly known as Katanga. stop the invasion,'! Carter 
The invasion was driven said. 
back by French, Belgian and "He could bave interceded 
Zairian troops, with the Katangnns them- 
The summary also "says se lves . '  He could have 
Cuban and Soviet advisers notified the Organization of 
adked Angola's Marxist African Unity. He could 
government i  1976 to p~mit have notified the world at 
raids into Zaire. Cuhahasan large that an invasion 
estimated 20,000 troops in designed to cross and to 
Angola and, the ad- disturb an international 
ministration contends, has border was in prospect. And 
considerable influence on the" he did not do any of these 
Angnlian government, things. 
Castro has acknowledged "So thore is na doubt in my 
that Cuban forces had helped mind that just on the basis of 
the Kaiangans but stopped these facts alone my 
two years ago. He insists statement is true." 
at a news conference 
Wednesday that the Cubans 
were deeply involved in the 
rebel invasion of copper-rich 
Shahs province last month. 
Carter ~ited a list of steps 
Castro might have taken to 
block the invasion and 
contended that the Cuban 
leader's failure to stop the 
attack was, in effect, proof of 
Cuba's complicity. 
The administrat ion's  
summary, outlined to some 
of the news media on 
Wednesday, was described 
as similar to the intelligence 
material furnished to 
' severa l  congress iona  
committees. It says that 
Cuba had been assisting 
Angola-based Katangans as 
early as 1975 and at least 
until last month's invasion of 
Zaire. 
Dodge, Plymouth cars 
called uns 
effectively controls Angola's proposals to limit taxes or 
spending emerged in 16 transportat ion system: 
Castro could have stepped states in the week after 
the attack had he wanted. California voters approved 
Proposition 13, a con- 
"The fact is that Castro st i tut ional  amendment 
could hove done much more slashing property levies by 
had he genuinely wanted to more than 50 percent. In all, 
the AP survey showed, the 
taxpayers' revolt has spread 
to 29 states.. 
Carter said Wednesday 
that the California vote was 
"obviously a message that 
~hos been well received." 
And Democratic Senator 
Sam Nunn of Georgia, who 
on Wednesday became the 
in'st member of his party in 
the Senate to endorse a 
Republican plan to cut in- 
dividual federal income 
taxes by an average of 33 
percont, said: "Clearly, the 
message with respect 
tolevying taxes is: Like 
shearing sheep, you stop 
when you reach the-skin." 
in Delaware, Repreaen. 
totive Gerard Cain, a 
,Democrat ,  in toduced 
legislation on Tuesday to 
require voter approval of all 
At the news eonferenc'~s, 
Consumers Union showed 
films of a test in which the 
car was driven at ex- 
pressway speed and then 
deflected suddenly from a 
straight path. 
"The deflection is ac- 
complished by twitching the 
steering wheel and letting 
go. From that point, without 
aid of the driver, most cars 
straighten themselves with a 
minimum of wavering from 
side to side and return close 
to their previous course," 
said- Mark Silbergeld, 
, director of the organization's 
Washington ffice. 
Silhergeld said the per- 
formance of the Omni and 
Horizon in the tests "was 
often frightening." After 
test drivers released the 
wheel on each of three 
samples, "the car veered 
from side to side. 
Sometimes each swing was 
wider and more violent han 
the one before." 
He said the average 
consumer does not have the 
driving skill to control the 
car inauch circumstances. 
Asked what owners of the 
two cars should do with 
them, Consumers Union 
officials said they should 
consult with the. National 
Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration. 
The Omnl and Horizon are 
the only American-built sub- 
compact cars with front- 
wheel drive. They were 
introduced inJanuary as the 
automaker's attempt to get a 
larger share of the sub- 
compact market and to try to 
stem Chrysler's financial 
slide. 
In a statement issued in 
Detroit, Cbryslor said the 
• cars' steering and.handling 
hove received "enthusiastic 
praise from professionals 
and consumers alike." 
"Chrysler has built 
milliees of front-wheel-drive 
cars in Europe and has 
received awards both her 
and abroad for' these 
vehicles." 
tax increases or nw taxes. 
"This came about because of • 
Proposition 13," he said, 
although is plan is diffarnt. 
It deals only with (uturo 
taxes and would not roll back 
existing levies, as Prposition 
13 does. 
A ~outh Dakota sore 
owner," Danielle Samuelzon, 
was kept up to date on the 
California campaign by her 
brother, who lives there. She 
started collecting signatures 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) - 
In the rallies and seminars 
staged by non-governmental 
organizations in conjunction 
with the UN General 
Assembly's pecial session 
on sisarmament, nuclear 
power plants, as well as 
nuclear weapons, have come 
in for flax. 
Across the U.S., anti- 
nuclear groups are staging a
so-called, spring offensive 
against nuclear energy. 
On one side of the cun- 
treversy stands the multi- 
bi l l ion-dol lar Americar 
nuclear industry. Arrayed 
against i is a coalition of old 
anti-war groups-including 
such persons as Daniel 
Ellasberg of Pentagon 
papers fame--eveh older 
hon-the-homb groups from 
"the early 190os and militant 
environmental al iances. 
Already pending in the 
Pennsylvania legislature is a 
measure, proposed by State 
• Senator John Stauffer, also a 
Republican, to eliminate the 
property tax as a means of 
financing public education 
and replace itwith a one-par- 
cent increase in the state 
income tax. "The taxpayers 
of this countryaare' fed up 
with excessive taxews and 
bloated government spen- 
ding," said Stauffer. "The 
victory in California should 
send a smoke signal across 
the nation." 
The AP survey found 
proposals directly or in- 
directly spawned 'by 
proposition 13, also known as 
the Jarvis-Gann amendment 
after its sponsors, in 
Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, 
Nevada, New Haml~hire, 
New York, Ohio, Penn- 
sylvania, Rhode Island, 
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, 
Virginia and Washington. 
Tax or spending limitations 
also/ire an issue in Arizona, 
Clolorado, Idaho, Illinois 
Kansas, Maine, Michigan, 
Minnesota ,  Montana ,  
Nebraska, Oregon, Souti 
Cacolinaand Tennessee. 
WORK TAKES OVER 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Executives 27 through 34 
years of age are "almost 
entirely concerned with their 
careers ... plunge them- 
News oddities 
MONMOUTH, Me. (AP)-- 
The wandering island of 
Monmouth was tugged and 
shoved buck to its home 
among the marshes on 
Wednesday as a snowshoed 
rescuer clung to its back. 
Four motorboats and a 
modified barge jockeyed the 
stray 75-ton mass of reeds 
through choppy waters and 
stiff hcadwinds to the nor- 
thwestern side of wind~ 
whipped Lake Annabes- 
saconk. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
consumer group has labelled 
as unsafe the Dodge Omni 
end the Plymouth Horizon, 
two similar Chrysler Corp. 
models that won Motor 
Trend magazine's Car of the 
Year designation. 
Consumers Union, a non- 
profit testing organization, 
said it is publishing an ar- 
ticle in .its magazine Con- 
sumer Reports, entitled 
Most Unfortuante Car of the 
Year. 
At news" conferences in 
Washington and New York, 
Consumers Union officials
said the ears were found 
unacceptable because of 
handling problems. 
Don Gshwind, director of 
chassis engineering for 
Chrysler, said the test used 
• byConsumeraUuion"hos n  
relationship to the way 
consumers drive a car." 
He acknowledged that 
Chrysler put the cars 
through the same test, but it 
wns only one of many. "By 
itself, it has no meaning." 
' • 
U.S.-Sovlet war of nerves 
Internstiosa| Harvester, and 
wondered who among them 
might he next. 
The Russian nationals re. 
ferred to by Gromyko 
'worked at the United Nations 
Secretariat and were 
arrested~ in Woodbridge,. 
N.J., on May 20 on espionage 
charges. 
The two, Valdik 
Aleksandrovieh Eng~ and 
Rudolf Petrovich Cher- 
nyayev, pleaded not guilty 
and were ordered held in lieu 
• Western observers in 
Moscow expect he Russians 
will offer to release 
Crawford, 38, of Mobile, 
Ala., in exchange for the two 
Soviet nationals. 
The war of nerves also in- 
eluded t l~ announcement by
U.S. officials late last month 
that sophisticated So~;iet 
espionage equipment was 
found inside the U.S. em- 
baesy in Moecow. 
Izvestla then said it would 
. dooumont cases of extensive 
of $2 million bail. U.S. espionage in Mofcow. 
Body search in 
. Backyard 
WEST SPRINGFIELD, 
Mass. (AP) -  The backhoe 
ripping through a tiny yard 
behind a tarpaper shanty is 
looking for bodies. 
The shack's owner, a 
burly, bearded pawnbroker 
with reported Nazi sym- 
pathies, is sitting in jail 
today, suspected of luring 
young homosexuals from 
New York's Greenwich 
Village to torture sessions 
with leg irons and chains. 
Kenneth Appleby, 27, 
whose friends described him 
as a "gentleman" and the 
"greatest human alive," was 
held in lieu of $100,0O0 bail on 
a charge of kidnapping. 
Today police resumed 
their digging, bringing In a 
second backhoe to continue 
their search for bodies. 
"We found nothing," 
police Capt. Richard Kulig 
reported after 10 hours of 
digging Wednesday. 
"We're looking for one 
specific body in particular, 
and there may be others," 
District Attorney Matthew 
Ryan said Wednesday. 
A spokesman for Ryan 
said inter: "There is,sado- 
masochism and homosexual 
evidence. Of the Nazism, I
wouldn't rule it out." 
Police. found chains, leg 
irus and whips in the house 
on Tuesday. 
PORTRAITS. DIFFER 
Friends, neighbors and the 
authorities painted con- 
flicting wordnportralts of 
Appleby, who, most agreed; 
was a loner. He i ived'a 
spartan existence in a 
cluttered hut-like bungalow 
in a quiet suburb dotted with 
$100,-000 homes. The house 
directly across the road from 
his boasts a large swimming 
pool. 
Appleby commuted in an 
aged goldnCadillec to his 
tiny pawn •hop hi an area of 
topless and gay bars and old 
hotels 'tn neighboring 
Springfield. 
Sources at the Jewish 
AntiDefamation League in 
Springfield and Boston said 
Appleby boasted several 
t~nes in recent years that he 
was a Nazi and wore a 
swastika ring and necklace. 
Police reported, finding 
Second World War picturo 
books but  no political 
l iterature in Appleby's 
house. 
But .Mrs. Abe Tikotsky, 
whose 80-year.old husband 
worked in Applchy's pawn 
shop and who is Jewish, 
said: "He is a lovely man, a 
very nice man. A gentleman. 
"My God, hew can he be a 
Nazi when he is a devout 
Catholic and he wears a big 
cress on his neck?" 
The Afsociated Press 
learned •the investigation 
started after homosexuals in 
New York City complained 
to police that their young 
lovers were vanishing off the 
streets. 
Richard Baker, wearing 
snowshoes o he would not 
sink into the floating raft of 
marahland, steadied himself 
as the island was towed 
away from Charles Phillips' 
beach, about 25 kilometrea 
from Augusta, where it was 
found earlier tids month. 
READING, England 
(Reutor) --  Women teachers 
at a school in ~ town 84 
kliometres west of London 
hove claimed victory over 
their headmaster who wants 
to keep them in skirts. 
Last week headmaster 
James Duuldey suspended. 
nine women teachers forna 
day for"breaking his two- 
year-oldn"na pants" rule. 
The National Union of 
Teachers threatened a 
strike. The school governors 
supported the hcadinaster 
but four teachers again 
turned up for work clad in 
the offending garments. 
On Wednesday, Ofter a 
week of skirting around the 
issue, the governors an- 
nenneed the ban was lifted. 
HENRYETTA, 0kla. (AP) 
• -- Thee could be disco 
dancing in this eastern 
Oklahoma city of 6,500 later 
'this year--maybe. 
The city council voted 
Tuesday night to put the 
city's ban on public dancing 
to a vote of the.people at the 
Ang.22 primary. 
The ordinance, adopted in 
1957, pTohibits dancing 
"where the general public is 
allowed to participate." 
Not much was hoard about 
the ordinance until several 
weeks ago when a group con- 
verling an old department 
store on Main Street into a 
disco dance hall discovered 
the ordinance would keep the 
dance hall from opening. 
Mayor P.W. Cunningham 
'said the council decided to 
put the repeal proposition on 
the primary ballot after a 
group "circulated a petition 
seeking an end to the or- 
dinance. 
CHICAGO (AP) --  In 1944, 
h'vlng Signer asked Joan 
Harri~ to mbrry him., She 
• said no. Thirty.three years 
later he proposed again. She 
said yes. 
They got their marriage li- 
cense Tuesday at City Hall 
after Joan flew in  from 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
The U.S.-Soviet war of 
nerves over arrests of each 
. other's citis~s in continuing 
after a clash between Andrei 
Gromyko arid U.S. State 
Socretary Cyrus Vance, a 
U.S. official reportS. 
The Soviet foreign mine- 
ster is reported to have 
threatened to retaliate for 
the:highly publicized arrest 
ouiside New York City of two 
Russian nationals on. spy 
chargesand told Vance, 
"Two can play at this 
game." 
Gromyko's warning late 
last month, disclosed by the 
official Wednesday night, 
apparently was carried out 
in two separate incidents 
Monday. 
First, the government 
newspaper Izvestia said that • 
Martha Petarson, at the time 
third secretary in the U.S. 
embassy, was expelled last 
July after she allegedly 
supplied a spy with poison 
that was used to kill an "in- 
nocent" Russian. 
Then Monday night, U.S. 
bus inessman Franc is  
Crawford was yanked from 
his car in Moscow and driven 
away by police who charged 
him with smuggling. 
"It's clear the Soviets tele- 
graphed their punch," said 
the official, who asked not to 
be named, in referring to the 
Gromyko warning. 
PRACTICE ENDED 
The arr~ts in New Jersey 
and Moscow ended for now a 
practice by both countries of 
sending home suspected 
spies with a minimum of 
publicity. 
U,S. businessmen in 
Moscow were stunned by the 
arrest of Crawford, the 
Moscow revresentative of 
NEW CANAAN, Conn. 
(AP) . Former Missouri 
senator Stuart Symington, 
77, has married the 59,year- 
old widow of a grandson of 
IBM's founder. 
Symington, who served 24 
years in the Senate before 
retiring in December 1976, 
said, "I do" Wednesday to 
Anne Hemingway Watson, 
who he met last year in 
California where both were 
visiting Bob Hope, 
They have demonstrated situation in several ways. 
at plants across the country Where Canadian plants 
and are instrumental in use the Candu reactor, 
court battles against employing heavy water and 
proposed nuclear generating natural uranium, American 
stations, generating stations use light 
They say their actions are water eactors with enriched 
designed to guard the on- uranium, which requires 
vironment against the special processing. Also, the 
hazards of nuclear energy. U.S. wants to get into 
The industry claims the breeder reactors, which 
court fights and licensing produce more fuel, in the 
form of plutonium, than they 
burn. 
Also, the U.S. is also in the 
business of producing 
weapons--grade material for 
its bombs. 
One o f  the key points 
problems and three years to 
the lead time for nuclear 
plants-.facilities that the 
industry says will he vitally 
needed to maintain power 
levels toward the end of the 
next decade. 
Protestors call for ex- stressed by the protestom is
panded investigation int o the daqger posed by the 
aitornste energy sources, highly.radioactive waste 
such as solar power or biD- products produced by 
enorg~, reactors. 
The U.S. nuclear scene The anti-nuclear groups 
differs from the Canadian cite studies which say there 
~ : ~  .:~:.~:~ .....
j< / "  ' 
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WASHINGTON (AP)  - All 
her life, 59-yeer-old Pearl 
Bailey has read reviews of 
her performances, but this 
was a first. 
There in front of her were 
four B's and an A. Probably 
the tersest critique of her 
illustrious career. 
And not bad either, con- 
sidering they were marks for 
her first semester as a 
Fronch major at 
Georgetown University here. 
The woman who has sung 
to presidents and starred in 
Hello Dolly began her fresh. 
man year in January, ~ 4O 
years after she dropped out 
of school to pursue a show. 
business career. 
• Her one A was in religion, 
to which Mr. Bailey said: 
"As long• as you bave,A's 
with God, honey, that's all 
that matters." 
the news 
' may be no safe means of 
Moluccan admits of these toxic md products, which include radioactive 
hostage murder laD,o,. . , .  be dangerous for thousands of 
years. Tl~y say scientists do 
net know enough about the 
ASSEN, Netherlands (CP) marines, long.term stability of un- 
- -A  South Moluooan on trial "Would you do it again?" derground rook formations 
for the.eclzur 0 of a govern, the judge asked, touted as disposal sites for 
ment building last March "H it's for our cause I such wastes. 
testified today he murdered would do it all over again," On the other hand, the 
a hostage in cold blood as a Leatemin said. "The Dutch industry quotes studies 
warning to the Dutch people must give us which say that acceptable 
govermnent, recognition." disposal methods can be 
"I don't regret doing it," SEEK INDEPENDENCE worked out with existing 
declared Frans Loatemia, Leetemia said he and the technology. 
23, one of three Molueeaas other two accused, Hendrik Now, radioactive waste is 
• charged with taking over the Helah, 20, and Eliaser stored in a variety of ways. 
headquarters of Drenthe Kakisina, 23, were strong Some U.S. waste is kept in 
province for two days and backerb of the exiled R.M.S. above.ground tanks and 
killing one of 70 hostages, movement in the containers at special sites. 
"We hod to  show the Netherlands, which wants to In Canada, most waste is 
government that we were set up an independent s ate stored under water in tanks 
serious." in the Indonesian South inside the generating plants 
. Lentemia said the victim Moluccas. themselves. 
was forced to a window on an He said they picked the 
upper fleer and was shot in provincial  government A recent Canadian study 
the back several times from headquarters in Asson as conducted by the ministery 
selves into work and bring dose range. Leatemia said their target in order to force of energy is optiimistic that 
problems and worries home he continued firing as the" the Dutch government o safe, permanent disposal 
with them," a recent roll body dropped from the recognize their movement sites can be found. It 
shows, window to the ground, and win the freedom of 21 suggests, among other 
He said the'three had Moluccans jailed here for things, that plutons, hard- 
planned to massacre their earlier guerrilla ctions, rock formations scattered 
hostages ff they were not They face charges of thronghtheCaasdinn Shield, 
given free passage out of the murder, taking hostages and would make good disposal 
sites. Sydney, Australia. The Netherlands. illegal possession of arms, 
wedding date is yet to he set. Lcatemia ~poke in a which together carry a AnU-nuclear groups here 
It was in Australia thot tightlyguarded courtroom on maximum sentence of 20 also complain that nuclear 
Signor, then a U.S. Army Air the first day of the group's years, reactors emit low-level 
Force lieutenant on a trial. They .are charged with radiation, endangerint 
month's furlough from a The siege ended after 29 murdering Karel De Grout,. peoplewholivencarby. The 
New Guinea B-24 bomber hours,on March 14.whm the 4O,: head-of tho!pi'b~clai ~:~rsti~a~u~h'~nlssi0i~.s 
base, firft met the "shy:' governmet~t ordered in plauningoffiee. ~ • ~u*etneinwtopbseahaza~d. 
Australian woman. 
Although she married an WOMAN'MAKES GRADE 1" l i 'M i  i 
Aus.tralian Army captain WASHINGTON (AP) - -  INP.at a and had two danghters, Jnan Margaret Brewer became 
kept a picture of Signer the first woman general in d i ~ e r e ] [ ~ c ~  
throughout the yenrf. And he marine corps history 
recently. She ~pat on the a 
carried hot picture, single star of a brigadier ~" 1 1 _  
Jean, now 54, eventually general in a ceremony at the ndce 
was divorced. Signer, 61, historic Marine Barracks. a ~ . ~  ~ •  
never married. He said he 
had a sick brother and took 
care of him, and later cared TRENDY HATS 
fornhis aging parents. POPULAR ~ ~ - ~  
NEW YORK (CP)  - -  Sales 
With his mother • dead and of new, trendy, casual hats 
his family obligations over, hove inereesed.oubstantialiy 
Signor decoded to return'to in m~ny fashion-oriented 
Australia to visit old friends stores during the spring 
and find Josh Har r i s . .  season,not normally astrong 
Learned retailers and manufac- 
turers. They say the more S e e  fo r  yourself at thi adventurous ready.to-wcar eves  approach  to hots  hos  brought  ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
a new, younger (under 30) | l |  4842 Hwy. 16 West. Terrace, B.C. V86 1 L8 
• BREMERTON, Wash. customer into the market. ~ 635-6571 or 635.4325 Dealer Licence ~066A 
(AP) -A penalty for juvenile __ 
shoplifters has backfired on IH[OIMDZ~k Test drive a Honda today. 
the Kitasp County Regional _ 
Library. 
As part of their shoplifting ' " m Followthe 
penalty, juvenile offenders ~ L ~ ~ ~ j j ~ m ~ j ~  ~ Ye l lowhead are required by the juvenile 
court to ' write 5,0o0-word ~ / ~ T ~ , ~  ~f  ~ H ighway 
essays On the crime. " ~ 2  
Many apparently seek ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ , oa~o,her 'wodd 
information, from the. 
library, because librarians ~ & ~ ~  '~ ~ Backtot.heworldof,heGayNinetiesduring 
say they bave heen swamped ] ~~___ .~f i~ .X~.Edmt ,nron ,s  Klondike Days. into the world of 
recently with requests for /.1 t..~-g~t~ i - -  intematkmal ¢ompetition at the Commonwealth 
materials on shoplifting [1 . " ~ ~ Games. To the frontier world of Fort Edmonton 
laws, says librarians. L~ ' Park. To all the other things to see and do this The librarians say, 
however, they are having a summer in Edmonton, the capital of Alberta. And 
it's just a few short hours to Jasper and the Rockies tough time meeting the F~rt[unht, rin~malic,n, wdt¢: 
requests. Most of their via the Yellowhead Route. Take the Yellowhead 
Vldtom Bureau  • Highway m pamphlets on shoplifting sock. to3 s t~t  . , . 
A bare buen stolen. Edmonton. Albem T,H 5C5 i ~llm "*~E C0TV °~-on   mov 
Br ie f ly  i l ' : . . . .  ~::';=~;" ..... ~ :i~i';~ :':f~: ':" ::'/' THE FUN AND O&t4~SGl"/ 
Photography 
at the library 
Summer is a good time to 
take pictures and if you want 
.your photographs toturn out 
as well as po~ible it doesn't 
hurt to read up a bit en the 
subject. 
Here are jsut a few of the 
many books about 
photography that you can 
find in the 770 sectio nof your 
Public Library. 
The Art of Photography, 
by the editors of Time-Life. 
This is one of the many 
volumes In the Life Library 
o( Photography. Each of 
than is devoted to a single 
aspect of the world of 
photography and all are 
lavishly illustrated. This 
particular volume con- 
cmtratea on showing how to 
take pictures that say 
something beyond the simple 
mmpshot. 
You and Your Camera, by 
LOU Jaenbs, Jr. This is a 
healC book that tells yon how 
your camera works and 
gives yon some hints on how 
to make effective use of it. 
"is a discussion of 
lighting, ~ompositinn, ideas 
for photographs, and buying 
a camera. 
Successful Photography, 
by Andreas Feininger. Here 
is a step-by-step instruction 
he~k of how to use your 
camera nd how to develop 
your own film. For a one 
volume work, this will 
provide most people with all 
the information that they 
r~qu~. .  " 
Practical Photographic 
Enlarging, by Derek 
Watkias. If you've ever 
considered enlargidg your 
own photographs this book 
will tell you how to do it. 
Even if you're not going to do 
it yourself, this book may 
give you some ideas on 
possible kinds of 
enlargements. 
The Home Darkroom, by 
Mark Fineman. Here is a 
book that will tell you how to 
develop your own film. As 
all photography enthusiasts 
will tell you, developing your 
own film is 'where the fun 
really begins with pictures. 
It allows you to do any 
number of special effects 
which would otherwise he 
impossible. 
Filmaking for Beginners, 
by Joan Horvath. H you 
want to make YOur own 
movies this book will prove 
useful. There is a section on 
both equipment needs and 
explanations of many special 
techniques. 
Here's some important 
news about our children's 
programmesl 
Northern Detectives Inc. 
(detective stories, finger 
prints, puzzles, games) for 
grades one and up will be 
starting Wednesday, July 5. 
The programme will be at 
1:30 p.m. and last 6 weeks, 
though it isn't necessary to 
Tome to all meetings to be a 
certified member  of 
Detectives Inc. 
"Stories on the Lawn" for 
preschoolers will be every 
Friday morning in July and 
August at 10:00 n.m. No pre- 
,registration is necessary. 
June 24 is the last Saturday 
I:00 story hour. 
Book Corner- 
Cart before horse 
~t  
By DENNIS PASSA 
The Canadlnn Press 
Sports,heroes are a pre- 
dietable lot. After per- 
forming well in professional 
or amateur ranks, they 
retire to the good life, live off 
their earnings or en- 
dorsements, then have a 
book written about them. 
~ r the making of a 
Gymmst, Jean Boulogno's 
pictore-fliled portrayal of 
"~inadisn .gymuas~. ~arm 
Keieali, there is  a cart-be- 
fore-the-horse ituation. 
Karen, a IS'year-old school 
girl from Surrey, B.C., has 
nat ~nade it yet to the big 
time. While she performed 
admirably in the 1976 
Olympics as the youngest 
competitor of the Montreal 
Games, the most promising 
part of her coreer ~ the fu- 
ture, and in particular, the 
1940 Olympics at Moscow. 
The book contains details 
of Karen's start in gym- 
nastics as a three-year-old 
taking ballet and dance 
lessons and follows through 
to her strict, regimented 
training sessions at th,e 
National Academy of Ar- 
hstic Gymnastics inEugene, 
Ore., probably the best 
training school for the sport 
in North America. 
The 1976 Olympics are a 
lflgh,peint in the book, as it 
was in Karen's life. The tiny 
Canadian wofi the hearts of 
millions in Canada and 
acmes the world at Montreal 
along with another gymnast, 
Nadia Comaneni of 
Romania. 
KORBUTSTARTED 
TREND 
It was Olga Korlmt of the 
Soviet Union in the 1972 
Olympics at Munich who 
first pushed women's 
gymnastics "to the peak of 
spectator interest. And it 
was the same Olga that was 
overshadowed bythe bright, 
~ea~Lrt Comaneci in Mon- 
Karon may be going 
through a similar type of 
experience. She was the "1977 
Canadian women's chdm. 
pion, but was dethroned late 
last month by another top 
Canadian gymnast, Elfi 
Sohlegel of Toronto, for the 
i978 tide. But while Olga 
was out of her teens ,by the 
time she Ios~ to Comaneci at 
Montreal, Karen won't be 16 
until December and 
probably hasn't reached her 
athletic peak. 
The book's trong point is 
in its explanation of the 
technical side of the sport. 
'One chapter contains 
detailed drawings and ex- 
pisnations of optional and 
coniputsory routines on the 
four pieces of women's 
apparatus-- ,  tho 'vault, 
uneven bars, balance beam 
and floor exercise. A 
glosna~y at the back of the 
book contalns terms used by 
gymnasts in competition. 
savings to ensure that their 
daughter received the best 
possible training. 
The Making of a Gymnast: 
Th Karen Keleail Story, Jean . 
Boulogne; 96 pages, 
paperback, $5.95; Mac-. 
millan. 
By ' JUDY CREIGHTON 
CP Family Editor- 
Until recently, Canadian 
dfildron's books have in- 
~ ~rarktbly., hee= marketed. :at 
Christmastime: ~ This - has 
always seemed a hame 
became there is always uch 
a surfeit of children's toys 
that often books are 
overlooked as lasting and 
edueatienal gifts., 
Here it is the summer of 
1978, and along have come 
The Travels of Ms. Beaver, 
Mommy Works On Dresses, 
Ovruight Adventure and 
Come With Us. 
All four are by young 
Canadian authors who are 
lending their talents to a 
market that has become 
eationalistic.only in the past 
two or three years., - 
The Travels of Ms. Beaver 
is a delightful tale about a hi- 
larious feminist who decides 
to leave the beaver family 
circle and expand her: 
horizons in the big city. She 
becomes somewhat of. a 
heroine after creating 
through her uniql~e beaver 
talents a swimming hole for 
children living in the low-- 
income area of the hot, 
summer city., 
Mommy Works On 
Dresses is the re-telling to 
her daughter, the occupation 
of an immigrant woman who 
works in the garment district 
of a large industrial city. It is 
poignant, but also an ex- 
cellent • learning tool foz 
young childre~ whose hori- 
zons have not yet reached 
such occupations. Again, 
th~'e is a note of feminism 
throughout, which points up 
job and ghetto stereotyping 
which obviously remains in 
Canada. 
Ow-night Adventure has 
no text, but it leaves much to 
the  imagination. L ine  
drawings convey a story 
about two little girls who 
decide to sleep out overniRht 
in a small tent in the 
• hackyard~ Lying awake they 
tremble at the thoughts 'of 
imaginary dinosaurs arid 
other wild animals., 
, Come With Us is" by 
children who have come to 
Canada from other coun- 
tries. They tell in their own 
words an drawings how they 
felt when they moved to a 
new country. Some' of the 
tales are di tressing a.s they 
remember the upheavals of 
possible deportation, being 
diseriminated against b) 
playmates and how their 
parents woul try to retain the 
culture of their homeland in 
a foreign country. 
The Travels• of gins. 
Beaver, Rosemary Allison, 
Boulogne was successful in, illustrated oy Ann P.owell, 32 
portraying not only the trials pages; 82,05. 
and tribulations of Karen as  Overnight Adventure, 
an aspiring gymnast;, but Frances Kilbo Urne, 
showed hewher parents had illustrated by Ann Powell, 32 
to sacrifice their time and pages; 83.95. 
I ~ lpmiumgi~, Jmt  - L I__  
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FUR TRADING VOYAGEURS rendez-vous once again at Old Fort William near Thunder Bay, ontario. 
Fort of the Fur Traders 
BY 
Tony Sloan 
It was a cool overcast 
• morning in late September 
when we emerged from the 
short walk through the 
woods and beheld the 
pallsMe~of theXort; 01d Fort 
William, rebuilt in authentic 
detail on the outskirts of 
presest day Thunder Bay, 
Ontario. 
This was the famed ren- 
dezvous point for Canada's 
fur trading voyageurs. 
Smoke spiralled up from a' 
small fire where two young 
Indianwomen worked near a 
bark wigwam outside the 
walls. They were plaiting 
rush mats to serve as 
flooring and insulation for. 
the wigwam in preparation 
for the coming of winter.it 
was damp and chilly that 
morning and the little fire 
gave scant comfort to the 
two women (circa 11~)3). 
They were students dosing 
out their summer job, but 
their discomfort was an 
authentic touch that put the 
visitor in the right inood and 
set the standard for what to 
expect in the fort's interior. 
The original massive 
palisaded wooden fort was 
built by the North West 
Company and the first 
"Great Rendezvous" 'was 
held in 1803. 
Constructed entirely of 
wood, it was never a fort in 
the strict military sense but 
served primarily, as a 
trading and turnaround point 
for the eastern (Montreal) 
and western (Fort 
Chepowyan on Lake 
Athabasca) divisiqns of the 
far flung canoe routes of the 
fur trade. ,- 
The Fort todaY'again 
depicts the life and times of 
the'-., fur traders and 
voyageurs, undoubtedly the 
most rOmantic era !n 
Canada's history. 
It was here that the huge' 
10.8 :metre (36.foot) master 
canoes with trad~ goods 
from Montreal met the 
smaller 7.8-metre (26-foot) 
'north canoes bflnging bales 
of beaver fur from the 
distant northwest. 
The men wh~ paddled and 
pdrtaged these giant;canoss 
• oTer thousands of miles of 
wilderness lakes and rivers 
were a breed apart. They 
were called voyageurs. 
The typical voyageur, 
while'small in stature, was 
physically very strong, He 
weighed' no more than 63 
kilograms (140 pounds)but 
could portage a minimum of 
81 kilograms (180 pounds) 
and paddle 18 hours a day. 
The Montrealers ~subsisted 
on a diet of fat pork, peas and 
grease while the westerners 
were primarily pemmican 
(dried buffalo) eaters, 
The working conditions, in 
light of present day labor 
codes, wbuld be regarded as 
insane. Death' by dr0~ing 
was ~n0t uncommon and 
injuries, regarded as 
relatively minor today, 
would in many instances 
prove fatal to the voyageurs. 
Strangulated.hrrnius were 
the most common cause of 
death. 
. . . .  Pay'  Was appreciably 
below a ,living wage so the 
voyageurs were ,'forever 
indebted .to the company 
store. They rarely lived 
beyond 35 years. 
The historic fur trading, 
centre reconstructed on the 
hanks of the Kaministikwia 
River is composed of more 
than 40 separate buildings 
ranging in size and im. 
portance from the 
"necessary" (a commumty- 
sized outhouse) to the Great 
Hall, the meeting, house of 
the company partners, 
The "necessary '~ is not 
now utilized as such as 
modern washrooms were 
installed as a necessary 
concession to the visiting 
public. 
This mniti.mlilion dollar 
historical reconstruction is
further enhanced by a 
particularly well trained and 
• talented staff who enact he 
occupants of the fort from 
the days of the annual 
Rendezvous, when as many 
as 3,000 people connected 
with .. the . fur trade 
congregated here. 
A tour reveals the func- 
tions, and strict class 
structure of this amazing 
enterprise. 
Warehouse clerks explain 
why certain items on display 
such as rifles, blankets, 
kidves and axes, in par- 
tieular, were popular trade 
itemswilh the I~dians. Each 
item had a set price for 
hurter and the currency was 
fur. 
Another building reveals 
the guides' quarters. These 
were the ,wilderness.wise 
navigators who were in 
charge of the canoe brigades 
and knew the routes and 
whose daily decisions while 
~route, meant success or 
disaster. 
These highly regarded 
men were allowed quarters 
within the palisade, while the 
rongh.and.ready, ordinary 
voyageurs .were obliged .to 
camp outside. 
Another large building 
houses the/ canoe-building 
shop. Several of the 
authentic giant bark canoes 
are in continuous stages of 
construction. . 
The hospital is operated (a 
,purgative pun) by a resident 
surgeon who satirizes the 
admitted here," the surgeon 
explained, "there was little 
hope for you anyway. We 
have less than a five percent 
recovery record," he con- 
cluded prbudiy. 
The" treatment ~for'~.the 
"miseries" call~! f~'~ ~ii 
application of the vapors. 
Headaches and related 
maladies were relieved by 
' bloodletting• 
A multi-bladed knife was 
used for this purpose. The 
lack of hygiene frequently 
resulted in post-operative 
infection so all attempts at 
open surgery, including the 
bloodletting ritual, usually 
proved fatal. 
Moviug to the infirmary, 
the surgeon was apologetic. 
"I would have liked to have 
shown you two patients we 
had here, but we buried them 
this morning." 
"What did they die off" 
queried a concerned woman. 
"The miseries re'lady," 
intoned the surgeon sadly. 
Plans to open the Great 
Hall to an interpretive 
program in 1978 may have to 
be postponed due to the 
record rains and flash flood 
that inundated the Fort in 
Sept.. 1977. 
Budget restrictions and a 
present day respect for life 
and limb prevent Fort 
William planners from 
staging a full scale melee 
'between the hard-bitten 
western voyageurs and the 
flamboyant Mon~ealsers. 
It #ould require many 
casks of whiskey and a east 
of thousands and would have 
to be viewed of course from 
the safety and confines of the 
Fort.. The days of the 
voyageurs were wild and 
woolly times. 
When in Thunder Bay, 
On,rio, reserve g full day 
for Old Fort Willidm; The 
Fort restaurant serves up a 
hearty fur trader's feast of 
pea soup, stew, home made 
bread baked in the Fort's 
bakery topped' off with 
maple syrup for dessert. 
The Fort is open from May 
20 to October 1 and operates 
daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Special events and activities 
are scheduled for each, day 
but the highlight of the 
season is "Rendezvous" 
(,July 2) when hundreds of 
canoes converge on thdFort 
to participate in ~v the 
festivities. "~' 
An excellent hard, cover 
book, (Fur Trade Rout ;o f  
the Voyageurs, The~. and 
Now" by historian-conceist 
Eric, Morse) is available 
both in English and French 
sketchy medical knowledge for $335 from Printing & 
of the day by regal ing Publishing, Supply & Ser- 
visitors' with tales of ,.vices Canada, KIA 0S5, 
malpractice that border on Ottawa, Ontario, 
the 'incredible; •a little Thisbriefbut 
macabre, perhaps, but authoritative history of the' 
hilarious, voyageurs is highly 
"By the time yoh "were recommended as wintertime 
/ 
research and will greatly 
enhance your visit ot Old 
• Fort William,later on in the 
summer. 
For general information 
about Canada as "a travel 
destination contact the 
Canddia'~' Government.  
Office of Tourism, Ottawa, 
Canada, KIA 0H6. - 
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Super-butterflies 
from Canada? 
By J. C. GRAHAM 
CP Correspondent 
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP) -- 
The possibility that a breed 
of super-butterflies from 
Canada were winging across 
the Pacific surfaced briefly 
in New Zealand uring May. 
A resident of Nelson, in the 
South Island of New Zealand, 
caught a monarch butterfly 
bearing a t~.y tag reading: 
"Send to Zo~logy, University 
Toronto, Canada" and the 
number 76607. 
Was it possible, Nancy 
Webb wondered, that the 
Intrigued and puzzled, 
Mrs. Webb wrote to the 
Dominion Museum in 
Wellington for information 
and advice on what to do 
about her find. 
But a museum spokenman 
quenched ideas of amazing 
navigation feats by an in- 
trepid bresd of butterflies. A 
team of scientists from 
University of Toronto, it was 
explained, had tagged 
hundreds• of monarch but- 
terflies in New Zealand as 
part of a research project. 
But the spokesman did not 
butterfly had crossed discount entirely the 
thousands of miles of ocean possibility that a monarch 
from Canada to the remote butterfly could in fact make 
regions of the South Padfic? the epic journey. 
VERSATILE. 
Here's a dual-pu rpose motorcycle tofit almost 
anyone's needs. Motocross features and design 
make the DT100 at home in rugged off-roed 
' terrain. Fully street legal, too. so it's great 
around town. Not a mini. but smaller than a 
full-size Enduro, the DT100 is the little bike 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
4946 Greig Dealer Licence No. 02013A 6: 
According to our 
customexs, it's the  
best  deal  in 'town. 
Test drive a Hondatoday at 
~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4642 HWy. 16 West 
. . . . .  TerrAce, B.C. VOG 11.8 ~ - 
. . . . . .  635~$71or635.43~: , . , : , : : , ,  . 
]E-][O1M'])J~. Dealer Licence Numher 020~A 
J,,1, TERRAOE MEATS ,,w J OWNER ,.,LS=, • noO 4 
(",,' to Fields) 'UO0"  | 765 JIM , . . iUSON 
I NOW OWNED AND yPERATED by JIM MASON 
Not the Biggest! Just the Best! 
NORTHWEST 
OOMMUNITY OOLLE6E 
Northwest •College invites applications for the position of Main- 
tenance Person, Instructional Equipment. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Applicants should have a minimum of grade 10 education and have a 
wide experience in industrial maintenance on both heavy and l ight 
equipment. Experience in dealing with people wil l  be a distinct 
asset. 
DUTIES 
The 'successful applicant wil l  be expected to: 
(1) Perform maintenance work on air and electrical equipment. 
(2) Prepare test coupons for the welding shop. 
(3) Perform general procedures on a metal lathe. 
(4) Substitute for. tool room attendants when required. 
TERMS OF APPOINTMENT 
The successful applicant wil l  be required to ioin the B.C.E.G.U. and 
rates of pay, working conditions and benefits as required in the union 
contract wil l  apply. Initial salary is $1,293 per month. L imi ted  
overtime may be assigned from time to time. Application must be 
submitted before June 30, 1978 and the appointment date as soon as 
possible thereafter. 
Further information may be obtained from Mr.  Emile Marchand at 
635.6511. 
Mail applications to: 
The Principal, 
• Northwest College, 
Box 726, • : 
Terrace, B.C. . ' 
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Families survive with right,e,ousness 
by" The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Litter.Day Saints 
(Mormons) 
. "Be thankful for a Good 
Family" 
There is much to be thank- 
ful for in a family, if it's a 
good family. And there is 
moch to regret if the family 
is a failure. 
time fathers, working Something's missing. And" to a happy family. It jmt  
mothers, unwed couples, what they miss usually takes a plan. Why don't we 
everythina's failb~ apart." 
But despite what they say, 
the family is still the bedrock 
of the Canadian society, and 
statistics are available to 
prove it. But yet, many 
parents feel somehow 
disturbed about heir family 
comes down to not enough of 
four qualities: 1) Signs of 
Love and Affection; 9) 
Fumlly Loyalty and 
Cohesiveness; 3) Spiritual 
Strength: A seine of values; 
4) Goals: A sense of 
Direction. 
all reevaluate ourselves and 
these foor mentioned steps 
and apply them in our own 
families. "A home," said a 
Mormon leader. "can be an 
earlier heaven. It often is." 
::::::::::::::::::::::: 
By bitter experience,. 
Canada is learning thaf 
families cannot surviv( 
without an overruling 
righteousness in the home. 
Our divorce rate proves that. 
No family can withstand 
in f ide l i ty ,  d i s t rus t  
dishonesty, immorality, 
drunkenass, drug abuse, 
physical and mental cruelty 
or that aroh-memy of all 
good. things, selfishness. 
To rcally flourish, a family 
must hove uedoviatin~ love 
and fidelity, internal har- 
mony, complete honesty, co- 
operation, mutual un- 
derstanding, forgivness 
mercy and an appreciation 
of the Golden Rule. 
And it must have a solid 
foundation in true 
spirituality, with a humble 
acknowledgement  of 
Aind~hty God, the giver of 
all we have, even to the air 
we breath. 
Strong families produce 
good character, solid 
citizens, and powerful 
nations. Do we have any 
greater need today? 
It seems that the world 
that we are living in today is 
jet-propolled and cempoter- 
driven. A world of instant 
everythin¢ Little time for 
anything deep, enduring, 
like a family. A happy 
fen~y. 
Besides a lot of Canadians 
are saying, "Haven't you 
heard? The family has gone 
out of style. Divorce rate is 
up, bh'th rate down, part- 
lives. ThereisnomaSicformala ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
This week's religious news 
TORONTO (cP) - Nestled 
between stacks of shippin~ 
containers along the city's, 
harbor, there is a tiny 
chapel, made from an old 
streetcar, with a 
multicolored flag-mast ir 
front. 
Sailors from around the 
world visit the Seaman's 
Mission to pray for a safe 
voyage home, to use the 
library or pool table or to 
taste the priest's famous 
home-made cookies. 
Rev. Dave Mulhoiland, 40,+ 
an Anglican priest, wears a 
sailor's hat and the badge of 
the International Missions to 
Seamen, which has similar 
centres in the world's major 
ports. 
• The Toronto centre's 
liniment bears the national 
flag of each visiting ship, 
along with the Canadian 
and that of the international 
mission. 
"We try to make this place 
a home-away-from-home for 
the fo re ign  sailors," 
Mulholland said in an in- 
terview. 
"They know there is a 
constant dan~e¢ in their 
work and many of them do 
feel a comfort of some sort to 
spend some time con- 
cmtra~ on God in His 
home nnd they me 
chapel, but the pool tables 
are popular, too." 
More than 3,100 sailors 
visited the mission last 
season, he said. The chapel 
will hold a dozen at one time. 
Mulholland, who also has 
anaUPJ parish in the city, 
said be has 22 volunteers 
helping him serve rofresh- 
manic and talk to the salters 
about Toronto and Canada. 
, LONDON, Ont.. (CP) - A 
member of the International 
Order of St. Luke Seminar, 
an interdenominationa 
group dedicated to healing, 
says doctors often are wary 
when they first encenater the 
order and 'its ideas on 
bea l~.  
Rev. Ben Midlige, of 
Laohine, Que., told the group 
at its annual m~el~ that 
the fears usually are allayed 
after experiencing the 
group's work first-hand. 
• The healing process in. 
eludes prayer groups and 
communion serv ices ,  
followed by the laying on of 
honds. 
Canon Midl~e said: "I've 
hadsur~eona ask me to bless 
their hands before 
operations, but they 
probably wouldn't do it if 
there were other doctors 
around." 
Most of the order's 
members are Anglican, 
United and other Protestant 
del l '  and laymen, including 
doctors, nurses and medical 
technicians. 
Rev. John Parke, chief 
~ic~r for the order in North 
Amer ica ,  said members 
must develop discipline and 
training in healing work 
before tbey become involved c~idaUy. 
~. . : : : . . ; : :  
HAMILTON (CP) - Hey. 
Francis R. Fanten, a Roman 
Catholic priest from Con- 
necticut who is promoting a
return to the traditional 
• church, was accusal, of beiss 
another Martin Luther 
during a lecture in this eity. 
"When did you decide to 
become another Luther and 
set out t ry~ to reform the 
church 0" asked one of the, 
70 persons attendin¢ 
,,In preservi~ the totality. 
of my faith,, how am I 
another Luther?" Father 
Fenton asked. 
"It is a false claim that the 
church must update itself to 
the world and become 
relevant and manin~ul," 
Father Fenton, a member of 
the Orthodox Roman 
Catholic Movement Inc., 
said. "The result is con- 
fusion, dines and disaster." 
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Pastor Bob Lesyk, 635.4328 
Corner of Halliwell 
9:45 am Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
I1: 00 a.m Morning Worship 
ATTEND I . . .  
THE I . . .  
OHUROH 1 " ' "  | 4830 Straume Ave. Terrace - I Ph°ne 635"3312 
0BuH0S " OF  lSu"day Masses 
HPTIST OU ' l++:+/~'m;;' 
p.+,,nc.,, Y R I '7::+:°m+* m 
':~rN'etTH+'ll:: Cor Sparks&Keith cHOIcE l""O"'" 
Pastor.Paul Mohnlnger 
Office 63S.2407 
Home 635.5309 
Sunday School 9:45 a:m 
Morning Worshlp 11:0( 
s.m. 
Service 
7:30 p,m, Slnglng and Blble 
~tudy 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
KNOX 
UNITED 
OHUROH 
4907 Lazelle'Ave. 
Minister Ray. 
Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
O~iURI)H 
OF 
G09 
3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1561 
Rev. R .L  While 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
p.m. 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
OHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
Cot. Sparks St. 
& Park Ave. 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11',00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
ST. MATnlEW'S 
Hey. Roll Nosterud A I I I~ I IP . l i l i  
635-5882 I l i a  q lml  VlRl l l  
Morning Sorv ce I h 00 a.m. OHUROR 
Church School" 9:45 a.m. 4726 Lazelle Ave. 
Sunday School, Con- 635.9019 
flrmatlon Sunday Services: 
.. ,k ...~ ^~ult ~'n...~ 9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
Y g u l l l  a l | u  m ~. , io ; io~ 
Church School & AduH 
Discussion 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com 
• ",~m,~" munlen for :the family 
. ,~  ~,~ Ministers: 
• . Rev. Lance Stephens -635. 
)ld~t Rev. Stephen Inoue- 635- 
2416 , 
• / I , :3o  ~m Chrlstl,l~ 
I r ~  IEducatlon Hour 
CHRISTIAN 
REFORMED 
OHUROH 
Sparks St. & 
Straume Ave. 
Rev. S. Van Oaa len 
Sunday School • Terrace 
a.m. 
Sunday School. Remo h00 
p.m, 
lh00 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
11:00 a.m. Family Worshl~ 
Service 
1:30 p.m. Evangllsth 
Salvation Meeting 
TEes• Night 
T:30 p.m. Bible Study 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
T:30 p.m,, Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
7:30 p.m. Youth Group 
Christian Counselling 
Emergency Welfare 
Spiritual Resources 
635.5446 or 635-2626 
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HARDWARE "STORES 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
Jill listings subject to change without notioe, 
IlninllinlmnlnlnnlllillnnlllliilnilllUlilillnlllllllii/Inn 
Friday, June 16 6 p.m. to midnight 
~0 KING 
(NBC) 
I~  : :~ '  GameNeWlywed 
O :~ News 
, News 
R :00 News 
• : News 
News 
News 
m 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
m,~L~.  Squares 
8 115 Sharkey :30 Chico and :45 the Man 
i15 Files i~ Rockford 
• Files 
- -  . .00 Quincy 1 n i,,  ,nc. 
I l I :30 Quincy m V :4~ Qu incy .~ 
19 4 :00 News I I :15 News 
i i :30' Tonight 
=B, dlm :45 Shdw 
I l l  X :00 Tonight 
l I I  :15  S h o w  
i / :30 i Tonlght 
,Saturday, June 17 
l 811 k .00 Baggy Pants 
I I 115 & Nitw.s 
i • ~ :30 Space 
l / Mill. :45 Sentinels 
a I :00 Mar iners  
• .:'15 Baseball • 
:30 Mariners 
l l i :45 Baseball 
, 21 +ner, Baseba II 
Mariners 
l I 145 Baseball 
S-eai f I e l :00- :15 Marlners 
:30- vs. Boston 
0 I :45 Red SeX 
:00 Cont. 
:15 Cont. 
:~  This Week 
~ in Baseba l l  
Fudge 
Saturday 
Movie 
3 4 .c., (CBP.) (C ' IV)  9 (PBS) 
Flinstones m'~'~len cY Mister Rogers 
Flinstones Emergency Mister Rogers 
Mary Tyler Gong Electric 
N~ore Show Company 
Hourglass News Big Blue 
Hourglass Hour Marble 
Hourglass ~ News Over 
Hourglass , Hour Easy 
Family Operation MacNeit 
Family Pefficoat Lehrer 
Family Julia CrockeWs 
Family " Julia Garden 
Robin's Wall Street 
Nest ~arle Week 
On Our Danny and Masterp;]ece 
Own N~rle • Theatre 
Coming up Rockford ~m~'~erplece 
Country Files Theatre 
Coming Up Rockford World 
Country Files World 
Rich Man, Quincy ~ l r l d  
Poor Man Quincy World 
Rich Man, Quincy Dick 
Poor Man Quincy Caveff 
The CTV of 
National News America 
Night News Hour Sign Off 
Final Final 
Movie Late Show 
Sorry, no Dog of 
details at Flanders 
press time David Ladd 
t 
Saturday George 
M0rning George 
Quiz Kidstuff 
Kids Didsfuff 
National Red 
Film Board Fisher 
Kum Red 
Kum Fisher 
Mission That's 
Im possible Hollywood 
Mission Flower 
Impossible Spot 
U.S. Open Discover 
Golf Discover 
U,S. Open Frank's 
Golf Garden 
U.S. Open The War 
Golf Years 
U.S. Open All Star 
Golf 
h. , .  ~ i 
'Cont. All Sla~ " 
Cont, Wrestling 
Cont. Wide World 
of Sports 
!0 asm, to6 p,m. 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Basically 
Baseba II 
What's 
Cooking? 
Gardening 
Gardening 
Turnabout 
Turnabout 
I 
Cons. Survival 
Kit 
French 
Chef 
Crockett's 
Garden 
Daniel 
Foster 
Magic of 
Oil Painting 
Book Beat 
Book Beat 
J 
:00 The Stooges Canadian •Wide World ' Firing 
: 15 Dean Reflections of Sports Line 
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,Ih lb. flats ..: 
19 oz. tails "-" 
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i 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
4 
~ .'Store Hours: 
Tues,-Sat, 9a,m,-~:30p,m, 
Friday 9a.m,-9p,m, 
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CHAR( ;F 'X  
VISA 
I 
Fromthe editor's chair: 
This is the time of the year young pt~ople 
across Canada -- and the United States - -  add in 
most parts of the world - -  are nerving them, 
selves to make the break from student o em- 
ployee. In the more "advanced" countries, a 
high percentage will merely change their status 
from that of student of a lower school to that of 
scholar in a higher school of learning. From 
Grade to High or from High to University. 
This is also a time of the year when "suc- 
cess/ul" businessmen, clergy and professional 
types will be polishing up speeches to bore 
graduating classes, advising them how to 
become as successful as they are. The classes 
should riot be blamed if, ~ they gazeupon the 
sometimes fat, bald, unattractive speakers, or 
the slick, polished, mlllion4aughhs-a-minute 
Dale Carnegie types --  whether the struggle is 
worth the reward. 
So~ Students, Scholars, pupils - -  whoever you 
are - -  our sympathies! Looking out at the world 
from the "Editor's Chair" - -  it does not seem all 
that attractive, from here, either. While you may 
not actually have viewed it that way, School, in 
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A non-speech to the Kitimat Class of '78 
Minister? If India, Ceylon, Israel and Argentina your classmates! 
could do i t - -  why not Canada? Canada has few 
women in politics as a whole. How many women 
are there on the Kitimat Council? That's just for 
starters. No question - -  the world needs more 
women and men in the better paying positions. 
Secondly: the world needs o many products 
that are not available. Inventions] That is where 
the excitement is as well as the money. The need 
for simple things is all around us. 
Example: those stupid tr iangle shaped 
"cream" containers in restaurants that squirt 
you in ,the eye - -  and leave polluting residue. 
Why riot one that you can drop into'your tea or 
coffee and it will dissolve - -  container and all? 
Pet owner identification tags --  for dogs, cats 
and budgies. Additional uses for the wasted wood 
fromthe trees that are cutdow~. Abiliion dollar 
industry (multi-billion) is going begging for the 
first person that builds a fuel extration plant for 
alcohol from waste wood. Then you could hire a~ 
Pre-fab houses. REALLY prefab. Feed raw 
lumber in one end, turn on the computer - -  and 
walls, doors, floors, roofs, furniture --  ready to 
assemble-- come out the other end. Impossible? 
It can be done. 
Too complicated? How about inventing a 
"simple" way to measure and add oil in your 
car-truck or bus without having to raise the 
hood? 
We are constantly hearing that"Canada needs 
to be competitive", that Canada has lost its 
competitiveness to other harder working, more 
aggressive countries. On the other hand --  it was 
the lazy man or woman, surely, who invented the 
safety pin, the rooking hair, the alarm clock, the 
electric razor - -  and so on. Nothing wrong with 
being "lazy". (Being "shiftless" is another 
.matter!) 
The world "-- and Canada s part of that world 
- -  needs people who will use their heads just as 
much as it needs persons who will use their 
hands. 
There are still persons -- for example - -  tear 
off to the next city, a hundred miles away, 
without first bothering to phone ahead to see 
whether the office is even open ] There are those 
who will fill out an application form without first 
reading it through, carefully - -  only to discover 
later they were not eligibl e , or the competition 
date closed last week. To sum up. 
There are lots of opportunities for persons who 
are not afraid to thing, and to be original. To 
come up with new ideas for setTees and 
products that are not being supplied. There will 
never be enough good leaders --  men and 
women, alike. For those who "follow the crowd" 
there will always be a long lineup. For those 
willing to strike out, on their own -- there is 
never any competition. 
Good luck Grads! drop us a line after a while 
and let us know how you are making out. 
one sense, is a refuge. As long as you are  able to 
attend, you don't, have to "contend", or compete 
in the working world. Not to mean, d_. course, 
that study exams and school sports and drama, 
etc. are not work; however there is no long 
unemployment line at school, to have to over- 
come in order to participate. 
Everyone-  the minute he drops out of 
education and is no longer a student, is supposed 
to have some advice to offer those who still are 
students and ~ose who are graduating. Editors 
are no exception. Editors do, however, meet 
graduates in the marketplace as they go about 
looking for jobs. From these graduates they do 
obtain impressions - -  such as whether they 
: ~ l  ~ , t .~  ~ PASSES i 
: [ - - i '~  Hidden somewhere in the : 
** I lll4~ ads in the entertainment 11 
~IB  section are two Terrace 
* I r phone numbers, , 
-~. ~ , .Find them, andif one is yours yo-ve 
11 ~ won., 
I IE Pick up your tickets at the Herald 11 
, ~mt office. 3212 Kalum St. 4, 
blocks .  125 af l racttvely appob~ted a~r-condif loned rooms,  s iudtos,  etBdency  
tails mul suites -- each with prlv~e ha/h, color 13/arid phone. DInin9 
Room and Coffee Shop. Lounge with ente~tak3ment. Sample and Met, in9 
Rooms. I~lve.ln ~ and bee padding. 
175S Dsvle St,eet. Vancouv~ V6G lWS, Pboem. 604-682-1831 r~oaect 
Tele~ 04-51161 
would hire this person or that person on the basis I ~ .  ~- . . . . . . .  ~- - -~-  J~  " - ~"~ 
of their appearance, skills, and job applications. ~ "~ - - .~  _ .j~ ,,= ,.-------~.c'--'-'~.'--~ 
This d°es n°t n~ecessarilY make them "experts"' i Dini t ough some of us might think it d oooo~. . "PROBABLY THE BEST" 
Rather than fall into the easy to make error ox 
offering advice, here is what I want to do. I just 
want to tell you some of the things the world * 
(especially Canada) is looking for. It is then up to 
you if you want to see ff you would care to neip 
Supply it. - ~ CHA R-BROILED STEA KS. I[ 
First - -  we need leaders. Leaders from the top 
U of the country - -  the Prime Minister's Office --  tothelocallevelofgevernment, Poli iciaushave ~ ¢ ~ 6  ~ ~ "  
such a poor image. We constantly hear  what ' [I 
little choice the voter has between one politician I 
and another. Why not a woman for Prime ' - ' 
• 
t -... "~ , Including: BAKEI) POTAT " " 
Romp q~,~.~ choicE-O.F SALADS and , '  
"'"" . . . .  ~ ~  ";'" " , DR'E'SS-INGS, GARLIC TOAS~ . . . . .  
• I I  " 
repor t  Kihg-Size Steak Dinner ' $5.79 
~ '~ll . ~°~i~ 6:2 6~! O[,~Z!~;]]' , . l K i f l m a t  Saturday [~ Tenderl°in Steak Dinner ' $5"49 I I I  Two inm°t°r vehicle ac- 4-2 Steak  &Shrimp Combo $4.99 
~d~ 
~ 'Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $3.39 have caused an estimated . $100 damage to a car owned = 
__o,= 1 Kootenay in Kitimat and  [,aXlLSll 1 Chopped Beef Droner . $1,79 $1,900 estimated damage to a l l l t  r , , , i . i~,  i, w,io vehicle driven by Darlen~ ~ The Mikeburger $1,59 
Patricia' Hunt~ of 27 Raley 'n 
L::=I e.~....-~ (" :,* ;¢ )C ,~'. --- 
Saints' vehicle was victim 
of a hit and run in the or Keg MOTEL 10 a'm" i° I~ a'm" Mbndsy " Salurdsy 
parkbng lot Saturday. Police " ]l a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday 
extrusion puttil~ the 1973 LynnHl©k.in.63&~27 WEDDINORECEPT ION$ 4~4~)ta IM[ i °W'$ |° f0FT '  
Ford off the road . .  Lois Mohninger -63S.$309 PRIVATE PARTI ES 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J BANQU ETS  , ,. - - -"r :" : r===== * t=,===~r ' - - ' - '~r='= 
CATERING ~ . ;  . , %:  . . . .  : . ,  , , , . ,  , i . j  i 
~*t**************************** ~ DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE  : ~lil~l~akesp~arean t l~n .m 
" " saaeman iNN HECTORS :.: " FORMAL DINING " "  ' AL  , ' ~ INTERNATIONAL CUIS INE  
'~. ,~(q~,  • ' ~.. _ MON-SAT.  $ PM-  11 PM ; +" -'~ ' ' ' _ TERRACE ' Mon..Thur-ii,m,-12p,m, 
4720 LAKELSE AVE . PHONE 638-8111 ~k ir " ' ' ' r I o~¢,~."o'n":W'~:'~:~' Fn-Sat-Ba.m.-la.m. 
;, ~.  . . . .  ;~r . .~ , "  .r .  n 1-,.. : II Phmm 838-8141 I I  I blocks from Skeena Mall. ' Reservations 11 ~-J.UWJ.J.~I~ _/~/ O ~',lVl. ~' ~ -- -- - - -  " - -  - I 'Hutedindoor pool . CLOSED 
~* ' ' ' :; H" IH~20 l i ,O le l le  AV4Ht i l lO  II I ,m.v-.~,ew,~ , 236 OlT¥ I~TR.' su.. 632-3636 
4~: | . .d le lho.  JUNE 18-24 II =~-  -~gL=== I 
- • " " = . ' -< ' l " " -w"  Ii I I 
.~ Ilolio lnoounterl of the Third Kind i [ ' . I ' ~ " presents , 
i ' ''~ ' :~; ' ~ I FRIDAIf IIIOPPERS SRIIIAL ~tL~__(~] i~.~S_O_ 
I ~UNE ll . . . .  " : ,  , ~ ~ RIIME RIB 11 
I ,,ndlelho. ' . ,  ' ' ' . I~ t BAKED IqITATOES ' ~l 
• It GARDEH FRESH VEGETABLES ] 
• ' i ~ Tea or Coffee and Do.eft inoluded ~UNE ~ . : 
l u l l  18-21 ' ' ~ .~ 911i ' Reserval(on, at the Tudor up until S p.m. 
I The Story"of 0 , .. ' i ~ i 4826 lw/. 16 W.~ ' I . 6WlD"SUl'a.m.-! , . " 
I JUNE 22 24 Ilabaret 
~, • -******************************** " . . . . . . .  , ; . .  : 
L  
i ~, 
V~ 
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LIST of PARTICIPANTS 
District of Terrace 
Canadian Legion 
Kitsumkalum Mtn. & Ski Patrol 
Chez Venus 
Northern Craft 
The Hobby Hut 
Madig Industries 
Terrace Building Supplies 
Regal Distributors 
Totem Furniture 
Bob Garrett's Outdoor Ed. & Rod & Gun Club 
Bahai Faith 
Amway Products (Warner Enterprises) 
NorthWest Community College 
Avon Products 
Toovey Holdings 
Kalum Tire 
Terrace Chamber of Commerce 
New Quadra Travel 
Charlie Belanger Plumbing & Heating 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
Progressive Conservative Party 
Northland Communications 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
Albert and McCaffrey 
Jim McEwan Motors (Terrace) Ltd. 
Burns Lake Taxidermists 
NDP Club 
Prince Rupert Visitors Bureau 
S.S. Cookware Ltd. 
V• v 
The 
Jaycee Creed 
WE BELIEVE: 
That faith in God gives 
meaning and 
purpose to human life; 
That the brotherhood of man 
transcends the 
sovereignty of nations; 
That economic justice can 
best be won 
by free men through free 
enterprise; 
That government would be 
of laws 
rather than of men; 
That earth's great treasure 
lies in 
human personality; • 
An~l that service to 
humanity is the 
best work of life. 
Presented 
Terrace 
JAYCEES 
A A A A A A A 
i 
V "  V V V V V V 
YOUR I)HOIOE 
DRAW HTE dUNE 1915, 1918 - 
1918 Fiesta 2 Door Haohhaok - From Torraoo Totem Ford 
1978 Omni 4 Door Haebbaok - From Terrace Ohqeler 
1978 Obevefle 4 Door .Haohbaok - From MoEwan SM 
• 1978 GLO MaMa 4 Door Haohbaok - From Skeena Auto •Metal Ltd. 
• 1978 Honda Uivio. 2 Door Ilaehhaok - From Terraoe Honda Sales 
Tickets Anilable: at Fair, Bobs Shoes, Pump House, Ev"s Hens Wear " ~ 
-.~.- ( ) 
. . . . .  • .. .... ,,.., :. , :  .. :.'..,: : . .  
JIM i MoEWANS 
Sb,00 eaoh 
OIL! 3000 TIOI(ETS SOLO 
2nd B IRTHI)AY 
SALE 
.I 
\ 
I, 
Participants .:~ 
'~  ......... ~'.i :~'~ * :"-",:"'!:':'*~ .~... . ~ ~ ' . . : . : ~ "  " ' -~  . . . . . . .  -,,:~';Ki:.,'.,,-,: ~ ,(~|~.,,.~ ,; ,'~ ,
TJ-TERRACE-TJ~ " ";: 
JAYCETTES oa  .,, 
eo  
V-4 Novelties 
BKB Industries 
Pat's Knits 
Artex 
CFTK 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Terrace Chrysler 
Skeena Auto Metal 
Pro life 
Jeans North 
Fran's Ceramics 
Anaka Sales' 
Ketoes Krafls 
Tillicum Keyboards 
Terrace Jaycettes 
-'~:.~'~~ ~ "~~l  m,;, "'" 
* " -  See ~ ~~"~~~" , ,~ ~ ,.,, ,~.~ OUR L,, ~, ~-  . 
Bid Present ,~., ~.-...i~.~, " 
, ~ 
% Of Our 104 .......... ..... 
Truoks and ' 
.... ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~.~!! :,,"., 
Demos are Eligible - " '  " 
OFFF.R GOOD UNTIL JUNE 28t5 
MAKE YOUR BEST BUL ON ANY IIEW ELIGIBLE 1978 l l  I)al or 
TRUOK and ,JIM WILL 6lYE YOU A OIIEQUE FOIl THE BIRTHDAY 
REBATE.JIMOUNT POSTED d THE TAG IN THE WINDOW 
4: 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 1492A Terrace, B.C. 
0 
L'" 
!i. 
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TRAI ]ES  FAIR  s TUR, , • • . JUNE 17th JUNE 18th 
Jaycee philosophy 
munity act/on material, and 
more. There are almost a 
hundred  d i f fe rent  
ublications available. 
esides, .Jaycee units 
operate scores of projects on 
their own * devised and 
carried out by local 
Jaycees. 
We'd l ike you to attend a
meeting so we can tell you 
about some of the ~ojects 
and activities we re in-  
volved in. 
Isn't the Jaycees ome sort 
of businessmen's club? 
Definitely not~ Our 
members come from all 
walks of life. It is this 
blending of skills, talents, 
and kno~viedge that gives us 
the foundation to tackle 
many difficult problems... 
and~dly  solve them. The 
one thing our members do 
have in common is they are 
an you~ and ~h ~" 
direction they want o can. 
Well, after I Join, then what? 
That depends, entirely on 
you, and-that's one of the 
secrets of Jaycee success. 
We have many different 
activity areas. After you 
join, select the areas pu  
want o be involved in, lecus 
know, and you're off. 
But what if.I'm Interested in 
something Jaycee5 aren't 
doing? 
Then propose a project! 
Think you'll have trouble 
doing tliat? Well, first of all 
we can teach you how to 
organize the project, plan it, 
and make your presentation 
to the Unit. Jaycees are 
always looking fo r  new 
areas to get involved in. The 
more areas, we can do 
successfully, the..more in- 
terest ing J aycee  mem- 
bershlp can be. 
Doesn't all thls take a lot of 
time? 
Some projects do, some 
don't. Yo~ establish the 
amount to time you. can 
spend on Jaycees. The 
extent of your involvement 
depends on you, and no one 
else.  " 
Why Jaycees Today? 
Have you ever thought 
what the future will be for 
your family, the com- 
musiC, and the nation if 
conditions relatlngto crime, 
pollution, health, saf%ty, and 
many more remain.  We 
need' leaders, and Jaycees 
can help provide them. The 
responsififlity end challenge 
is yours - "to lead, or to 
follow". Will you remain 
part of the problem, or will 
you contribute to the 
solution? 
is running projects aft you 
do? 
No. Jaycee units have a 
full schedule of social ac- 
tivities to let you meet end 
get to know other members 
and their families on a 
personal basis. Fellowship 
• is spontaneous. You'll have 
to l~ok hard to find a Jaycee 
that says we don't have fun. 
What do Jaycees Offer? 
First, ask yourself what 
you want from life. Doyo~ 
• want to seek success? Do 
you want an active role in 
the civic life of your com- 
munitY, to meet and work 
with,'new acquaintances, 
interesting people and to  
enlarge your social contact 
with others of a similar age, 
economic position, and 
interests? If so, time sPent 
in Jaycees could be a wise 
investment indeed. 
There are Three Main 
Reasons Young People Join 
Jaycees 
• L The desire for self 
improvement. To learn to 
accept responsibility, to 
make decisions, become 
effective speakers, develop 
management techniques, to
be better employers, em- 
ployess~ end a better p~.: 
son. Tflere are succesmm 
leaders and businessmen 
across Canada who' at- 
tribute their achievements 
to the start they were given 
in Jayceea, We didn't do it 
for them, but gave them the 
opportunity to do it them- 
selves. Isult that what you 
.~ ,~ ~ ~ x.~ ~, • .., 
2. The doslmfor,eommunity. 
involvement. To have a 
hand in identifying com- 
munity ills and planning and 
executing action projeCts to 
help. 
3~.The desire for fellowship. 
To meet end associate with 
~ ogressive yotmgpeople Of e same age andbracket 
with similar interests and 
,objectives, The friendships 
are not confined, to your 
home town -we're a national 
and  in ternat iona l  
organization. 
Jaycee Programs .
Jayeees  are involved in 
scores of projects in every 
community we're in across 
Canada. Gocal units have 
access to superb leadership 
deve lopmentmater ia l ,  
public relations programs 
designed to help cut com- 
munity problems, com- 
6 p.m.-lO p.m. 1o a.m.-6 p.m. 
at the TERRACE. ARENA 
O~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO4l  
• O:  
} Program Draws " 
' •  , " O 
• I)olor T,V, : 
• • 
. 0ompleto,SkiPkg, i 
• , • O. 
: .10 Spool Bake : 
"O 
PlimRANS AVAILAB  AT THE FAIR o °
oooooooooooooooooooooooolMI 
,~  COLLEGE ¢/~/}, !' "" 
' TG~I.IMI~AI . UN~ATI t~MAI  : " ' ,,%%~ 
I 
Who carl Join Jaycees and you can expect something in
what does it cost? the area of $25 to $50 per 
Any young person 18'to 39 year. We'll explain.. ~he 
can join. There are no exact cost at our meeting. 
( economic ,  re l ig ious ,  Jaycecs are young and went 
the best value for their , . . . . . .  geographic ,  or race 
v restrictions for members of dollar. We do our best to 
make sure that's exactly 
Jaycees. Dues are set by ..,he, ,,,,, a~t 
, the Jayc~ uni.t you So.in, but . . . . .  ~-- o~ • 
SKEEHA THEATRE ARTS PRESENTS: , 
LOGO ON 
__ - - - -  
0 :NNOTNON DR. 60RNLLA & m 
. , (A ZANY, oonEnY FOR THE FAMILY ) . 
4, ' ~ . 
4 
We Would Puhlioly Like To Thank Our Sponsors: " 
, Bavarian Inn ' . , Pizza Hut 
• * KOIII'o Stereo .Ma.rt ' * Jean's Noflh ' 
, Torra.o.o and Omtriot Orodit Union , Dog & Suds 
, Mr. Mike's Sto.a.kbouse , The House of Shannon 
• Oerkson'e Orodit Jewellers • ,  Gim's Restaurant 
, Lindsay's Oartago & Storage , Daves Pithing & Heating 
~k Brownies Fried Ohloken. , Fmntng T~otor & Equipment 
• Totem Beverages,& Omtrnbutor; ,Doe's Oa~age & Storage 
, Farko Oontraoting . , Oodarladd Tire - 
, Norms Auto Refinishing , Ohinook Trailer Sales 
, Geetotner ' . , Northland Oohoatesaon 
, il &-MAD (irly Bird) " . . .  , Torraoo Co-up 
.,Torraoo & Lakolse Drugs ,'. 
GreatoP]aee 
to Dine ' 
i 'ZrJadYeeeFair "! 
'i i , 
/.,"/' 
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Cosmopolitan Wallooverinp Offer Ways to Decorate w,th Style and Personality : 
of us are find" that wLde me~chand|se in stoma offer a way to decorate with ~or Sunworthy ~ along with the appropriate cosmopodtan :mvor can oe • . ,~ . . .~  LTso. ~ a ~ , ,  
our.tastesMany Ln ho~emg fur . acroSSconsidorablthe broadencd 0urC°Untry  has stylematterwhat y0ur taste m a y • n •  personalty n0 W allc0v.~.ings., uneofthe p0pul.arlooks'.m' simpleand inexpensive waya eessor ies '  can be.a v.~y f0undc011ectmn_ . ' in  theof Yorkvillevinyl - 1 . . . .  O"-- 
• ' o,.=0 . o .  • 632472 
' rid- cosmo litan flavorand they Design and Color Consultant .tori)retation of ..t~s sty]lag - -  . . . . . .  • 
the availability of wo 13o . - . . . . .  a nasasxrongarcinf luence. - RJg__P / '~ I . I .  • DAvEdRRY ~l  
illlgglggglllggllllgll•laggigggggglgll••lmml~ Here, watercolor effects in IV I~t~UI -L .  : • 632-4426 ,w 
i " ' • softpesteleolorlagsureused . . . . . .  * i Rv IcEs  ~ "" - -  AL S • 
• • to depict nower, fruit and REAL  ESTATE SE  ~ ~_ OFFICI&L BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DE ER 
• . . . . .  B. see.ie.m.otLfs, . .. • A J McCOLL ' : (Notary  .Public) I KITIMAT ' 
• • Anotner  in teres t ing  " , . . . .  *: :~ ; , .w 
m . ' ' • .~.  • featurecBhese ~ ~ "The  Per fo rmers  
• • walleoverlngs ~s a very ' - " , , :; : : I 
i • realistic appearance, with " 3239"A:  KALUM : STREET, . :~ :  • HOMES FOR SALE • 
m • some designs having an . . . . . . . . .  ' I • • ~_ ~ost ~hot~ap~o ~ua.ty ' ~ ,  ~ e 18 Fulmar Street- 1V= i t•re,  • 
.: I :  4a. Doublowide Mo.b.nle Homo . • 
-" i make for many unusual I m i i - :  . . . .  ~. v H i  ; i Polrel- Sin=Iv Famuly w/masoment • 
i • ~ecta  for the person who i m K ~ ~  n ~f l "m' r ' i l~ ,~r , f~ i  w - . 1 ?" " 
• • w.="ome g o.t the • 27 Fmneh - 1 '/= Storo~ .evonuo 
[] • ordinary. For  ~tance, • " omo O' 
, m,. th ,eare  wallcoverings that , , - - - ,Bedroom Jobu lo  H . a 
m ~ havea'.'trompel'oleir' look, m ~  Beautiful rural home oni  w . .  re__L_ . ,  m . . . .  l ea | lu  LARII  w i th  ] 
= • whieh means "to deceive the i ~  secluded 2 acre parcel, i • ~o uinnmun uausu , , , , , , , , :  -,,,,,,, • 
• • .e,,. ~ ~.ee ~, . .  I ~ _  .~_.,~r driveway, fu l l~ i  • revenue • 
• • siegel art has been used to - -  , 
• , depict •lassie columns, • . . . , .  Lmhakam Carpeted Gondo.  • 
m ; trelLkework and the like I ~ l t o w a l l  throughout, i • "' • ! 
m ." and, in the ease of a stunning n ~ a n c e s i n c l u d e d a n d a l l m  I I ln lt-  • 
m. • m..w. ,  pat!orn -- .ca~ed I ' ~ i o t h e r .  furnlsh!n_gs I ~ ~'St ik ino  - 3 Bedroom Bunga low • 
• • UIDUOUleque, i.us=a~ g ~  negotiable. ~ooa vauuem gF 
m • fully equipped l ibrary i ~ _  - i he~e for $60,000. i • 20 Finch Street - Single Unit • 
ms, am shoives.¢beeffectwhenthta m . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  m - " . . . .  tont ia l  • 
: • wall cov.erin.8 is Us~.l ns a I Lookingforavlewbulidlnglottherearenotmanyleft. i ~ mr Skll ,nor. Tremendous pc ..... A 
nl 4703 McCONNELL  AVENUe " • I .,.,,uaU 2omo ~,,,~:~t~,e"el~hor~t~Fo~ I : 21 iorpn - Immaculate homo, 
m . n . . . .  . ' - "  be i inanoalscus . . . . .  . ......... . . . . . .  ~ - ~ • .. - . - 
• • mxt~waucovermgcan " Cedar crescent i on • " i I a e of drive or . mOO Iooah . • []  Get seffled in this spacious home in a quiet resident a r a. • nsedontbeot~.~waL1pand, i •- -  .. ' . . . . . . . .  , , - - , - -  
i T~rrace  am by adding a aes~ ann eve~ l ~ I l • Z3  Heron llrOOl - NOglllOreg uupII I  • 
• . . . . .  . m some libraw steps, yOU can - -  " • . • 
_B . . . . . . . . . . . .  • n,,v up the effect and oreate I FAMILY BUS lNEss l  • fantastm= valu. ' _ 
• The neighbourhood - Close t.O a!l scnools, Close. TO The s n.oppmg i ~ '~m that in totally i , .  I OPPORTUNITY This wellm • a , , . J _ , ,a  I . . . . . t  m i lk  . . i t . .  I .  • 
[] i .  II I IU I IU I I I  I i l  l i l l l  IIllll V IIVII IV  distr ict ,  close to the arena  ana sw imming  I~Ol. P, II new aweluings in []  ~vidual " I ~ L ~ , ~  I aid out and landscapedm ~ I ~ " P 
[]  that street . . . . . .  " i OOthe~ examples of the J 1 I trailer park s located on am m,m=,~koe"ulummluue.e i •~" 
• • ~.~L~U=)soke~-hoseenin | ~ n , , o p a r c e ,  serv,codbybothl • r . . . . . . . .  u . . , . ,~ . , , .~ . , . . . . . . . .~ , ,  - 
• • • some wnllcoverlll@ which ~ " ~q'~: sewer and water Park ~t .a l . F to~n/~P I I l~ i .  r .~nrunmo • 
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i RURAL CLOSE to BUT lSChools, on 2 acres at 3137 
1Kofood Drive with barn 
• ]]]]]]]and corral. Over 1200 sq. 
l ft. with double fireplace, 
IN_ full basement, 4 bedrooms, 
ms two bathroom residence. 
1Lots of storage, stucco 
lexterlor.  Full basement. 
l (~ l ly  $46,500. Listed ex- 
.clusively. 
l IV  IV I  i l i on  Rt l i in  i 
QUALITY EXECUTIVE 
residence on Scott Avenue 
with superior construction 
features beyond normal 
requirements. Two fully 
finished floors with six 
bedrooms, two bathrooms 
completed in all respects 
by the owner. Heevlly 
Insulated for electric heat. 
1380 sq. ft. each floor, large 
patio with garage. Asking 
$75,000. 
EXCLUSIVE LISTED 
EXECUTIVE residence of 
1300 sq. ft. on half acre at 
Walsh and Eby. Four 
bedrooms, flrepla(:e, 
double carport, natural gas 
heat with electronic air 
filter and Humidifier. In 
like new condition. Two 
baths, rec room. Must be 
seen. Asking $75,000. And 
has subdivision potential If 
desired. 
ExcL. 829, 4610 SOUCIE 
AVENUE. ONLY $35,000. 
Close to town centre, 2 
bedroom main floor' 
residence• with extra 
bedrooms In basement. 
Compact kitchen. Second 
bathroom In basement with 
unfinished "family room. 
• BEAUTIFUL 
• RES IDENCE ON 
~ HALLIWELI.,AT BENNER. 
• TWO large 87' lots included 
I{or  $~4,500. orwlll sell wlth 
I~me lot for $57,000. Soundly 
ibul l t ,  newly redecorated, 4 
bedrooms, two fireplaces, 
• ]]]]]]two bathrooms, carport, 
• family room with built In 
• ]]]]]]red vinyl settes and liquor 
• cabinet. Lots of nlce 
ifeaturee and should be 
--•viewed to be appreciated. 
i Excl. 860. 
• 
• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ! Coast 
mM 
I 
LOW PRICE DUPLEXOH n 
PINE Two story, verYlm 
large patio, 2 bedroomsi 
each with kitchens, living i
rooms carpeted, laundr.y, •
bathrooms, ranges and:  
fridges. 75x200' lot, beside 
Thornhill schools and:  
stores. Only $31,500. ExcI.• 
862. AVENUE:  5127 AGAR 
reduced to $2~,000 Is this• 
thre~ bedroom home on•  
half acre. White stucco • 
shake roof. Part la l i  finish, 
basement with washerai" 
connection. Large 18x20• 
Iivinnroom. I 
under one acre, sunshinei 
setting . year round i
residence with own power• 
plant, ninety eight feet m 
frontage, wharf, threP.: 
bedroom home, fuHw 
basement, spacious l IvInu• 
room wi th  heet i lator i  
fireplace and excellent•]]]]]]] 
' eas'terly view, 1175 .~q. ft. m 
living ~rea, •Many other----, 
features, Asking $60.000. 
Open to offers, MLS No,• 
2917, 
Real Estate Service 
There are many ways to 
keep cool and save on ener- 
gy; too. Home economists 
at Whirlpool recommend 
the following hel~)ful hints. 
Cooking 
The kitchen can be 
especially uncomfortable 
when theweather is hot and 
humid, and your kitchen's 
humidity level can be raised 
by cooking and dish- 
washing, so try to do dishes 
before or after the hottest 
part of the day. 
Since some cooking can't 
always wait, you may want 
to consider a microwave 
oven as a cool, clean alterna- 
tive. In microwave cooking, 
microwaves heat the food-- 
not the oven itself--your 
kitchen will stay cooler and 
more comfortable. It's clean 
cooking, too. Spiilovera 
don't cook on to the oven, 
and "dishes are easier to 
clean because food isn't 
"baked" on. 
Air Conditioning 
If you 'haven't already 
bought, an ~ air conditioner, 
start but right by buying the 
right size. One that is too 
large will pull the room 
temperature down too 
quickly, ddusing the room 
to feel clammy and uncom- 
fortable. One that's too 
small won't cool the room 
adequately. Before you buy, 
make sure you know the 
dimensions of the room or 
rooms you want to cool. 
Air Flow 
Don't block the unit's air 
flow with drapes or furni- 
ture, and keep the airfilter 
clean. Check 'to see that 
fireulace flues are closed"- 
when open, they van draw 
cool uh'.yut of the room. 
. Savf On Electricity 
,L; !I= i 
| I n ~ | I I u m m i m m i u  
li',yott are home all day, 
turn your air condition~,r on 
in the morning, befor, th, 
heat of the dny reaches it~ 
peak. If no one is horn.: 
• during the day, you mw 
want to buy a timer which 
can be set to automaticaqy 
turn the unit on and off at 
the time you pre-s01ect. 
Ke~p drapes or shutters 
closed on the sunny'side of 
the house, and open win- 
dows and doors as lit,iv as 
possible when the air ~,.mdi- 
tioner is on, 
Let the tenant help you 
with the mortgage 
3 bedroom bungalow payment.' Side by side 
located on Clark Street on' dul~lex with full basement, 
%acre let. Close to schools 2 bedrooms each, electric 
and shopping. Big garden heat. A good investment 
with flowers, shrubs and for a young family. Asking 
trees. A suitable home for price $43,500. For further 
a young family. Asking detiais call Horst or 
I;30,000. Call Horst oi" Christel. 
Ch;'istel for •more in -~ 
fermation. 
Rural setting. 4 year old 
mobile home on section 
Road. Has two bedrooms 
plus extra room in ad- 
dition, oil 'heat. Big 
120'x132' treed IoL A place 
of your own for only 
$18,500. Call Horst or 
Christel to arrange . for 
viewing. 
Thornhill on large lot ,  
incledlng fenced corral and 
horsebarn. Asking $32,000. 
Call Christel or Horst. 
Home on acreage with 
subdivision possibilities. 
Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
full basement. A second 
smaller home on same 
property rented. 21/4 acres 
could provide 10 building 
lots. For more details call 
Horster Christel. 
The home of your dreamsl 
Four bedrooms, fireplace, 
exceptional v iew and 
spac ious  comfor t  
throughout are lust a few of 
the features. AIlached two 
car garage and 'quiet 
location. Asking $66,500. 
Call Kelly. 
HORST GODLINSK I  - 635.5397. 
FRANK SK IDMORE . 635-5691 
Looking for a quiet but 
convenient location? This 
could be itl Four 
bedrooms, two baths, large 
lot end in /he 4500 block 
Graham Avenue. Call in 
today and view this home 
on "Reelscope'. •Asking 
46,500, cell Kelly. 
A comfortable starter 
home for the young. 
Recently redecorated 1 
bedroom house with 
electric heat; fireplace. 
Big fenced yard. Located 
wilhin walking distance to 
centre of town. Why pay 
rent when you can own this 
prope~y for eniy $19,500. 
Call Horst or Christel for 
viewing. 
q 
i 
i 
I 
I 
( 
1 
Asking $44,500. Nhree i
bedroom home. Two years i
old. Full basement. Large• 
fenced yard. Near soho@l i 
on Doble Street. Natural i .  
gas heating. Supplied with i
water from local system, i
Phone Frank for viewing, m 
~;.~,~S~N~}f~,~;.~.,~,~. 7'%;: "'/~'~' "~' "" " • i 
I 
Three bedrooms, two baths 
and large lot make this 
conveniently located hQme 
a must to view. With ever 
Only*" 26,500 fort three 3000 sq. ft. of family living 
bedroom starter home on this property affords many 
1/=acre lot on Agar Avenue. unusual comforts end must 
Well worlh invmtigoting, be viewed. Call Kelly 
Call Frank for details, today and lots talk homesl 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
KELLY  SQUIRES. 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK I  . 635-$397 
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appropriate headings and to 
S~' rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The  Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or ,reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
:; Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advert isement . wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
inslructions are received. 
ThOse answering Box 
Numbers are requested nut 
to  send Originals ot 
documents to avoid loss. 
, All claims ot errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
: It is agreed by the ad. 
vort.lse.r requesting spat( 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
.appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement es published 
sha l lbe  l imited to the 
#mount paid by the ad. 
uertlser for-only one In. 
wrrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
ipo¢a occupied by the In- 
'gorrect or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be nd 
liability to any event greater 
• ~an the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Adver t i sements  must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
• color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of or'igin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
CL~ASSl F I E D RATES 
r 
LOCAL • ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words S 
cents per word.. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions Sh50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertlnn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORR ECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion• 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Servia charge of $5.00 o/I all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
years, unless the condition Is TIGNS: 
Justified by a bona flcl~ "N~ charge provided news 
~eq~ulrement for the Work /$bbmlftedwlthln o e month..'- 
• In " lved . .  ~ "~'~00 production, charge for.:L 
~ ~  "~eddl~ and-or engagement" 
• e r  ng u s era . pictures. News of weddings 
(write, ups) received ons 
Published at Terrace month or more after event 
B.C. 5daysaweek slo.0o charge, with or 
• without picture. Subject to 
/~Aon. Frl. mornings condonsatlen. Payable, in 
advance. 
.... . PUBLISHER 
Don Cromack CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
SUBSCRIPTION, 
RAI"ES Births S.50  
Funerals 5.50 Effective October  i ,  Cords of Thanks 5.50 
1977 Memorial Notices 5.50 
Single Copy 20c 
• . By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 The Terrace Dance 
By Mail year  4Q.00 Association wil l  be 
• presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Senior Citizen year Workshop on June 24111 and 
20;00 25Ih to be held at Clarence 
British Commonwealth and Mlchlel Elementary School, 
Untied States Of America I Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
year ~1.00. !s open to all Individuals over 
age 6. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C.. ' Miss Shella Marshall a 
VOG2M9 member of the Royal 
' Academy of Dancing trained 
Telephone: at the Rae Burns Dance 
112.604.635.6357 School, the Wynne Shaw 
SchooIof CDance and Three 
HOME DELIVERY Summer Sessions at ,the 
Terrac~ I, District Banff School of Fine Arts. 
Thornhlll & District There wi l l  . be four 
Phone 635.6357 catagorles,avallable Ballet, 
Tap, Modern-Jazz and 
. . . .  Acrobatlc.Gymnastl.c 
Dancing. Fee of $20.00 will 
cover any or all sections 
laken over the two days. 
Reglslratlon for.ms may be 
': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  obtained at Terrace Sight 
June 28;..Last nleellng ondsoundor Terrace Public 
betore Summer break Io be Library. Pleasepre register 
held at Watson and Florle by June 16, 1978 to P.O. Box 
Balley'sh()me. All Rebekah, 256, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A9 
Odd|ellows and Ihe Spouse 
welcome. - Open house Cenlennlal 
Augusl 26...Rq/nmage Sale Christian School. Tuesday 
dl Elks Hall from 10 III 2 P.m. June 20, 197B, 9 a.m. 3p.m. 
Sepl..13...Flrsl meeting of A taci l l iy  1o serve .our 
[dl l  ~esslon. Presldenls community. • 
Vlsll. ' " 
November 4.,.Elks Hall Fall Annual General Meeting:of 
Hdtaar. Northwest Regional,:' Arts 
Council Sunday, June 251h, 
The' next meeting el the 1978, I1:00 a.m.R.EiM. Lee 
Neglonal DIslrlct el Klilmat Theatre. All Inl(ir~sled In 
Silklne wil l  be held on the arts welcbme to attend. 
,~tl~rday, June 24, 1978 In Ihe ...... : .......................... -~- 
/V~sunlc H~II, 4915 Latelle Special meeting of the 
Aq~nue, Terrace, 1t.C., Terrace Child Minding 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The tollowing are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit. every Tuesday from 
1: 38- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment.' 
. Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday f rom 
3:00 - 4:i0 p.m. b'y ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. • 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday at.' 
ternoon at 1:00 • 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
<~tr,.¢,et. They will be pleased 
to assist, with any sanitation 
problems. . 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CAR.E 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. " 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and  social 
rehabi l i tat ion done' by 
consultant. 
W~oM Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazeila Avenue. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
638.3747.or 635-3823. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre oilers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services • 
- ALtivlty Centre for han-  
dicrafts ' 
- Day Care for working 
people , 
• Drop-in fo r companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodgb 
635.2265 
' WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking lor donations ot any 
"old, broken or" used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood producls we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us al 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
Io make arrangements for 
pickup. 
PAR EN'TS INCRI;SIS "~ 
Are you maklng your own 
MI1.LS MEMORIAL HELP v, ;.'~T r~ 
THRIFT SHOP Earn.2 ho~. -~" o 
Mills Memorial Hospital month commissmn ~lus 
Auxiliary would appreciate .prizes. For details write 
any donations of good, clean Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
clothing, any household West Hastings St., Van- 
items, toys etc. for their couver V6B IH7, or 'Mr.  T. 
THRIFT SHOP. Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
For pickup service phone B.C. V2C ~K1. 
635.5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturday.s between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with, the in .• 
forest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
Accounting Technician . 
Local firm of Chartered 
Accountants has an opening 
for an accounting technician. 
Duties will include writing 
• up books of account, payrolls 
and some iunior audit 
procedures. Salary I ~- 
negotiable depending on 
abil ity and experience. 
References required. Send 
complete resume and 
references to: 
~keena District Girl Guides Porter, Gleselman, Greig, 
would like to announce the Wilkinson & Co. 
opening of a Land Ranger 302.4546 Park Avenue 
Company in the Thornhill Terrace, B.C. V0G 1V4 
area. Girls between the ages Person required ira- 
of 14 and 18 who are in- mediately for office position 
terested please call 635.3061 with the Federal Business 
or 638-1269 (ctt) Development Bank. Duties 
Mills Memorial  Hospital Include typing, swit.chboard, 
reception, filing and postage. 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full Experience desirable but 
stock of Spring and Summer wil l  consider training 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays depending on overall  
quallfi(~ations. Excellent 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. staff benefits. Salary 
DO You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There is help 
Available !
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 0:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting~ 
10:00 Io noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
dvallable : custom firing. " 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
CONCRI=TE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
v, h;~bysit in my own 
~cn', .,~. thru Fri. 7 a.m. 
1o 5 p.n. Phone 638.1252 (c2- 
.Reg is tered  Go lden  
Retreiver. 6 weeks old $185 
Phone 846-5455 Smlthers. 
Wanted to Buy: Boat trailer 
suitable for small boat. 
Phone 635.3453 (p5-15) 
'2550 Bayliner Saratoga - 
Extended hardtop Merc 
188 in.out. Trim tabs - Hyd 
controls - 1500 W. Gee, for 
heat and cooking. En- 
closed head with vanity. 2SW . 
V.H.F. Compass-depth 
sounder 8' Yak.  accom 5 - In 
comfort tarp - for complete 
winter cover $15,000. Phone 
MacLean Mtn. 9.8797. (pl.7 
.1975 Relnell 21' cabin 
cruiser. 1750MC with 302 
Ford engine. CB, depth 
commensurate with ex. sounder, compass, tandum 
perlence. For appointment bed trailer, and many ex- 
telephoneMr. Cou~lnsat 635- tras. FirmS12,000. 633.~332. 
4951. (aS-1S) (c10-19) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till S p.m~ Mort. to Sat. 
Phone 62.4.5639 
VACANT POSITION SALVAGE SALE:. 1978 
Courtworker model 16'3" Mlrro Craft 
The native courtworker and aluminum hull, model - Ski 
counselling assoclation of troll. Unit is damaged and 
B.C. is accepting ap- hull and convertible top are 
pllcatlons for the position of for sale by bid. Unit may be 
courlworker in the Hazelton viewed at 60 Baker St., 
area. First hand knowledge Kltimat. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Ratrlgeratlen 
contrad. 
House wiring. 
,. 4,15.S171 
of local Indian language and 
culture would be an asset. 
Also helpful would be 
knowledge of court system 
and an, ability "to speak in 
court. Further training will 
be available• Please apply 
by letter with resume 
outl ining pasl: work record, 
education, reasons for ap-. 
'plyJfig,eff:. to.; ' r•  
Mr. Emsley Bolton 
BOx 455 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VOJ 31=9 
Closing date: July 15, 1978. 
Esso Ultlmatic O11 Fired 
Warm Air Furnace, 110, 000 
BTU in excellent condition. 
Phone 635.5257 weekdays 
635.6609 eves. (p5.13) 
• DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates• 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kaium 
For Sale: Super Pong. 
Game. Used6 times. New 
cost $130, now costS30. 632- 
7973 (c5.13) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale: Kenmore Dish. 
washer. $250. Single bed. 
Phone 635.2772 daytime, 635- 
3511 eves. (c3-12) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
' Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime " 
For Sale: 21 co. ft. deep 
, freezer good working con- 
dillon. $125, 10 speed bike 
$35. Phone between S - 6:30 
635.4416 (p3.12) 
Forty original watercolour, 
oil, & acrylic peintlhgs for 
sale from private collection: 
Artists' work represented: 
A.M. Nehring, W. Hum- 
phrey, J. Hugo, Irene 
Horner, S. Sands, Julseth, 
etc. 
2 complete beds, 36"x60" 
Bathroom sink minus taps 
I pr. boys' hockey skates, 
size 3, (new) .~,, 
Old bottles • Pre.dated 1905 
Corner Lamp Table , 
Paintings on view evenings 
at 5036 McDeek, Terrace, or 
phone 635.6843 (p5.12) 
Garage Sale:, 4718 Bison, 10 
a.m. 1o 4 p.m. Sat. June 17, 
1978. Sponsored by Christ 
Lutheran Youth Group. (ci. 
Lost from the 3300 'Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635-2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) 
A White long, haired female 
cat with green.yellow,eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing 
from the lower Albatross 
area of. KltlmaI. Any In. 
formation would be ap 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632.2924. (sit) 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con . Lost handmade leather bill . . . . . . . .  
stanlly yell a t~our children,, fold type wallet. Contains Office Space for Rent: 2700 
orhltthem, ort lndl thardto.  Important papersand I.D. sq. ft. on Grelg A~e. ,  
control your angry feelings Reward offered. Please Reasonable rent. t~ease 
toward them? phone 635.9635 (c4 12) available. Phone 6394266. 
P.I.C.'s,=9oal iS to help you . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (clI) ~" 
becomSr'the Iovln'g con. 
All inquires should be 
directed ~'o the offlt:es of 
Parmelee & Nelson, Gen. 
Insurance Adjusters Ltd., 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
635-7910, 635-3.900. 
Written or phoned in bids 
will be accepted till 26 June 
1978. 
Responsible person is 
required 1o live In at Osborne 
Guest Home. Presence 
r~lulred from 11:30 p.m, to 7 
a.m. in exchance for room 
and board. Contact Lorna 
Roml!ly at 635.2171 for more" 
information (,:5-12) 
(mnlnent J l~ J  d|  9 :00  a .m.  
(1ul6,20,22,23) 
Is your  son Interested in 
,~:ouls. II so Ihe Ist Terrace 
Scoul Troop Is laklng pre 
reglslrallon for September. 
i /t~tx number will be 24. If 
.Inlm'esled rail Mrs. Wardrop 
=tt, 635 35~3. Fees will be 
$20,00 ~r  boy. • Anyone in 
libra sled In .Imlplng wllh 
~m, ts Illea~P ('all , 
.Wednesday, Association 
June 21 at 0:00 p.m. at the ~ structlv'e parent you really 
Nort'hwesl, Communi ty  want to be. 
College 5530 McConnell All inquires absolutely 
Room 204. Election of Of confidential. 
ricers and general Phone Mary or John 635 4419 
discussion. RAPE R ELI EF 
Ol~t'n HousP on Friday June & CRISIS LINE 
16th 9 5 .lifo Graham. Audio FOR WOMEN 
vlsu=fl presentallon el Los CALL 65'5-7558 
OR 
AI ~lt~lt's field I r Ip ;  ' . ~ , 635-7728 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  y~L  . - -  
Full or part time. Here ;san 
opportunity 1o earn extra . . . . . . . .  
money, $6 $8 per hour. . Going on Holidays? Quiel 
Training Is available. For university student will look 
Inlervlews Call Marnie 635. after your home and yard. 
9771 anyllme (Fuller Brush) Has references. Phone 635. 
(ctl) 3201 after 5 p.m. (p3.12) 
1 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
TerrAce, B.C. 
635;7056 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroor 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and ~pool table, 
with security interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf)  , . ,, 
i i i I 
I CEDA, RGROVE APTS• 
J 3 bedroom townhouse apts. I 
Iwlth full basements. J 
JNo. 118.4529 Straume. I 
I (c") J 
1969 
VOLKSWAGON 
2 dr. 
$1,100 
1973 DATSUN 
610 SW 
Low mileage. Very clean. 
52,200 
1974 DODGE 
MONAGO 
4 Dr. H.T. 
=2,996 
1971 FORD' 
FI00 PI'CKUP 
¢ 
" i t  is better to be profound in clear terms 
than in obscure terms." Joseph Joubert 
B,O, Hydro and Power Authority 
INVITATION TO TENDER for exterior 
landscaping at the Divisional Centre, 5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender forms and specifications are 
available from Mr. F.L. Janauer at 5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace. 
Closing d;;te for submission of tenders is 23 
June, 1978. 
KITIMAT LIONS OLUB 
First Pr!ze - Trip tn Amsterdam 
Senond Pr B - $260J0 
PROCEEDS TO SOCCER ASSOOIATI 
. Available By Mailing Form To: 
Kitimat & District Soccer Assoc. 
Box 314, Kltlmat, B.C. 
NAME. 
ADDRESS-. . - . ; .  
NO. of TICK ETS i  ~ ~ ~ X $1.00 + 25c handling 
Tota l s_  
Tickets may be purchased 
at the Bay Coffee Shop 
Lottery Ticket Lic: No. 26031 
"Clerk" Cashier Typist for temporary 
position of 3 months. 
Salary -$946.00 per monln,, SU~lqf:l[.,,!gj 
• review. : : : " ; ........... ~::,,:~,, 
Starting Date- June 26, 1978. 
Please apply to The Bursar Northwest 
Community Co!lege, Box 726, Terrace, B.C. 
| i 
/ ' School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
EXECUTIVE SEORETARY 
Applic~tions are invited fo r  the position of 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY to the Secretary- 
Treasurer, school District No. 88 (Terrace). 
Duties to commence 24th July 1978. 
This position requires:. 
.. Executive standard Typing .ability • 
• .Administrative Management Skills 
.. Ability to deal with Public 
.. Maintain School Reporting systems 
.. Maintain • Confidential File Systems 
.Ability to record minutes of School Board Meetings 
.. Knowledge of School District Operations an asse:. 
Salary is open, depending on qualifications and e x." 
porience. 
Please forward typed resume, marked "CON-' 
FIDENTIAL", to:- 
i 
.. Secretary.Treasurer ' 
., School District No. 118 .(Terrace) 
.. Box 159, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A7 
0omplete Selention nf 
1978 MAZDA .o..n,,ook 
1974 1973 FORD 1974 MAZDA 
DATSUN PU GRAN TORINO 61809 PU 
Station Wagon With GEM ' 
'With Box Liner top canopy 
SMO0 O0 '2 SS 
1976 MAZDA 
1.3 808 • 
2 Door Coupe 
52,995 
Sl,250 
1962 WlLLYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is ' 
$960 
1974 MAZDA 808 
Station Wagon 
$2 1W 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
$200 
1974 
DATSUN 7iO 
2 Dr. H,T. 
'995 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
8600, 
1972 DATSUN 
2 dr. Auto 
$1,eOO 
1973 FORD 
EOONOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
1966 
PLYMOUTH 
4 Dr. 
,3U 
I 
1973 MAZDA 
RX2 4 Dr. Sdn, 
Low mi!eage, 
Like new. 
,Moo 
1974 DATSUN 
PU With 
Canopy. 
Excellent cond. 
1974 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
'2 H 
1974 MAZDA PU 
Low mileage 
'Z gD 
f 
I 
• t, 
~ • 
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KALUMGARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt, No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. ' Security 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638.1032 ,, 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 46031 Scoff. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockul: 
and patrol. 
Full time manager in 
residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf) -. 
I 
RECREATIONAL 
•VEHICLES 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen- 
trally located. Fully 
fu rn i shed .  Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
6611. (ctf) 
i i  
J 
For Sale: ' 3 bedroom split I
level - bench area. 4 years I 
left at 10W percentJ 
assumable mortgage. Morel 
information 635-3320 after 5J 
p.m. (p10-10) J 
/ 
3 bedroom house in town. 
Pheasant St., 6 years old. 
Asking $52,500. Full 
basement. Phone 635.7796 
3 10edroom family home on 
Skoglund Street. 1V= baths, 
semi.finished downstairs, 
large garden area, enclosed 
garage. 635.9277 (p5.13) 
For Sa!e:'i. 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Weed 
stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635-9488 (plm iul I0) 
2 bedrooms each duplex. 
Corner 10t - Big garden and 
ym'd. 1 large 2 room storage 
1967 GMC v= ton 4x4 parts for 
sale. Randy Taylor, Box 823 
Terrec'e or Rosswood. (pl- 
Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolers and freezer s. 1 walk. 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling at- 
tached. One rental t,ouse, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking area. 635.4692 (ctf.f) . 
price. Assumable mortgage. 
Call 635.5202 for details. 
(p20-17.) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
etc. 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, lV2 
.bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Ritter, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (cft) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (cff) 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Phone 638.8322 after 6 (C10- 
14) 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup 360 
motor auto; Radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4 (c4.9) 
For Sale: 1974 Jeep 
Cherokee Wagon 4x4, 31,000 
miles. Best offer overS4,000 
Phone 635.7937 (p5.1S} 
1971 VW Super Beetle, good 
running condition. Askinq 
$1,000 or nearest offer. 
Phone 635.5366. (c3-13) 
1977 Trans AM 400 cubic 
inch. Only 4,000 mi. Phone 
635-5580 (c5-15) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up In Terrace 
Several 12x603bedroom fully 
furnished Mobile Homes 
with electric stove fridge 
dryer and washer. Oil heat 
some with snow roofs. 
Asking price $7,000. $8,000. 
Location . Stewart, B.C. 
Contact F. Armitage, 
Stewart, B.C. 636.2226 or BOb 
Laurin, Vancouver, B.C. 682. 
6291 (c3.2,7,12) 
1969 Dodge V= T PU, Ve, 4 
speed trans, posl frac dif- 
ferential. New rear tires, 
spare •parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635- 
5339 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1978Camaro Z28, 
VS, 4speed, Air, Strack, Best 
offer. Call 635.3442 after 5 
(c5-13) 
1975 Jimmy 4x4.  Fully 
equipped. ~ots~of extras.' 
High Sier'ra package. 
Trailer towing suspenslen. 
Will consider trade 632-7973. 
1965 Buick Le Sabre 300 cu. 
s ~ 4 '  ~,,y 14' bar&. ,Jn. auto., clean.interior, good 
,~ l~ i4~hone 63~)~ l r u ~ i  n ~rd~/..:.'~l 0 i.bS~: :p ho~le 
1704 after 5 p.m. (p,5.15) 638-1682 (p2.13) 
33 Lillooet. 3 bedroom Looklng for an economy car? 
duplex, fireplace, wall.to. See our 1972 Cortlna, lew 
wall carpets, large fenced mileage and in excellent 
backyard. Laundry room, condition, pried right, for 
gas heat, five appliances If your budgflt. ~ See it at 
needed..Must be seen. 632- Camperland, 5412 Highway 
7956 after 6 (c5.15) 16 West, Terrace. Dealer 
Licence D00611A (c5-16) 
Modern three bedroom home 
for sale. New flooring. For Sale: 1973 Jeep Corn- 
Large' landscaped let. mando 4x4 Two tops In- 
Greenhouse, garden spot, cluded. Very good condition. 
additional buildings. Phone 635.2770 after 5 p.m. 
Queensway area. Asking (p5.16) 
$25,000. Will accept 
reasonable offer. Call 638. Damaged. 1969 Ford 
1260 anytime. (c10.21) Fairlane Fastback. Will sell 
as is er parts. 2,000 miles on 
55, PROPERTY 
.:EOR 3ALE 
Reconditioned 390 motor and 
trans. Extra headers, wide 
spoke rims and tires 14". air 
shocks, tack, buck seats. 638- 
Wanted to rent: 3 bedroom 1682 (p2.13) 
house, preferrably close to 
schools. Wanted to rent Shopping for a new pickup? 
immediately. 635.9151 Room Don't miss this 1977 Ford 1 
373 after; 4:30 p.m. or 638- ton, 1100 miles, 460 engine, 
t 101, local 45. (p5-13) automatic transmission, an excellent buy. Match It up 
I with our 27 foot Vanguard 5th 
wheel trailer, fully equipped 
with air conditioning and a 
• winter package. See this at 
~! :~~r~~i~311111 Camperland, 5412 Highway" 
16 West, Terrace Dealer 
Licence D00611A (c5~.16) 
1965 Chrysler Windsor, 4 
. Vista Villa, three bedroom door sedan. 383 cu; -in. 
with utility shed Included. engine. All powered. 
Will sell partially furnished Rebuilt trans. Very good 
or unfurnished. For an rubber. Sound condition. 
. appointment tovlew call 635. Price $700 Phone 638.1682 
9403 after 5:00 (p10-17) (p2-13) 
Build your home among 68 Pont S.W., p.s., p.b., 327 
beautiful large cedars on lot auto. 67 Chev H.T., p.s., p.b., 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 350 P.":, 74 Ford V= ton 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. explore. ".. ;, Phone63,. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 1538 eves. :,wz D:.!:~.:.- b. 
' (p2-13) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park 5ulodivlslon If you have the urge to go 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots camping and don't have a 
dhly left. One with creek. JD camper, come in and see our 
Prodor, 490 Anderten Road, selection of used campers. 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone W~ also have a good selec- 
339.4736 (cS0.1ulyl) lion of used pickups. We 
PRIME LOT . Thornhlll have what yeu want .  so 
District. Well and septic come in and see us at 
system $10,000 Call Ed Camperland, 5412 Highway 
Carder . 956.4110 or write 16 West. Dealer Licenee 
Box 820, Port McNeilh B.C. D00611A. (c5.16) 
V0N 2R0 (p8.may 12F) For Sale: 69 El Camlno, 
- good condition. $1500 Phone 
. . .o ,  , ,  or , , , . , . ,  
~:-7/~ " .~O./~' ~-"  ' *~ eves. 
~' " : ' - I  V ~" " .  _ , '  
,'~ ~-,~', ~'/0~ .:.~I For Sale: 1968 Buick Le 
~ ~ , ~  2792 (p3.12) 
~ ~  ~' /~"  1975 Plymouth Vallent 318. 
The word "galaxy" is from auto, p.s., p.b., low mileage, 
the Greek word  "gala" 2 door H.T. 635.4597 (p6.15) 
meaning milk, so-called 
because of  the Milky Way 1969 Plymouth Fury Ih 2 
which resembles a trace door 318, Best offer. Phone 
of  mi lk  across the sky, 635.5419 (p3.12) 
1975 12x66 3 bedroom 
Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
2 Ioey shacks, 1 fully in. 
sulated. F.ireplace and 
covered porch. Set up and 
skirted at 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635-7645 after 5 
p.m. (p10.15) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide in ex- 
cellent cenditlon. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit)'. 
If you quality we will fly 
you in at our expense. 
Hurry ! - These won't last ! 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
437-4311" 
Tot-Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granvile 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1K7 
(at0-7) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J.
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C' (plm.10) 
56' Safeway doublewlde: 
Includes all malor ap 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full, beth, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635.9429. (cff) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
(~son  Rd,' Thornhill.' 
4o offers, G. Warnen, 
Ro~,al Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-~117 (ctf) 
1969- 12x60 House trailer. 2 
bedroom and joey shack and 
sundeck unfurnished. Ex. 
cepf for stove, washer and 
dryer. Phone 638.8297 after 
3:30 p.m. (c5-12) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO. 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
i 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, 
and we custom build to 
suit. Government grant of 
$2500 applicable. Expense 
paid fare Vancouver . 
Return. For free credit 
check and approval please 
phone collect 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
937-5447 
(c14-22) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1]21 (sff) 
Fo.r Sale: 19778' Travelmate 
home. Set up and skirted in " Camper, like new condition. 
trailer court in town. Will Price $3,300 Phone 635-5634 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 14' Travel Trailer includes 
even. (pl0.Jul) sink, fridge, 3 burner stove, 
sleeps 6. 3 way lighting 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 system. A steal at S1200 
bedroom furnished trai!er, 
dishwasher, fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
For Sale: 1974 Bendix J 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. I 
Reverse aisle. Front I 
kitchen, patio doers and I 
sundeck. Phone 635.6405| 
(¢tfiul4) J 
For Sale: 1976 mobile home. 
Shed, fenced yard with 
garden. Loc&ted in Terrace 
Trailer Court. Asking 
$14,000 or best offer. Phone 
after 5 p.m. 635-4639 (p3-12) 
Phone 632-2807 (c5-13) 
For Sale: 32' Sliver Streak 
Trailer. Cadillac of trailers. 
Big enough to live in and 
travel. Fully equipped 
loaded with extras. 20' 
awning, air conditioner, all 
aluminum constructed. 
Replace~nent cost $27,500. 
Firm price price $13,000. 
Skeena Trailer Court, 1885 
Queensway. Drive, Terrace, 
(p3-12) 
For Sale: 1965 15' trailer. 
Sleeps 5 has stove, Ice box, 
furnace etc. Price $1,300 
firm. Phone 635-2319 (p5.15) 
i925-~:An international 4yearoldregistered Morgan 
aMeeme~t bamd~g poison gelding and a 3 year old 
gas and Rerm wal~az'e was registered Tennesse Walker 
811~ed. mare. Phone after 6 842-5532 
1944--The Republic of (c5.12) 
lcdand was founded. 
@ 
Invlatlon to Tender 
Town of Smither.s, B.C. 
Sidewalks - T978 
Tenders for the supply of 
sidewalks will be received by 
the Town of Smifhers up to 
3:00 p.m., local time, 
Wednesda% June 21st, 1978. 
All 'tenders must be sub- 
miffed to the Office of the 
Treasurer in a sealed en. 
velope, clearly' marked 
'~TENDE R" FOR 
SIDEWALKS- 1978". 
Tenders will be publicly 
opened at the above stated 
time in the Council Chem. 
bers of the Town Office. All 
tenders will be examined 
and submitted to Council for 
awarding at the Regular 
Council Meeting of June 
27th, 1978. 
The work is comprised of 
base preparation, the supply 
of material and construction 
of approximately 950 meters 
of 1.5 meter width sidewalk. 
Tender inquiries shall be 
directed to the undersigned. 
A. DeEIIlon, 
Director of Works and 
Engineering 
Town of Smithers, 
P.O. Box 879, 
Smithers, B.C. (847-3251) 
(c5.12) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
• CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN-TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
i 
Notice to Creditors 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF JOSEPH 
KENNEDY HART COM- 
MONLY KNOWN AS JOE K. 
HART. ,  RET IRED 
EXECUTIVE, FORMERLY 
OF  EVERETT,  
WASHINGTON. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the .above 
estates are required fo send 
full particulars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Roberfson, Barrister & 
Solicitor, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C3,on or 
before the 14th day of July, 
1978, after which date the 
estate's assets will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
Juanlta Thelma Hart 
Executrix 
Murdoch R. Robertsen 
Solicitor 
(c11,12,16,17) 
Noticeto Creditors 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF OTTO PAUL 
SCHULTE, TRAPPER, 
FORMERLY OF 
TERRACE,  BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above 
estate are required to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Rober"on, Barrleter . & 
Solicitor, P.O.' Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3, on or 
before the 14th day of July, 
1978, after which date the 
estate's assets will be 
distributed, having regard 
~ only to claimsthat have been 
received. 
Hermann J. Buschmann 
Admln!strater 
(C2-11,12,16,17) 
• To whom it may concern: I 
::lizabeth Bangay will not be 
responsible for any bills or 
debts incurred by my 
husband, asof this day. June 
,c toT& Elizabeth Bangay. 
HELP WANTED: Mature 
studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per 
hour plus bonus with In- 
teresting summer work. 
Write Fuller Brush Co., Box 
108 care of 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., .Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Diamond, General Delivery, 
Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. 
VlX 4K3. (elf) 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 1O for 
SHOO. Our Introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful jumbo-size, color 
pictures from any ene color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over .10 
from same negative only 10(: 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll - $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.~, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. roll - $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- 
@peg, Man. R3C 2C1. (ju 1,) 
PERSONAL: Dbcerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $h00 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
catalogue of marital aids for 
beth ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere In B.C. In. 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips 
Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 
588-0411 days, or $85-1603 
evenings. (f) 
READ ANYI GOOD • : . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ; _~. .  -<,. , 
LABELS LATELY? 
A basic guide to the Who, What, Where, When 
and Why of Shopping Canadian. 
When should you Shop Canadian? 
Whenever  you ' re  satisf ied that the i )roducl  
or service you  need is 
/ (A) made or  g rown in Canada and 
/ (B! of  equal  ,or bet ter  va lue and quality. 
• / That s not' lust good  adv ice . . . i t  s good  
/ sense. . 
/~ . : .  ~. ~ . 
......'~ ",,':.~ ' /  '~ . "  , . '. ~. 
Why should you Shop Canadian? 
Every time you buy something made in 
Canada, you help keep a Canadian working. 
You help keep Canadian money inside 
Canada. You help to expand and strengthen 
Canada's economy. 
When you think about it, you help yourself. 
What is made in Canada? 
Ju,4 about  everyth ing you need to help 
you live the life'you want.  
As the saying goes, we  have no bana- 
nas, but we  do  have Apples, Bandhges, 
Cranes, Dri l ls ,  Elevators, Furniture, 
G lassware ;Ho l iday  resorts, lnsu lat io l l ,  
Jewel lery, K i tchen appl lances, Lurnber, 
Machinery,  Newspapers ,  Of f i ce  equip~ 
l lent,  Potatues, (,X ills, Rope, Steel, "lire~. 
Umbrel las. .Va(r in 'es,  Wines, X-Ray 
equ ipment ,  Yams, and Zippers.  
Everything, in other words,' f ronl  A Ic)./. 
Governmelll Gouv'erl|elllellt 
of Canada (ht C,ma(la 
In&,stry. Trade. In(lust, i(~ 
and Comlller('.e el CollllllelCe 
Jack H(~rne=. J,k'k Ilttllll'l 
MI I I I ' , I  e l  l ; l l l l l , , I i  t '  
le 
..... lJ: 
" . . f~  ~ , ,  . t , J~  
Who should Shop Canadian? 
Every day, most of us have the choice. 
# I ! Whetherwe re buying groceries for the 
home or supp es for business, farm or 
indus(r~,: 
If e~l('ll of bs ad(led only $1 (~ a week to 
( ,Ul.fftian made purchases, Canada 
would h~, over 10 billion dollars better 
(11'I i;I ltl'~l ()ne year. 
WII~) sh(iLIId Shop Canadi, 
You ~,llould. 
Where does it sayMade in Canada? 
Somet imes it doesn't .  Sometinles a s ignsays " 
"Proch.ice of  P.E.I." ( ) r  "B.C. App les"  or 
"Fabricluc [ au (~)uebe('" or "Made in Man i loba"  
or " ,New Brunswick Sardines" or "Growr l  I)y 
Saskat('h(,wan Farnl(,rs" or '"A I)ro(h.lcrof 
All)erta" or "Fresh from Newf()uncllan(l" or 
"Manufactured  in Ontari(Y'  or "Nova  Sc'otia 
Lobster.". 
The po in t  is, if you take the trouble to fincl 
o.ul, y()l.i (.',1rl usual ly tell. 
And,  if it's nla( le ,u lyw l le re  in the ten 
Provinces or th.e Territories, il is n lade in 
Canada. 
This ad was made in Canada. Maki'ng thi.~ ad t,,lph)ved 
II()r a Iwri()(I ()1' tim(') ,i wril(,r, an art (lirt,('lor, ,.1 
i I I t ,1( (()unl ( \( ('uliv( a nl( (lia buyer, a nl( (lia i)lan l(,r, 
a IvI)e,,(,ller, in (,ngr,w(,r, a I)lal(,maker, 1 traffic 
C)l)er,|tor, , (,ver,fl ',wil('hl)()ar(i Ol)(,r,ll(Jr~. , ~ ari()u,, 
Illa ih11(,' 1, ~hil)l)#r.~ a i(J ,,,(,('rt,hlri(,~,. ,nuhli(,di.. ........ 
r~.'i)s, I)t h cation t11 ,1k( ' - l l l )  ) (~ l l  )h, n .  h~ 1111),11 (~ 1 
all Ihe'r various SUl)l)Iier,,, " . . . . . . . . . .  
Shop Cal[ikIKJian Fv(,rv~m~. cff th(",(' I)('(q)h' It', (',, .Ir, I v, i~rk, in 
Magas inons  ~ la canad ienne  ('anad.i. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope. 
f~  Drake: 
FOR SUNDAY JUNE 18,1978 
~hat  kind of day will 
.tonJorr0w be? To find out what 
'the stars say, read the forecast 
81Yen for your birth Sign. 
ARIES 
= te Apr. 201 
Some unusual activities in- 
dicated, but certain tedious 
matters will require attention 
nonetheless, pep them up with 
me of those ingenious "twists" 
at which you are so adept. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) u~-/,~t"z"-"~ 
. Neither expect nor demand 
too much and you.will be sur- 
prised at your ullovor eturns. 
Romance and .travel highly 
favored. 
G y~/ I to june21 ) W ~  
What you think will be as 
important as how you act. 
Control emotions, shun 
~ and let your natural ce for living shine in 
the right corners. 
(June 22 to July 23) 
A day in which you MUST 
evoid extremes. They will 
tempt in various forms. Be 
eepeulally careful in social 
activities. 
A satisfactory day indicated, 
but tha good will of others will 
be important. Stress your 
amiable side, thernfere, .and 
speak abruptly to no one. 
A (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Some complicated situations 
indicated.. Be sure you have all 
the facts before making 
decisions, Whether day in for 
recreation or you have 
sirmunus tasks, rmmin your 
p~U~ep~ eel. 
.LIBRA 
a to =) 
Look for some unusually 
pleasant communications from 
those at a distance; also new 
coutacts which could prove 
L~wflunble in a business way. 
scomo nl, , 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Under day's favorable. 
aspects, you can win new 
laurels by capitalizing on your 
fine business acumen and by 
pnelin8 Ideas with those who 
share your mthusiamns. 
FOR MONDAY, JUNE 19,1978 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be?. To find out what 
SAGrrrARIUS 3~F 
(Nov. 23 to 1X, c. 21) 
Do not let a personal dtsep- 
pointmant mar your ovetell 
perspective. Continue to aim for 
high goals. Yo~ ~depiness, 
know-how and intuition should 
be potent now. : , 
CAPRICORN .~ 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) vO 
If you aim straight and do not 
permit emotions or a biased 
viewpoint o throw you off 
course, you will know how to 
cope with ALL, not some 
situations. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. ,9) , 
Despite a few oUstacles, 
many benefits and new means 
of attainment are indicated. 
Especially favored: romance, 
travel, family inter#sto. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
An average day, but give 
some thought to future vm. 
tutus. The p.m. hours will be 
excellent for following up on 
new contacts. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
highly" energetic and en. 
thusiustic individual, always 
optimistic and, ff living at your 
best, a horn achiever. But you 
are restless and changeable, 
too. When you get a new idea -- 
which is frequoutly -- you set 
UlJOn it immediately and 
zestfully, but may drop the 
whole thin8 as soon as your 
interest wanes. This is the 
Gemininn's besetting sin. Try to 
curb! You are e~/tremely 
versatile; could excel in 
writing, music, science, the 
law, politics, the theater or, in 
the commerical world, as a 
banker -- in which case, you 
would probably .t~e up one of 
the ar tsu  an avocation. As a 
travelling salesman, you would 
be tops, since new places and 
new faces fascinate you. In fact, 
the "new" always beckons the 
Geminian -- and be goes when 
he is called. Blrthdate of: M. 
Duladier/ French statesman;- 
E. G. Marshall and Richard 
Boone, film'and TV stars. 
@1978 ~ Features 8ynd~. Inc. 
SAen'rARIUs 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Here is one of those choice 
the stars ay. read the forecast Cays when your personality, 
given for your birth Sign. ambitions and " know-how, 
~. ~ ~,;teamed ~,ean ~ you make 
bizarre. Overacllvlty also Practical issues will demand 
unwise. A well*regulated day 
will ~bring achievement, 
etimul~e incentive. Outdoor 
interesM especially favored. 
TAm,US 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Go about your affairs with 
your complete" attention. 
There's a temptation ow to 
skip details, but t l~ could be, 
costly. Heed the voice of ex- 
perience. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
ACROSS 41 Antitoxins 3 Wurttemberg 19 "Auntie --" 
16 Center 
17 Netl~rlands 
commune 
18 Turkish inn 
SO City in 
Vermont 
23 Cicatrix 
24 -- and Andy 
25 Flower 
organs 
28 Narrow i~let 
29 Declare 
30 Wood sorrel 
32 Grow 
34 Ship's how 
,35 Wings 
Harangue 
37 Football 
team 
~0~nd~ 
i Iz 5 
1 Entrance ~ Sovereignty measure 
$ Spring shoot 47 Chinese 4 Asian beasts 
80rovtlle and secret 5 Poison 
Hoover society 6 Actress 
12 Control 48 Catfishor eel Hagen . . 
14 Discharge' 49 i]eing 7 Frail 
15 Not copied . 50 German 8 Metric 
article measure 
51 city in 9 Love god 
Norway 10 Bog 
DOWN 11 Lot it stand 
1Commotion 13 Brood of 
Beetle pheasants 
Avg. solution time: 24 mta. 
6-6 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
4 15  6 m ~S 
I"1 
12or, ,, 
I"1 
I"1 
I" I 'a " 
I"1 
I"1 
13 I 14 
18 19 
33 i 34 
35 ! 36 
1 42~ 43 
@,° 
- CRYP'IDQUIP 
WBB-XHGQ 
EBVGWGHXV 
20 Obstacle 
21 French 
• glrlfflend 
Mottled 
horse 
23 Pha~se 
Abandoned 
26 Ibsen heroine 
21 Tax 
29 Auction 
31 Solemn 
wonder 
33 A washing 
34 Right nowl 
36 Of the ear 
37 Italian " 
roysl house 
38 Genn and 
Gorcey 
39 Sea birds 
40 Hebrew 
measure 
43 CorrJda 
cheer 
44 Govt. agency 
45 Black gold 
40 Sgt., for one 
9 ,o I,, I 
I I  
I1 
I I  
~& ?7 W 
I'1 
I I  
I I  
I I  
I I  
6-6 
I PGEL  S I P X W S' 
LVGEL  
Yesterday's Cryptequ/p -- LAGGARD CAN'T GRADUATE' 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE. 
{~) 1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
Today's Cryptequlp due: Q equals D
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels Solution ts accomplished by trial and error. 
zeal and confidence, since there Excellent stellar lnflueecosl 
is .ti le likelihood of diff iculty. Cartainrecentpresaeresshould Unhappy 
now. Be gukled by past e.z- be li~lng, and some of your 
perlence, howevcr., cherished desires can be  
GEM~ql , ]a [~ reulhed. You have good friende G e t s  
(May 22 to June 21) in your corner. 
Tiptop Mercury i~luew."ee ' PISCF~ ~d~'  
foster more of the grit and (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Ingenuity that won laurels fur A good period for everyday 
you in the past. ~ will ha a matterk and, in some respects, 
Lady 
a Hearing 
By Abigail Van Buren 
,~ 1978 It/G~iC~0O Tril~ne.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. good day for innovations. 
cANcu  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Mixed in f luences .  
Carelessness in "minor" 
matters could cause a series of 
undesirable situations. Use 
your wits to hold the line. 
It well.planned in advance, 
you could now hunch a new 
venture, but don't rush 
headlong into uncharted seas. 
VlRGO 
to 23) 
Some trends changing. 
Syn~roulse your activities to 
a~,oinmodate. Curb a tendency 
to become overly emotional in a 
re lat ive ly  . un important  
eituntiou. 
(Sept s4 to oct. 20) 
• The strong-minded must 
make doubly sure they are rlsht 
be f~ acting, lest they carry 
others down the wroug road.. 
The usually well.halanced 
IAbran should keep this in mind 
now. 
 UlO "t.,,IP 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Being the rugged in- 
dividmdlst hat you are, you 
rarely "follow the crowd." 
Don't change this policy now. 
• Continue as a lender. 
for the unusual and the ex- 
t raord~-  whl~ always 
intereets the Plsoeun. Look for' 
some good news in the p.m. 
• YOU BORN TODAY are 
adaptable, enthusiastic, 
genero~ and extremely v~- 
satlle along creative ]inee. You 
are more soHoun.minded than 
many othor Gemininns end 
could find greeter eentonlmmt 
in the basineas world than many 
others of your Sign. Along these 
lines~ you could excel as s 
banker, publisher, promoter or 
manufacturer. In such case, 
however, you will probably take 
up one of the arts ss a hobby 
since you MUST express 
yourself creatively to be 
completely happy. You ere an 
excell~t organizer and not only 
strike out for the extraordinary, 
but achieve in extraordinary 
fashion. You have unusual• 
manual dexterity and would 
make an inventor par ex. 
cellenco. You have an affinity 
for the outdcere and all living 
things; wold make an out. 
standing-veterinarian or hot. 
flcultudst. Birthdato f: Blaise 
pasce], mnthomatielan; Walils, 
Duchess of Windsor. 
@1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
DIETER'S CORNER 
Many people are uccus- 
tomed to eating large 
atnouiRs of I~.~J. Their 
stornachs .~egm to con- 
stantly demand the same 
amount. Althougi~ it may 
nt)t [~ RX) easy at fi~t. 
smaller helpings rather 
than a diet will correct this 
situation. 
, Ihlughis (" I',,ll..d 
Mlli,tr ol /h" I,'/,'st t~llk'lll 
. J  
DEAR ABBY: Living in Los Angeles and being wit_hout 
a car, I often take the bus. I have met the nicest people at 
bus stops, but last week I struck UP a conversation with a 
lady by saying, "Hello. Isn't it a lovely, day?" ,She then 
proceeded to tell me that she had a steel peg in ner ~nee 
because she had been hit by a car and dragged.50 feet, and 
how her family and friends couldn't care less that she had 
to walk with a cane, and how horrible and indifferent most 
people are in general. I was sorry I even spoke to her. 
Abby, I learned a long time ago that nobody likes to hear 
about your • troubles. Why co~ .dn't hat woman ~ust hank 
Godthat she was alive and tell peopm now |ucay ene is~ 
JI  M IN HOLLYWOOD 
DEAR JIM: Bemuse that woman was full of anger, Look 
at it this way, Jim: You performed a real service by letting 
her vent some of her hostility. Thank God that you have 
your outlook on Hie--not hers. 
DEAR ABBY: WONDERING asked, "Do doctors 
believe in sending a condolence message after a patient has 
died, or do they just send bills?" 
I wonder if patients' families realize how much of a 
personal loss a doctor feels when one of his patients die~. 
During a prolonged illness, some physicians feel as close 
to their patients as the patients' own friends and relatives 
do. 
Perhaps the doctor doesn't send s condolence message 
when a patient dies beeause he feels it has been his loss, 
too. .  M.D. IN SAN DIEGO 
DEAR M.D.: I know that what you say is true. Read on 
for mother letter concerning phyuldane and their so.called 
"money-hungry" attitudes: 
DEAR ABBY: I just want people to know that nice 
doctors do exist, My wife died 10 months ago, and after her 
death I received a beautiful letter of sympathy from her 
doctor and his staff. Not only that, but when the doctor 
found out that our health insurance covered only 80 
percent of his bill, he told me to forget the other 20 
percent. 
GRATEFUL IN OHIO 
DEAR ABBY: Do you know the origin of the Swiss 
yodel? Let me tall you: 
In pre.yodel days, a very naive non-Swius uggested to 
the Swiss that they tip for services rendered. In case you 
don't know it, the Swiss are reputed ~ be the world's most 
tightfisted people." Well, this disturbing an~ outrageous 
suggestion swiftly brought forth from the Swiss a loud, 
strange and new outcry. 
Thus was born the yodell . 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
DEAR PORTLAND: You'd yodel, too, if you have been 
accustomed to having the "tip" included in the cost of the 
service, and then were told that an additional gratuity was 
expected. 
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|FL r REPELLANT, BEACH TOYS, SUNGLASSES 
~" and prompt prescription services H 
the AMAZING SPIbER-MAN, 
IT'~ TIME ~ ANO THIS FI KNOW ~iE  
FORAqETOgE~J I,~THE IMEAN$ W~LL, 
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By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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'?P U....~ ;*,.t : ,raenTe 
"Dennis is a sweet sensitive guy, and if you 
don't let us get married he's gonna break both 
your legs." 
"Of course your operation is 'absolutely mmmmry.' 
Without ot I don't get a summer 9K~m/ '  
THE WlZAnD Ol~ ID 
/ . . . . . .  k '  " 
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Exchange students 
By J. C. GRAHAM 
CP Correspondent 
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP) -- 
An unpleasant surprise 
greeted a group of 28 
Canadian students arriving 
in New Zealand in late May. 
There seems to have been 
a breakdown in com- 
munication somewhere. 
They arrived expecting to 
find vacation jobs awaiting 
shortcl~anged 
AOSC that there would be a exchange because that was 
list of jobs in New Zealand. the only way they could get'a 
But when they arrived there work.permit. 
was no list and no guarantee All the Student Travel 
el jobs. Bureau contracted to do for 
'lye said some of the Canadian students was to 
students were really upset, supply them with two nights' 
They had money for only a accommodation and in- 
few weeks. Some would have formation on acoom- 
come anyway, but others modatiou, taxation, social 
hada'tenengh money to stay security and accident com- 
for long. Several had spread pensatien benefits. In- 
cufficult his year than ever 
in the last generation. New 
Zealand is one of the few 
countries which has never 
experienced any significant 
level of unemployment since 
the Second World War-- 
until this veer. 
The figure still is low by. 
world standards-less than 
three per cent of the work 
force--but this is far higher 
HARDWARE STORES 
60RDOH 
AND 
ANDERSON 
them--but found no outover the country in formation was given on than moot young New • 
guernatee of jobs at all. search of work. possible jobs, but with no gealanders have ever i ~  TV GUIDE The students said they had NO GUARANTEES guarantee. It may become more severe 
been told they could choose The director of the New In any case, he said, in the next few mouths 
among 150 jobs on arrival. New Zealand Student Travel visiting sfudents usually during the Southern 
They came to New Zealand Bureau, David Cuthbert, wanted to move around the Hemisphere winter, i | 
on a three.month exchange said he couldnet understand country to see as much as In the past, peo.ple with • 
program arranged between why the Canadian stud.ents possible in the time determination and eneccy • ' • 
the Association of Student weretoldtberewomoeejoos available, so they did not have usually been able to I 
Councils of Canada (ACSC) waiting. Such guarantees want permanent work. The find work:indeed, there I 
and the New Zealand Student had never been given in the bureau was prepared to have normally been more i i 
Travel Bureau. past. He had sent a cable to make loans available to any vacancies than people to fill l 
One student, Hugh Tye, AOSC asking for information in financial trouble, them. But this year there is I 
from • University of .on the matter. . BAD.THIS YEAR real difficulty in finding • 
Manitoba, Winnipeg, said he Cuthbert said pbs were Possibly the problem has work. . I 
and other students had been arranged for New Zealand arisen because the em- - . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
told by a repreeentailv e of students going to Canada on ployment situation is more ~;:':':':'>:':':':;:;:':':;:':':':':" i 
• " I 
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30Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes- 20 Ton R.T, TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
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 sxss,a ORA, s 7 ]! Pi ' ~ii!i ~d COhen 
SERVICES LTD. "i'2'°LN° I O ;--'--'~,~, SERV,~ES 0 i~ 
T E R R A C E  6 3 8 - 1 5 5 5  24 HOUR SERVICE . : T  
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Terrace Electrode Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRACE i KITIMAT 
,O~ SERVICE ON ALL ' 
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I I ;~ I Five Star 
~ . 
I Splendor In 
l "#  i;; I the. G_ras__ s  . 
l ~ .  :30 I Natalie Wo0d 
sis l lm :4S I Warren Beattv 
Land 
This Half 
Hour m~im.~=im.  
The 
National 
Nation's 
Business 
Night 
Final 
Late 
Show 
Assignemt I No, 
Maclear Honestly 
Aslgnment No, Honestly 
Mcle,ar No, Honestly 
CTV p 
News " Honestly 
News Hour No, Honestly 
Final , ' Slqn Off 
Friend 
Alain Delon 
Charles Bronson 
I 
CANNING CANS 
½ Ib, fiats - 19 oz. tails 
IlinllliliUlillllilllllilllllillll 
Gordonand Anderson Lid, 
.Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-gp.m, 
CHARGEX 
VISA 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessories ,n stock NOW! 
TO4 rraOe?sy,?UlPe?ent Sales Ltd. / ~ /  
Oealer No. m249A SUZUKI GOES THE DL~r~CB 
H&H TRUCKING 
SAND 
6RAVEL 
TOPSOIL 
636-6767 or 638-1849 
FJH 
Reac~-~Sx 635-3936 
¢ONORETE ,4, .,~,.~ ,v, 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD. 
Sand, 6ravel, Drain Rook 
Call us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
III 
Q 
I J 
L." 
! • 
L 
! 
j :  
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